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INTRODTJCTIO{

This Operating Manual contains information required to install and operate
the HP Model 4945A Tranmission Impairment Measuring Set (TIMS). Figure
l-l shows the HP Model 4945A and the accessories supplied with the
instrument. Throughout the remainder of this manual the lrlodel 4945A will
be referned to es the 4945A or the instrument.

Listed on the title page of this manual is a microf iche part number. This
number can be used to order 4-X 6-inch mircofilm transperencies of this
manual. Each microf iche contains up to 96 photo-duplicates of the manual
pages. The microf iche package also includes the latest Manual ChEnges
supplement.

SPECIFICATIONS

lnstrument specifications ere listed in table I-I. These specifications are
the performance stendards or limits egainst which the instrument is tested.
See Section lV in the 4945A Service Nlanual for the performance test.

SAFETY CO}IS IOERAT IO}I5

This product is a Safety Class I instrument (provided with e protective
earth terminal). The instrument end the manual should be reviewed for
sefety markings and instructions before operation.

CI-IAPTER T. GEI\ERAL INFORMATIOT{

INSTRUIVENTS COVERED BY THIS MAt{uAL

I.I

Attached to the instrument is e eerial number plate. The serial number is in
the form: 0000A00000. It is in two partsi the first four digits and the letter
are the serial prefix end the last five digits are the suffix.

The prefix is the seme for all identical lnstruments; it changes only when a
change is made to the instrument. The guffix however, is assigned
sequentially and is different for each instrument. The contents of this
manual apply to instruments with the serial number prefix listed under
SERIAL NUMBERS on the title page.

AN instrument manufactured after the printing date of this manual may have
a serial number prefix that is not listed on the title page. This unlisted
seriel number prefix indicates the instrument is different from those
described in this manual. The manual for this newer instrument ls
accompanied by a yellow Manual Changes supplement. This supplement
contains "change information" that explains how to adapt the manual to the
newer ins trumen t.



To keep this manual as current end accurate as possible, Hewlett-Packard
recommends thet you perlodically request the lateBt Menuel Changes
supplement. Complimentary copies of the supplement are available from
Hewlett-Peckard.

For information concerning a serial number prefix that is not listed on the
title page or in the Menual Changes supplement, contact your nearest
Hewlett-Packard off i ce.

DESCRIPTIO{

The 49454 is a multifunction test set that is used to measure the quality of
voice grede, program end widebend data communications chennels. The
instrument is designed for problem isolation on high-speed date
transmission circuits.The instrument has mounting feet on the rear panel,
the right side, as well as on the bottom panel. This allows the instrument to
be set vertically or horizontally as required. A rack mounting option is also
available.

The 4945A interfaces are RS-212C, HP-lB, and HP-lL. The front panel
contains a membrane switch-type keyboard. Measurement results ere
displayed on a nonglare CRT.

The 49454 incorporates master-slave provisions fol uge on 4-wire circuits.
Mea8urement control for both directions of transmission is at one end of the
circuit. At the control end is the master unit. At the remotely controlled
end is the slave unit. All test results for both directions are diaplayed at the
master unit. Choice of the direction of test (i.e., master to slave, or slave
to master) is by switch selection at the master unit.

Once the slave unit is 8et up it can be left unattended. Another 4945A can be
used as the slave, or any existing TIMS thet ha8 the master/slave function
(euch as HP 494tA and HP 4944A) can be used.

The HP-lB ig Hewlett-Packard's implementation of the IEEE Standard 488-
I978. For a description of the operation of the bus refer to Chapter V of this
manual.

FIP-lB (Hewlett -Packard tnterface Bus)

FP-IL (Hewlett -Packsrd lnterface Loop)

t-2

The HP- lL is a two-wire loop. Communications over the loop is asynchronous
and serial with the data traveling from one device to the next around the
loop in only one direction. In this configuration each device receives the
measage, acts upon it if required, and retransmits it to the next device until
the message returns to the originetor. For further inf ormation refer to
Chapter Vl of this manual.



RS-2r2C

The RS-212C interface allows the 4945A to be controlled remotely from an
external device that is configured for RS-2r2C aerial communications. The
interface also allows the 4945A to control other RS-2]2C devices such a8
printers. For further information refer to Chapter Vll of this manual.

ACCESSORIES

The following accessories are evailable and can be ordered through your
local HP Sales and Service Office. The addresses are located at the back of
thie manual.

l-P-lB Interface.
RS-2r2C Interfece

Mode I
Mode I

I8I5 2A
I8 I6 

'At 816 5AFP- L

rry
I

Transit Cese. 92ll-2610
ng

l4+5 6

lu^-uirr"Jn

r-l



IMPEDANCES
Ir5,600,900, or 1200 ohm selectEble.

HOLDING CIRCUITS
2 circuits, ) 20 mA nominel for open
42.r-to I05-volts dc, through a total

circuit voltages from
resistance of (I700 ohms.

INTERFACES
HP-IB (IEEE-488), HP-lL, and RS-212C.

HP.IB CAPABILITIES
AHl, SHl, C0, L4, T5, SRl, RLI, PPl, DCl, DTO.

HP.IL CAPABILITIES
R, AH, SH, D, Tl-T5, Lr, AAl, C0, DC2, DTo, PPl, SRz, RLz,
PDO, and DDO.

RS.2'2C CAPABILITIES
Bit Rates: 50, 75, ll0, 150, ,00, 600, I200, 2400, 4800, 9600 bps.
Modes: Asynchronous half duplex or full duplex.
Word lenqth: 7-or 8-bits.
Parity: None, odd, even, mark, space.

MAXIMUM dc BLOCKING
150 vol ts.

LONGITUDINAL BALANCE
>90d8, 50 Hz to L20 Hz decreasing 6 dB per octeve above 120 Hz.

BRIDGING LOSS ( rece i ver )
<0.2 dB.

RETURN LOSS (trangmitter end receiver)
>.20 dB, from 20 Hz to 110 kHz;
>rOdB, from 200 Hz lo 20 kHzi 10 dB, from 800 Hz to Il0 kHz
at lf5 ohm.

DIMENSIONS (excluding feet)
Heights 184 mm (7.25 in).
Width: 451 mm (17.750 in).
Depth: 489 mm (19.25 in).
Weight: I5 kg (rl lbs).

POWER REOUIREMENTS
LlSl?rD Vac +11%/-2z%n, 48-to 61-Hz7 150 watts maximum.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Temperature: 0o to + 50oC (+r2oto +I22oF).
Humidity: l0% to 90% noncondensing.
Altitude: up to 4600 m (15,000 ft).
Warm up Time:5 minutes for stated eccurecy.

Table l-1. Specifications
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Table I-I. Specifications (con't)

1-5

RANGE
20 Hz to II0 kHz; selected by keypad or six programmable keys.

TRANSMITTER

RESOLUTION
I Hz from 20 Hz to 9999 Hz.
I0 Hz from I0 kHz to lI0 kHz.

ACCURACY
+ or - 0.0I percent of output frequency

SWEEP
Automatic (single or repetitive) or manual.

SF SKIP
Skips a band from 245O Hz lo 275O Hz.

HOLOING TONE
1004 Hz + or - 0.1 Hz.

STEP SIZE
. Programmable from I Hz to I0 kHz (l Hz resolution)

STEP RATE
'0.r, I, or 5 stepe/sec

TRANSMITTER LEVEL

RANGE
-60 to
-60 to

RESOLUTION
0.r dB.

Bm
dBm

d+IJ
+5

at 600, 900, and 1200 ohm.
at lr5 ohm.

ACCURACY
at 1004 Hz + or -0.I dB; -20-to 0-dBm;+ -0.2 dB, -60 to I0 dBmor

dB
dB
dB

FLATNESS
+ or -0.2
+ or -0.5
+ or -1.0

t
f
f

rom
nom
rom

kHz.
kHz.

0 kHz.

200 Hz
2O Hz
85 kHz

l5
85
II

to
to
to

TOTAL DISTORTION
100-to 1000-Hz > 50 dB, with 12 kHz filter, -40-to + 10-dBm.
,000-to 2O-kHz ) 40 dB, 80 kHz, -40-to + I0-dBm.
2O kHz to II0 kHz >40 d8,440 kHz, -)o-to +10-dBm.



RECEIVER FREGI.ENCY

RANGE
20 Hz to II0 kHz.

RESOLUTION
+ or -I Hz from 20 Hz to 9999 Hz,
+ or -I0 Hz from I0 kHz to II0 kHz.

RECEIVER LEVEL

DETECTOR
Full wave av erag e.

RANGE
-60-to + I3 - dBm.

FILTERS AVAILABLE
60 Hz h ighpass.
l0 kHz lowpass.

RESOLUTION
0.r dB.

ACCURACY
+ or -0.5
+ or -0.2
+ or -0.5

dB from 20 Hz to 200 Hz
dB from 2OO Hz to 15 kHz
dB from 15 kHz to Il0 kHz

FILTERS
6O Hz, sel ec t abl e.

MESSAGE CIRCUIT NIOISE MEAST.REMENT

TRANSMITTER
Ouiet terminEtion.

RECEIVER
Weighting Filters: C-message, 3-kHz flat' Program'
I5-kHz flat, or 50 Kbit.

Table I-I. Specificetions (con't)
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IVESSAGE CIRCUIT M)ISE IVGASUREIVGNT (conrt)

DETECTOR
True RMS.

RANGE
I0 dBrn to 90 dBrn.

RESOLUTION
I dB.

ACCURACY
+ or -l dB.

NIOISE WITH TOhE IYEASLREMENT

TRANSMITTER
Frequency 1004 + or -0.I Hz, fixed tone.(For other informetion
see TRANSMITTER FREGIUENCY and TRANSMITTER LEVEL specifications.)

RECEIVER
Weighting Filters: C-message, 1-kHz flat, Program,

50 Kbir.
Notch Filterr 995 to tO25 Hz, > 60 dB rejection.
D_e_t-e-c-t_o. r-:-T- r-u e- R M 5
Range: l0 dBrn to 90 dBrn.
Resolutionr I dB.
Accuracy: + or -I dB.

SIGNAL.TO-M)ISE RATTO

TRANSMITTER
Frequency I004 Hz fixed tone. (For other inf ormation see
TRANSMITTER FREOUENCY and TRANSMITTER LEVEL specification.)

RECEIVER
Weighting Filtere: C-message, l-kHz flat, Program, I5-kHz flat,

50 Kbit.
Notch Filterz 995-to I025-Hz, > 60 dB rejection.
Detector: True RMS.
Signal Level Range: -40 dBm to +I5 dBm.
Ratio Range: I0 dB to 45 dB.
Resolutions I dB.
Accuracy: + or -1 dB.

l5 - kHz f lat,

Table I-I. Specifications (con't)
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NOI SE- TO.GR.OI.JI{D MEASTJREMENT

TRANSMI TTER
Ouiet termination.

RECEIVER
weishtins Filters: a-$"rffi;.,
Detectors True RMS.
Range: 40 dBrn to I10 dBrn,

l0 dBrn to I50 dBrn,
Accuracy: + or -I.5 dB.

,-kHz flat, Program, l5-kHz flat,

(C-message or J-kHz
(Program, I5 - kHz, or

flat filter).
50-Kbit f ilter).

INTERMODT'LAT ION DISTORTION
(Method patented by Hekimian Labs)

TRANSMITTER
Signal Spectrum: 4-tone, non-linear distortion.

RECEIVER
Renge: -40 dBm to 0 dBm (not specified at 115 ohm).
Distortion Range: l0 dB to 70 dB (not specified at l15
Filters: Second order centened at 520 Hz and 224O Hzi

centered at 1900 Hz.
Resolution: I dB..
Accuracy: + or -l dB.

ohm).
third order

PEAK-TO-AVERAGE RATIO

TRANSMITTER
Frequency: per Bell System PUB 41009.
Level Range: -40 dBm to 0 dBm (not specified at
Resolution:0.I dBm.

l l5 ohms ).

RECEIVER
Level. Range: -40 dBm to 0 dBm.
P/AR Range:0-to 120 - uni ts.
Reaolution: I P/AR uni t.
Accuracy: + or -2 P/AR units from 40 to lI0 P/AR units.

+ or -4 P/AR units otherwise.

Table I-1. Specifications (con't)
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Table I-I. Specifications (con't)

t-9

JITTER N4EASUREMENTS

TRANSMITTER
Frequency 1004 Hz fixed tone.(For other information see
TRANSMITTER FREGUENCY and TRANSMITTER LEVEL specification.)

RECEIVER
Level Range: -40 dB to +10 dB.
Phase Jitter: 0.0-to 40.0-degree peak-to-peak, + or -0.2 degree

or + or -5 percent of reading.
Amplitude Jitters 0.0 to 40 percent peak-to-peak, + or -0.2

percent absolute or + or -5 percent of reading.
Bandwidths: 4 Hz to 20 Hz (LF). 20 Hz to 100 Hz (Bell standard).

4 Hz to 100 Hz (Belt standard + LF).

TRANS IENTS IvEASUREMENT

TRANSMITTER
Frequency 1004 Hz + or -0.I Hz fixed tone. Ouiet termination
is selectable for lmpulse Noise measurement only. (For other
informetion see TRANSMITTER FREOUENCY End TRANSMITTER LEVEL
specifications.)

RECEIVER
Holding Tone: -40 dBm to l0 dBm. 995 Hz to 1025 Hz.
Count Rates 71 8, or I00 per second.
Count Ranget O to 9999- counts.
Timer: I-to 9999-minutes in I minutes steps or continuous.
Phase hits threshold: 5-to 45-degrees in 5-degree steps.
Accuracy: + or -0.5 degrees, or + or -10 percent of threshold

setting (I0 degrees to 45 degrees).
Gain hits threshold: z-to Io-dB in I dB steps, + or -5 dB.
Dropout threshold: >12 dB tI dB, for 4 msec or longer, 1I0 percent.
Impluse Noise threshold: Low r0-to Il0-dBn in I dB steps.

Mid to High 2-, )-, 4-, 5-, or 6-dB above
low and mld respectively, + or -l dB.

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTIO}I

TRANSMI TTER
Level Ranges: -40 to 0 dBm
Modulation Frequency: 8r-Llt Hz, + or - 0.1 perc en t.

RECEIVER
Level Ranges: -40 d
Measurement Range:
Regolutions I usec.
Accuracy: + or -10

+ or -J0

Bm to +I0 dBm.
-1000 us to +9000 us.

us from 600 Hz to 4000 Hz,
us from 100 Hz to 600 Hz.



RETURN LOss MESI-REIIENTS

MODES: ERL, SRL High, SRL Low, and Sine Wave.

2-WIRE:
Level Range: -2 dBm to -I0 dBm.
Measurement Range:0 dB to 40 dB.
Resolution:0.1 dB.
Reference Impedance: 600 ohm or 900 ohm + or -l percent in

series with 2,16 ut + or -l percent
capacitor.

4-WIRE:
Level Range:
Receiver:
Range: 0 to
Resolution:0

-I0 to -2 dBmo at 0 end -16 TLP.

Accuracy: +
T ranshybri d

50 dB.
.I dB.
or -0.5d8.
Loss Compensation: -I0 dB to +10 dB.

Table l-I. Specifications (con't)

t-t0



INTRODIJCTIOhI

This section contains installation instructions for the 4945A. This section
also includes informetion about initial inspection and damage claims'
preparation for uae, packaging for shipment, and storage requirements.

CHAPTER II. INSTALLATIO{

INITIAL INSPECTIO{

To avoid hazardous electrical ahock, do not
perform electrical test when there are signs
of shipping damage to any portion of the outer
enclosure (covers, penels, CRT, etc.)

Inspect the shipping container for damage. If the ahipping container or
cushioning material is damaged, it should be kept until the contents of the
shipment have been checked for completeness and the instrument hes been
checked mechenically and electrically.

If the contents of the shipment is incomplete, if there is mechanical damage
or defect, or if the insdrument does not pass the Self-check and
Performance Te8t, notify the nearest Hewlett-Packard office.

lf the shipping container, or the cushioning meterial shows signs of stresa'
notif the carrier ae w

for carrieris inspection. The HP office will
i-c-e.._K e.ep-t hg-s h ipp.i n9-
arrange for repair or

ll the H

PREPARATIO{ FOR, USE

Power Requirementg

The 4945A requires a power source of either I15-or 230-Vac, 48-to 67-Hz,
single phase. Maximum I50 watts.

L ine Voltage Selec t ion

The voltege selector switch is located on the reer panel. Verify that the
switch is set to the local operating line voltage. Also located on the rear
panel is the line fuse. Verify that the fuse rating corresponds to the line
voltage. Refer to table 2-I for fuse rating and part numbers.

mater E]

replecement (at HP option) without waiting for claim settlement.

2-l
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Teble 2-I. Line Fuse Psrt Numberg

L ine Voltage

lr5
2to

voltB
volts

ec
ec

5 amp SB
I.5 amp SB

2rr0-0r81
2rl0-0r04

Power Cable

This instrument is equipped with a three-wire power cable. When connected
to an eppropriate ac power receptacle, this cable grounds the instrument
cabinet. The type of power cable plug shipped with each instrument degends
on the country of destination.

STORAGE AIS SHIPIVENT

Env ironment

The 4945A may be stored or shipped in environment8 within the f ollowing
I imi ts:

Temper
Humi dy
Al t i tu

ature .

de . . .

75oc ( -4oo to +167oF)
096 nonc onden s i ng
r5,000 f r )

-4oo t
l0% t
4600

o+
o9
m(

The instrument should also be protected from temperature extremeswhich
ceuse condensation within the in3trument.

Original Packaging

Use original packaging if available. Containers and material identical to
those used in the factory are available through Hewlett-Packard offices. If
the instrument is being returned to Hewlett-Packard for serviclng, attach a
tag indicating the type of eervice required, return address, model number
and full serial number. Also merk the conta'iner FRAGILE to ensure careful
handling. ln any correspondence, refer to the instrument by model number
and full serial number.

2-2



Other Packaging

The following general instructions should be ueed for repackaging with
commercially available me teri el s!

I. Wrap the instrument in heevy paper or plastic.

2. Use a strong shipping conteiner. A double-wslled carton
made of 350-pound test meterial is adequate.

J. Use a layer of shock-absorbing material 70-to 100-mm
(r-to 4-inch) thick around all sides of the instrument to
provide firm cushioning and prevent movement inside
conteiner.

4. Seal shipping container securely.

5. Msrk shipping container FRAGILE to ensure careful
handling

6 In any cor respondenc e,
number and full serial

instrument by modelrefer to
number.

2-'





CHAPTER III. @ERATIO}.I

GERATIO}I

This chapter conteins both general information about the inetrument and
specific information on how to use it for making measurements on your
network. Below is a brief synopsis of the main features of this chapter.

4945A Fea tures

This contains front panel, rear panel and dieplay descriptions.

Date Entry Procedure

This contains instructions on how to chenge the transmit level,
frequency or volume of the instrument: It slso covers changing
parameters which are located inside a menu.

Set Up and Turn On Proeedure

Meeguremehts

This covers how to initially set up your instrument. Some of the areas
covered are: termination impedance selection, calibration, hold
coils, end date/ t ime settings.

Each measurement is covered seperately. Each section contains e
general description of the measurement menu and specific

r orm the meesurement. Followin the
measurements are inetructions on how to use the OUTPUT hardkey to
dump your results to a printer. Also in this Chapter is a brief
description of all of the messages that appeer on the display.

Master/Slave

The final section contains information on Master/Slave. lt includes a
description of what it is, how 1t works, how to use it, and ell the error
messages. Also included are notes on operetion when using an HP
49414 or en HP 49444 with the HP 49454.

,-l
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Figure J-1. Front Panel Controls, Connectors, and Indicators
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494'4 FEATI.R,ES

FRONT PANEL DESCRIPTION

LtNE ON/OFF - When pressed lN, the instrurnent is poweced ON. When
pressed again, the power is turned OFF.

Softkeys - The function of each softkey is labelled on the screen.
When a selection is made, the next level of choices appeers.

SET UP Hard.key - Pressing this key presents all of the set-up choices.
All of the set-up parameters can be changed from the menu selections
available on the sc reen.

,

4 Pressing this key presents ell of theTEST SELECT Hardkey
meesurement se lec t ions.

5 - OUTPUT Hardkey - Pressing this key will automatically print the data
on the screen to a printer which is connected through any of the
optional I/O interf aces.

6 - NORMAL DISPLAY - Thie returns the display to the normal display
mode after being in special display mode.

7 - SPECIAL DISPLAY - Optionat feature.

I - DATA ENTRY Keys - These keys are used to enter numeric values when
prompted by the DATA ENTRY block on the display. After the desired
value has been keyed in, the ENTER key must then be pnessed to end the
data entry mode.

9 VOLUME Hardkey - The volume level can be adjusted by the data entry
keys or the up/down arrow keys. Also, the k ey boerd be ep can be t urned
ON or OFF.

,-2



l0 - LEVEL Hardkey - Pressing this key enables you to chenge the
existing output level by a number of methods: Along the right side of
the screen,5 programmable levels and a quiet termination selection
are labelled. By pressing any of these, the level automatically changes
to the desired value. In addit ion the data en try block, which is in
inverse video, indicates that the da ta entry keys are active. The
up/down arrow keys allow you to step to the desired level. The step
size used is set on softkey /17 in this menu.

ll FREOuency Hardkey - Pressing this key allows you to change the
transmit frequency by a number of methods: Along the right side of the
screen, 6 programmable frequencies are labelled. Pressing any of
these changes the f requency to the desired value. In addition the data
entry bloek, which is in inverse video, indicates that the data entry
keys are active. The up/down arrow keys allow you to step to the
desired level. The step size used is set on softkey ll7 in this menu

t2 Up/Down Arrow Keys - These are active when in DATA ENTRY mode.
These will increment or decrement the value at each press of the
hardkey.

t, TRMT/RCV hardkeys (or normal/reverse keys) - The LED iltuminated
determines which terminals are connected to the transrnitter and
whlch are connected to the receiver. To reverse the connections,
simply preso the alternate hardkey.

14 - HOLD Coil LEDs - Thege LEDo are directly associated with the jacks
loceted below them. They indicate that the hold coils are active (LED
illuminated) on the left and/or right set of termlnals.

I5 Transmitter and Receiver Jacks - Connections can be made using

--- 

--T6-e u-EEiE-noteZ-Jn (
either the standard Weste

,
il lectri

indicate which terminals

,-,

r-t h.e-b i nd i n g-p.o s.t s.-
are the transmi t ten

and which are the receiver.

16 - DIAL Posts - These posts are provided for connection of a
lineman's handset. The dial posts, when ectivated, are connected to
the t ransmi t terminalB.
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176
Figure l-2. Rear Panel Controls, Connectols, and Features

REAR PANEL DESCRIPTION

I - l/O Module Panels - These panels can be removed and the I/O
modules can be inserted in their place.

2 - Jitter Output - This is the demodulated jitter output. By using
this output,, you are able to directly observe what is caueing the jitter
impairment (60 Hz, random noise, etc.r). This output is directly
affected by the jitter bandwidth selected.

Note

If both amplitude and phase jltter ere
on, this will not be a stable output.

, - CARRIER Output - The CARRIER output provides a square-wave
output signal whose frequency corresponds to the received carrier
signel.

4 - EXTERNAL REFERET\tr E - This is sctive only in 2-wire return loss.
The 4945A has the capability of using an external reference in place
of the standard 600 ohms or 900 ohms, which are in series with a 2.I5
uF capacitor. This option is selected using the softkeys in the Return
Loss measurement set up menu.

5 - Ac power line connector

6 - Fuse

7 Voltage selector switch, II5- or 2f0-Vec

t-4
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The 4945A diaplay screen is divided into functional areas that allow for
quick and accurate interpretation of the diaplayed date. Figure ,-,
identifiea thBsE functional areas.

CRT DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

Figure 5-). Display Feature8
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Area I

Area 2

This line is dedicated to the date and time. In the 24 hour clock mode' the
AM/PM indication is not displayed.

This area contain8 three linee. The middle line lebela the menu you are in
end designetes the softkeys to specific functions. The other two lines are
designated for informational messages.

AreE J

This area is reserved for the measurement data or 8et-up infotmation.

Area 4

,-)

Area 5

Referring to this aree will quickly tell you the transmitter and receiver
configuration.

Area 6

This area contains three liner. The types of messages that may be found
here are deta 6ntry messeges, power-on me88ages, calibrete/3elf-check
me!t 3 a9 e3.

This area defines the functions of each of the softkeys. Since the 4945A is
menu driven, each of these softkeys ar6 redefined when e new sel€ction i3
made. )



(FERATI^IG TI-E 4945A

DATA ENTRY PROCEDURE

n
?
?a
T;l

?;r
t1 6i

I rcrula

I rarB

a ,ra
?
':r.,

n n

To change the transmitter's level, press the LEVEL hardkey. The f ollowing
selections will appe er.

09 28-83 10:38 BH
7.0 dBm

CHRHGE LEVEL

0.0 dBm

RCV LEVEL

RIV FREl]UENCY

-13.0

1004

dBm

Hz
-5.0 dBm

13.0 dBm

29.0 dBm

OUIET
TFRIIIHSTIOH

RRH 13. T STEP SIZE
( 1)dBm

RCV
ThT

1004
I OO{

Hz
Hz

RCV TERIl-r3.0
-13.0

dBrn
dBm

600
500

PROCRBh
LEVELS

Figure l-4. Data Entry, Level, Frequency, Volume Hardkeys

Level G-

Figure l-5. Level Softkey Selections
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Notice thst the LEO next to the hardkey will illuminate when thia key is
active. There are three ways of changing the level of the inBtrument. They
are! the DATA ENTRY keys, the up/down arrow keys, or gelection of one of
the preprogrammed leyels..The procedur.e_ for each of these is discussed
balow-

DATA ENTRY Keys - When making a specific entry, first press the LEVEL
hardkey; the DATA ENTRY block will come up on the screen in inverse video
with en acceptable entry range on the line above it. Next, press the
appropriate keys on the keypad to make the level entry. The entries will
show up in the DATA ENTRY block. To finalize your selection, press the
ENTER key.

Up/Down Arrow Keys - These ere located riqht betow . the LEVEL,
FREOuency, and VOL{JME hardkeys on the front panel. The uP/down arrow
keys can single step up or down a value. The amount of the step slze is set in
this menu by pressing the STEP SIZE softkey (#7). The choices aveilable are
.1, .5, I dBm.

Prdgrammable Levels - When the LEVEL hardkey is pressed, the softkey
selections shown in figure 5-5 appeer (Note: The values may be different).
To change the level, press the corresponding softkey.

The values shown thet correspond to softkeys #l - ll9 cen be reprogrammed
as f ollows:

ich-is-labelled-PROGRAM-LEVEL S.-Not i ce-that-
each of the levels is in parentheses.

(

-",\11 nr 

'_7

o To change any of the values, press the corresponding sofdkey. Now,
use the date entry keys or the up/down arrow keys to change it to
the degired value.

I



r
Frequency

-Changing- 

the-f requency is--very - similar-to-changing-the-levEl;-When-the- - 
-

FREGtuency hardkey is pressed, the following selections appear:

09-28-83 l0: 39

FREOUENCY

8t1
304 Hz

CHFHCE

404 Hz

RCV LEVEL

RCV FREOUENCY

-13.0

r 004

dBm

Hz
1004 Hz

2BO4 Hz

3004 Hz

2? t3 Hz

RBHCE: 20 I STEP S I ZE
( l0 ) Hz

RCV
TIIT

I O0<
1004

Hz
Hz

RCV IE
-13.

Rt1
0
0

dBm
dBm

500
600

PR
FREO

06RBl!
UEHC I ES

!

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Figure f-6. Frequency Softkey Selectiona

Notice that the LEO next to the hardkey will illuminate when this key is
ective. There are three ways of changing the frequency of the instrument.
They are: the DATA ENTRY keys, the up/down arrow keya, or selection of one
of the preprogrammed frequencies. The procedure for esch of these i8
discussed below.

DATA ENTRY Keys - When making a specific entry, firet press the FREGluency
hardkey; the DATA ENTRY block will come up on the screen in inverse video
with an acceptable entry range on the line ebove it. Next, press the
eppropniate keys on the keypad to make the frequency entry. The entries
will ahow up in the DATA ENTRY block. To finalize your selection, press
the ENTER key.

'Up/Down Arrow Keys - These are located right below the LEVEL, FREQuency
and VOLUME hardkeys on the front penel. The up/down arrow keys can
single step up or down a value. The emount of the step 8ize is set in thig
menu by pressing the STEP SIZE softkey (#7). Tfre choices available are 10,
50, I00, and 1000 Hz.

Programmable Frequencies - When the FREQuency hardkey is preased, the
softkey selections shown in figure !-6 appeer (Note: The values may be
different). To change the frequency, press tha corresponding softkey.

,-8



The valr-tes shown thet correspond to softkeys llL - ll6 can be reprogrammed
as f ollows:

Press softkey //8 which is labelled PROGRAM FREOUENCIES. Notice
that each of the frequencies is in parentheses.

n

o To change any of the values, press the corresponding softkey. Now,
use the data entry keys or the up/down arrow keys to change it to the
desired value.

Volume l*.*-

To control the speaker volume or the keyboard beep, press the VOLUME
hardkey. The following selections will appe ar.

09-28-83 l0:40 Rt1

NO I SE
VOLUIlE
( OFF )

IlOHITOR
( RECE I VE )

KBD BEEP
( 0H )

11 ESSRGE CKI HOISE J dBrn

C HESSBGE FITTER IN

RBHGF: T

RCV
TNT

RCV TERh
l dBm

OH
500
500OUIET TERIlIHRTI

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Notice that the LED next to the herdkey will illuminate when this key is
active.

Use softkey ,rl to turn the VOLUME ON. The volume sange is from 0 to 6 with
6 being the loudest. The level can be changed by using either the up/down
arrow keys or the DATA ENTRY keys.

Softkey #2 (MONITOR) selects whether the speaker is connected to the
receiver or the transmi t ter.

Softkey #J selects whether the keyboard beep is ON or OFF. This does not
affect warning beeps.

Figure l-7. Volume Softkey Selections

,-9



Changing Parameters Located lnside a Menu( thresholds, timersretc.)

Any parameter which has the option of being changed will be inside
parentheses. If the parameter has a pre-determined set of choices then
when the softkey is pressed it will cycle through the Belections. If there is a
range thet exist8 for thet parameter, then when the softkey is pressed a
data entry block will eppear on the screen. Now, you cen make either a
numerical entry using the keypad or u8e the up/down arrow keys to chenge
the peremeter. To end the entry mode, either press the ENTER key or any key
other than the DATA ENTRY keys.

POWER.ON SELF CHECK

The 49454 performs an automatic self check at power-on. During power-on
a series of beeps will indicate that the self check is in progress. In addition
to the beeps, the LED indicators located on the front panel will flash.

The power on self check verifies the performance of the maior circuitry. In
the event of a hardware failure, an error code(s) will be displayed on the
screen. Error codes are listed and explained in the 4945A Service
Manual in Section VIII.

lf power-on self-check errors are displayed,
continue using the instrument by pressing any ke
however, ehould be corrected as soon as poss

it may still be possible to
y. The cause of the errors,
ible.

,-10



SET IJP AND TURN ON PROCEDURE

General

2. Press the LINE button in to turn the instrument on. A series of beeps
at power on indicate that the self-check is in progress.

Do not operate the instrument inside the carrying
case. Reatriction of air from the fan cen cause
overheeting and damage to the test Bet.

,. Select the terminals thet will be used for transmit and teceive by using
the appropriate hardkey located above the terminals.

l. Connect the power cord to the receptacle on the rear penel of the
instrument.

4. Connect the 4945A to the circuit under te8t.

It
you ere in master/slave

,. To initially configure the instrument' press the SET UP hardkey. The
menu on the following page !vill appear.

No te

The 4945A contains non-volatile memory which
"gaves'i your set up information after power-down.

r-hold-coil-sett ings-o
meesurernent results. If
mode when you power-down, you will return to
normEl operation upon power - up.

CAUIION

l-tt



09-28-83

CURRENT

I
I
t

10: 4l iltl

H
H

SET UP

SET UP

500
600

TERII
OFF
OFF
OFF

OH

D I BL
SE

RSTER )
SLFVE )

!RCV TE
z -13.
z -13.

RCV
TTlT

Bm
Bm

600
500

CRL I BRRTEU
SELF_CHECX

TRHTzRCVR
SET UP

/HOLD
T I] P

I,0 P0RT
SET UP

DBIE/TIHE
SET UP

oo4
oo4

HRSTR,SLRVE
( OFF )

(H
( T0

TRIIT
RCVR
RCVR
SF S

VO I C

IRI,I T
RCVR

Rn I
0d
od

IIlPEDBHCE
I11 PEDBHCE
TERIIzBRDG

KIP
E BBHT LIIIIT

HOLD COIL
HOLN COIL

n

3

4

5

6

7

8

2. This softkey accesses the menu to cohfigure the trensmitter
and rece i v er.

t. This softkey acceises the menu ior the dial/talk, tatk battery
and hdlding capabilities.

l. This softkey eccesses the menu to
check routines.

6. This softkey
or SLAVE).

7. If mes te r/e ldv e mode
the direction.of test.
MASTER)

Figure 3-8.' Set Up Menu

, -L2

run the cslibration and self-

and t ime

4. This softkey accesses the menu to'.set up the l/O ports.

5. This softkey accesses the menu to set the date
shown on the top of the display.

selects the mode of opetation (e.9. OFF, MASTER

is selected, this softkey will determine '

(e.s. MASTER TO SLAVE or SLAVE TO

8. Not Used



Cal ibration

The 4945A has the capability of calibrating the major circuitry in the
instrument. To perform the calibretion procedure:

a

a

a

Press the SET UP hardkey.

Press the CAL IBRATE/SELF-CHECK softkey (ltl).

Press the CALIBRATE softkey (/16). Tne message CALIBRATING will
flash on the display while this is in progress. If there are any
problems, refer to the service manual.

To Set Up the Trensmitter and Receiver Configuration

I. Set the MASTER/SLAVE softkey (/16) to read OFF in parentheses.

2. Press the TRMT/RCVR SET UP softkey (#2). Tne menu shown below
will appear. Set each of the softkeys to the appropriete settings.

09-28-83 10: 42

SET UP

UP

Bt1

TRI'l TzRCVR
TRt,II I IIP

( 500 )

CURRENT SET RCVR INP
( 500 )

TRII T I
RCVR I
RCVR T
SF SK I
VOICE
TRIl T H

RCVR H

IlPEDffHCE
HPEDBHCE
ERll zBRDG
P

500
500

TERIl
OFF
OFF
OFF

OH

RCVR TERHZ
BRNC(TERII)

BRHD LIIlII SF SKIP
( OFF )OLD TOIL

OLI COIL
VO I CE

LIHIT
BBHD

( OFF )

RCV
TtIT

I
I
1

004 H
oo4 H

IRCv TE
z -13.z -13,

RHI
0dod Bm

Bm
500
600

il

n

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure )-9. Transmitter and Receiver Set Up Menu

I. This softkey sets the transmitter termination impedance. The selections
it cycles through are I35r 600,900, and I200 ohms. Select the impedance
that matches the line to which the transmitter is connected.

2. This softkey sets the receiver termination impedance. The select-
ions it cycles through ere Ir5, 600,900, and I200 ohms. Select the
lmpedance thet matches the line to which the receiver is connected.

,-L'



,. Set this softkey to TERM if the instrument is to be used to terminate the
receive line. If the instrument is to bridge across the receive line, select

- BRIDGE. When the.receiver is bridged, it presents a. high impedance to the
line. This insures that the test set will not disturb the circuit which is under
test.

4. Turn SF SKIP ON if trensmitting over a dial up network where single
frequency signaling units 6re used. SF SKIP prevents the instrument from
transmitting frequencies between ?45O to ?75O Hz.

5. This softkey turns the VOICE BAND LIMIT function ON or OFF. When
ON, it limits the high end output frequency to 1904 Hz and sets the current
output frequency to I004 Hz. This is used on N, csrrier facilities to prevent
interference with 4 kHz pilot tones.

6. Not Used

7. Not Used

8. Not Used

,-t4



TranEmitter snd Rcceiver Set Up When in Master/Slave

In mester/slave, the slave's configuration can be set at the mester unit. If
you are configured for master/slave operation, then when the TRMT/RCVR
SET UP softkey (#2) is pressed, the additionel choiceg shown below will
appear. Set each of these to the eppropriete setting.

SLAVE TFMT
llvP

SLAVE RCVR
ItvP

SLAVE TEFM/
BRDG

5. This softkey sets the slave unitis transmitter
terminat ion inpedance. The eelect ions i t cycles
through are. L)5, 600' 900' and 1200 otms. Seleet
the impedance that rnatches the line to which the
slaveis transmitter is. connected.

7. This softkey sets the sleve unitis receiver
terminat ion inpedance. The select ions i t cycles
through are Il5, 600, 900' and 1200 ohms. Select
the inpedance that rnatches the I ine to wh ich the
glavers receiver is connected.

This softkey selects whether the receiver on the
slave uni t ie BRIEEd or TEHMinated. lf the
slavers rece i ver is br i dged, it presents a high
impedance to the I ine. This insures that the test
set will not disturb the circuit which is under
tes t .

E

Note

These keys will not appeer when operating with an
HP-49414 or HP-4944A slave unit.

If desired, the slave can be configured at the slave box. Upon initial
I ink, thernasterwi 1l display the slavers set-up configurstion. It will
not change unless one of softkeys 116 - ltB are pressed.

You should be awEre that the following actions will cause you to lose
I ink:

o Running the diagnostic self-check
o Running the cal ibration routine
. Reversing the transmi t and rece i ve

located Ebove the terminals.

routine

I i nes us i ng the hardkeys

In order to recover, you must go through the initial link-up process again.

,-t5



To Set the Dete and Time

I. Press the DATE /T ItvE SET LP sof tkey (/t5). Ttre rnenu shown below
will appear. Set each softkey to the appropriate setting. The
nurner ical values can be changed by pressing the softkey that
you wsnt to change and entering in a value using the DATA
ENTRY key s.

09-28-83 l0:43 Bn

uP --------CLOCK SET
YEBR
(83)

CURRENT SET UP IIOHTH
( 09 )

TRIIT IHPENBHCE 500
500

TERIl
OFF
OFF
OFF

OH

RCVR I IIPEDflHCE
RCVR TERI'1 ,BRDG
SF SK I P

DRY
( 2B )

VOICE BFHN LIHIT
TRIIT HOLI] COIL
RCVR HOLD COII

HOUR
(10)

11 IHUTE
( 43 )

Rll/PH
(RH)

1ZHR/24HR
( l2HR )

u IRCV TE
z -13.z -13.

RH I
0d0dRCV

IIIT
1004
1004

H
H

Bm
Bm

600
500

il

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

l.
2.

,.

4.

Figure l-I0.Clock Set Up Menu

Enter the last two digits of the year you want displayed.

Enter the rnonth you want displayed.

Enter the day of the month you want displayed.

Enter the hour you want displayed. The el lowable range wi I I
depend on whether you choose to have a 12 or 24 hour clock
on softkey /r7.

,. Enter the minutes after the hour you want displayed.

6. This key is only active when you are set up to display
the t ime in 12 hour mode. It toggles between Avl and PM.

7. This determines whether
c I ock mode .

you are using a 12 or 24 hour

,-L6
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Dial, Talk, Lirten and Hold Procedureg

l. Perform SET UP AND TURN ON PROCEDURE.

2. Connect I inernan'e handset (butt-in) to DIAL terminals.

J. Press VOI-ti/E hardkey. Next, press sof tkey #I unti I the
selection (SF) appears.

4. Press the SET tf hardkey. Verify thet the tvlASTR/ SLAVE softkey(#6) iB set to (OFF).

5. Press the DIAL/FO-O SET lf softkey (#l). fne f ol lowing nrenu
wi I I appea r .

Figure l-11. Dial/Hold Set Up lrienu

l. Thia softkey will turn the transmitter hold coil ON or OFF. The hold
coil LED located ebove the tran3mit terminale will be illuminated
when the hold coil is active.

2. This softkey will turn the receiver hotd coil ON or OFF. The hold coil
LED located ebove the receiver terminals will be itluminated when
the hold coil is ective.

,. Turning DIAL/TALK ON will connect the hand8et to the transmit tine
to permit dialing, telking and listening over the line. Dialing must be

' done using the handset. The level autorange is fixed when in this menu
to prevent autoranging when talking over the line.

il

v

3

4

5

6

7

I
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09-28-83

D I BL,HOLD

l0 r 43

SET UP

UP

IlPEIRHCE
IIPEIBHCE
ERIlzBRD6
P

]RCV TE
z -13.
z -13.

RCV
T11 T

500
500

TRIlT HOLD
( OFF )

RCVR HOLD
( 0H )

DIBL,TBLK
( OFF )

TRLK BflT
(OFF)

oo4
oo4

Bm
Bm

500
500

TERIl
OFF
OFF
OFF

" 0H

TRIlT
RCVR
RCVR
SF S
VO I
TRII
RCV

I
I
T

KI

RH I
0dod

CURREHT SET

H
H

CE BRND LIHIT
I HOLD COIL
R HOLD COIL



4. The 4945A will supply the handset with +15
the microphone.

---5. 
Nofuied

6. Not Used

7. Not Used

8. Not Used

Vdc to ene rgi z e
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Refer to Table l-I
app I i ca t i on.

for the proper control set t i ngs for you r

Table l-1. Circuit Control Settings

2 -Wi re Dry 4-Wi re Dry

TFtvIT l{-D
(trF)

RCVR FO-D(sF)
DIAL/TALK

(o\)
TALK BAT

(cN)

TRh{t r{-D
(OFF )

RCVR r-o_D
(trF)

DIAL/TALK
(o!)

TALK BAT
(o\)

TFI./IT Ffl-D
(OFF)

RCVR Fo-D
(OFF)

DIAL/TALK
(OFF )

TALK BAT
(OFF )

Next, press the TEST SELECT hardkey and proceed with
the nEasurement.

Mode 2 -Wi re Wet (DD)

Dial
( through
butt-in)

TFMT FO-D
(OFF )

RCVR FO-D
(GF)

DIAL/TALK
(o{)

TALK BAT
(OFF)

-l

Li sten
( t h r oirgtr
butt-in)

TFMT HA-D(sF)
RCVR FO-D

(trF)
DIAL/TALK

(o!)
TALK BAT

(OFF )

Test TFMT FO-D
(Ct.l)

RCVR FO-D
(Ct.l)

DIAL/TALK
(OFF)

TALK BAT(ffF)

TFMT FOLD
(OFF )

RCVR r-o-D
(OFF)

DIAL/TALK
(OFF)

TALK BAT
(OFF )

Ta I k
( through
but t- in)

TFMT I{-D
(GF)

R]CVR l{-D
(OFF )

DIAL/TALK
( cr.r)

TALK BAT
(trF)

TFNTT FO-D
(OFF)

RCVR Ffl-D
(OFF )

DIAL/TALK
(o\)

TALK BAT
(o{)

TFMT Hf,-D
(OFF )

RCVR Ffl-D
(OFF)

DIAL/TALK
(chl)

TALK BAT
(q\)

The hold coils
swi tch. This is

Note
do not swi tch I ines wi th the I ine reverse
to prevent the I ine from being d ropped.
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LEVEL AND FRECUENCY

Dercript i on

This section describes the
meagurementa:

following types of level and frequency

r 1000 Hz Loes Measurement
r Frequency Shift Measurement
. Attenuetion Oist ort ion
r Gein S lope Measurement

To enter the Level Frequency menu, press the TEST SELECT hardkey and
then the LEVEL FREOUENCY softkey (/lI). The following rnenu will aPpeer.

09-28-83 10:45 Br
GR IH SLOPE

LEVEL FREOUEHCY

LEVEL ZERO

RCV LEVEL

RTV FREOUEHCY

7.0 dBm

Hz1004
50Hz FILTER

(0UT)

u IRCV TERH I
7.0 d
7.O d

RCV
TIlT

1004 H
I OO4 H

Bm
Bm

600
600

PROGRRIl
S I,I EEP

Figure 3-I2. The Level Frequency Measurement Menu

This softkey begins the GAIN SLOPE meesurement.

This softkey establishes a zero reference at the current level reading.

This softkey inserts a 6OHz high pass filter in the receive path. This
attenuates 60 Hz by at leest 20dB without affecting the holding tone
(1004 Hz) measurement.

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

This softkey accesses the programmable frequency sweep menu.

, _20
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I.
2.

t.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



To set up a progremmmeble frequency sweep when making the Level
Frequency measurement, preslr the PROGRAM SWEEP softkey (#8). Tne
menu is shown below with explanations of eech of the selections.
After setting up softkeys #2 through #6 to the appropriate settings,
Btart the sweep by pressing softkey #l until it reada SWEEPING in
paf entheses. .-,i,r'-, .. .\t

09-28-83 10:47 Rt1

PRl]CRRIl SI,J EEP
STBRT/STOP
(STOPPED)

(NOHSTOP)
SI,JEEP

RCV LEVEL

RCV FREOUEHTY

?.0

1004

dBm

Hz
SI,JEEP FROII

( 100 ) Hz

SIJEEP T
( 1 10.00 ) K

0
Hz

STEP SIZL
( 1000 ) Hz

STEP RflTE
( SL OIJ )

I IRCV TERIl
7.O7.0

RCV
T11 T

I OO<
I OO4

!l-
Hz

dBtn
dBm

600
500

RETURH TO
LEVEL,FREO

Figure 1-I3. Programmable Sweep Menu for Level Frequency
MeeBUrement

l. Thig 3oftkey start8 and stops the sweep. It toggles between
STOPPED and SWEEPING.

2. This softkey toggles between SINGLE and NONSTOP. NONSTOP
ellows you to continuou3ly sweep. _

,. Enter the frequency you went the sweep to start from.

4. Enter the frequency you wsnt the sweep to end on.

5. Enter the step aize you want between the frequencies.

6. Select how faet you want the sweep to step. This key cycles
through slow (.1 steps/second), medium (I step/second), and
fast (l steps/second).

7. Not UEed

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

!
$

T
I

8. This softkey will return you to the Level Frequency menu.
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Gencral Inrtructionr - Tranrmitter

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2.

Note

,, Adjuat the level to the "Deta Levelri.

,.

t-22

Press the LEVEL FREOUENCY softkey (#I). Tne Level Frequency menu
will appe ar.

The trensmitter is automatically eet to I004 Hz when
entering the Level Frequency menu.

Note

All transmisgion measurements should be mad€ et
Data Level. The Data Level for all presently
specified data circuits is a power of Il dB below the
Transmission Level Point (TLP). For example, if
the TLP is -I6 dB, the Date Level would be -29 dBm.
Therefore, an output level of -29 dBm would be
applied in this ca3e.

4. When requested by the receiver operator, transmit the sgreed upon
tett frequencies. The frequency cen be changed by entering a specific
frequency, u8ing the up/down errow keys (both of these methods are
explained in Deta Entry Procedure Section) oD by using the
programmable sw6ep capebility Bhown on softkey #8 above (refer to
the Deacription Sec t ion ).

Gain Slope Measurement

If you press GAIN SLOPE (softkey /rl in the Levet Frequency menu), the
trensmitter will automatically cycle through 404 Hz, 1004 Hz, and
28O4 Hz (2 seconds/step ).



General Instructions - Receiver

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

Z, Press the LEVEL FREOUENCY softkey (#f). Tfre Level Frequency menu
will be d ispl ay e d.

1000 Hz Loss Measurement

t.
4.

5.

Observe RCV LEVEL and RCV FREOUENCY in center of the display.

Press 50 Hz FILTER softkey until IN appears in parentheses. If the
received level changes more then +-0.2 dBm, the 60 Hz filter should be
left IN throughout the measurement. This will eliminate the effect of
a 6O Hz signal interfering with your measurement.

Instruct transmitter operator to send I004 Hz tone.

Note

Frequency Shift Measurement

Observe the received frequency while communicating with the
transmitter operator, comparing any difference between the
transmitted and received frequencies.

Note

The transmitting test set must be a test set capable of
transmitting a signal whieh is known within +-0.5 Hz.

Attenuation Distortion

7 . I nstruct the tlenglD p_El8-t_o-L_t-o-s-e.o.d-I0.0-4-Hz-t o n e.-l.f-y.o u-w.a n.t--
-- - in aUsolute dBm, then sk ip to step /I9.

8. Press the LEVEL ZERO softkey. This establishes a 0 dB reference at
the current frequency (1004 Hz).

9. Observe RCV LEVEL and RCV FREOUENCY in the center of the display
while the agreed upon frequencies ere transmitted. +dB indicates
more loss and -dB indicates less loss, relative to the reference
frequency.

Gain Slope Measurement

10. Select the GAIN SLOPE measurement softkey (nI).If the trensmitting
test set is not a 4945A then the transmitter operator must transmit the
tones (404 Hz, I004 Hz, and 2804 Hz) individually. The receiving
4945A will recognize each of the frequencies and display the relative
level to 1004 Hz on the screen.

6

The transmitted frequencies can be sent in any order, but
the relative level (dB) cennot be calculated until I004 Hz
is sent. As soon as the receiver recognizes 1004 Hz it
displays the relat ive levels of the tones it has p rev ious I y
received, if any. The measurement ie continuously updated
using the last I004 Hz reference.
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NOISE

-P6363iption-..-.

l..Not Used

The noise measurementi which can be performed with the 4945A are:

. No ise- wi th - Tone

. Signal-to-Noise Rat io

. MesEage Circuit Noige

. NoiBe - to-Ground

. Single Frequency I nter ferenc e

Along with these measurements, there ere five filters which can
be selected. They ere:

r C-message
r ] kHz f lat
r 15 kHz f lat
a Progrem
o 50 kBIT

To enter the noise menu, press the TEST SELECT hardkey and then
the NOISE softkey (#2). The following menu will appear.

09-28 83 l0:48 8H

NOISE

H0ISE IJIIH T0NE 2B dBr"n HO

I,J ITH
I SE

IOHE

S I CHRL
IO HO I SE

IIESSRCE
CKT HOISE

HO I SE
TO CROUHD

C_IIESSFGE FILTER IH

I lRCv IERNI7.0 d
7.0 d

RCV
T11 T

100< H
1004 H

Bm
Bm

500
600

SELECT
FILTER

Figure 3-14. The Noise Measurement Menu

it

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2. This softkey seleets the noise-with-tone
measures the tetephone cicuit noise (in dBrn)
of a 1004 Hz tone.

meesu?ement. It
in the presence
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,.

6.

7.

8.

When this softkey is pressed, the signal-to-noi8e ratio of the circuit
is cal cul at ed.

NOISE (conrt)

Not Used

Not Used

This softkey eccesses the noise filters menu.

4. This softkey 3elects the message circuit noise measurement. It
measures the telephone cireuit noise with the line quiet terminated.

5. This softkey selectB the noise-to-ground measurement. This can be
used ag an indication of line balance.

t
i.-
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If you press softkey #8 (SELECT FILTER), you will access the
f ollowing menu.

t.

5

6.

7.

8.

09-28-83 l0:49 Ft1
C_IlESSRGE

HO I SE F I TTERS

TOHEHOISE LJITH 28 dBrn 3kHz FLBT

l5kHz FLflT

PROGRBII

5O KB I T

C_I,I ESSBGE FILTER IH

IRCV TERHI
7.0 d
7.0 d

RETURH TO
HO I SE

RCV
T11 T

1004 H
r 004 H

Bm
Bm

500
500

il

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure ,-I5. The Noise Filters Menu

2. This softkey selects the , kHz flat filter. This filter is used to detect
the presence of low frequency noise on voice circuits.

,. This softkey selects the l5 kHz flat filter. This filter is uged when
making unweighted measurements of noige on program circuits.

4. This softkey selects the Program filter. This filter is used for the
weighted meesurement of noise on program circuits which have
bandwidthe up to I kHz.

This softkey selects the C-mes8e9e filter. This filter weights the
noise to eimilate what the human ear would detect.

This softkey selects the 50 kBlT filter. This filter is used on circuits
which handle widebend deta end DDS circuits.

Not Ueed

Not Used

This softkey returns you to the measurement menu.
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General lnstructions - Transmitter

l. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.
t--. -

2. Press the NOISE softkey (/I2). Ttre Noise menu will be displayed.

Message Circui t Noise

J. Press the MESSAGE CKT NOISE softkey (/r4). This will quiet term-
inate the transmitter,

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

4. Press the SIGNAL TO NOISE softkey (/ll). Tne transmitter is now
transmitting a 1004 Hz holding tone,

5. Adjust the output level to the "Data Level" using the LEVEL
handkey.

Note

All transmission measurements should be made at
Data Level. Data Level for all presently specified
dsta circuits is a power of Il dB below the
Transmission Level Point (TLP). For example, if the
TLP is -16 dB, the Data Level would be -29 dBm.
Therefore, an output level of -29 dBm would be
applied in this case.

No i se - to -Ground

The 4945A must be properly grounded for valid noise to ground
measurements. Ground can be established through the power cord geound if
there is a reliable power line bond or through the sleeve connections on the
JI0 transmit/receive jacks.

6. Press the NOISE-TO-GROUND softkey (/I5). Ttre transmitter is now quiet
terminated.

No ise -Wi th - T one

7. Press the NOISE-WITH-TONE softkey (/t2). The transmitter is now
transmitting a I004 Hz holding tone.

Adjust. the output level to the "Data Level" using the LEVEL
hardkey (refer to "Data Level" above).
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General Instructions - Receiver

t.
?.

,.

Press the NOISE softkey (tlz).

The current filter selected is displayed on the lower portion of the
scceen. lf you wsnt to change to another filter then press the SELECT
FILTER softkey (/I8) and select the desired weighting or press the
RETURN TO NOTSE softkey (/I8).

Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

Press the VOLUME hardkey.

4

Message Circuit Noise

Press the MESSAGE CKT NOISE softkey (/I ). The reading in dBrn will be
displayed.

Single Frequency Interference

While perf orming a message circuit noise measurement, a single
frequency interference check can be done.

5.

6.

7.

Press the VOLUME softkey (/lI) until ON appears in parentheses.

Adjust the volume level by using either the up/down errow keys or the
DATA ENTRY k eys.

Press the MONITOR softkey (ll2) until RECEIVE appears in
parentheses. Listen for any predominant tone which will indicate a
potentiel single frequency interference problem. A LEVEL FREOUENCY
measurement can be made (Don't change the transmitter keep it quiet
terminated) to further analyze the tone. Press VOLUME hardkey to end
the entries.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Press the S IGNAL TO NOISE sof tkey (//r). The 4945A will automatically
display the signal - to- noise ratio.

9.
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No ise - to - Ground

I0. Press the NOISE TO GROUND softkey (/15) and observe the dBrn reading
on the d i spl ay.

L ine Balance Calculation

The relative line balance of an end loop can be calculated by message
circuit noise (N.) and noise to ground (Ng) and applying the f ormula:

Balance in dB = Nm

Note

N9

This calculation is only valid if the measurements are made on a
physicel peir and if it is assumed that the message circuit noise is
caused by longitudinal noise converted to message circuit noise by a
line imbalance. It is recommended thet both of these messurements be
made using the, kHz flet filter to account for the effects of power
line related no i se.

No ice -lVi th - Tone

lI. Press the NOISE WITH TONE softkey (ll2) and observe the dBrn reading
on the d ispl ay.
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The 4945A performs the

...TRANSIENTS-- '

Dercription

. Impulee Noise (l
r Phase Hits
r Gain.Hita
a Dropou tg

following transient measurements:

level)

The 49454 will also perform e noi3e with tone measurement and latch
the results to aid you in Betting the impulse noiee thresholde. The
noise with tone measurement is always in progress whenever the
transients meaaurement is STOPPED.

To enter the transients menu, press the TEST SELECT hardkey end then
the TRANSTENTS softkey (#l). The following mgnu will appear.

09-28-83 l0:50 8H

TRBNSIENTS
STRRTZSTOP
(STOPPED)

TIIlE ELFPSED O hIN O SEC COUHT RBTE
( 7 ),SEC

OISE
IJ 58
D 72
H 75

dBrn
dBrn
dBrn

O CHTS
O CHTS
tl CHTS

COUHT I I HE
(l)11 IH

DEC
dB
dB

O CHTS
O CHTS
O CNTS

I IIPULSE LOI,J
(58)dBrn

IIlPULSE H

LO
HI

HIC

t20
110

PHRSE H I TS
CRIH HITS

DROPOUTS

HOISE I,J,TOHE

C-11 ESSsGE

7 dBrn

FILTER IH

SIEP SIZE
( 4 ) dB

Fpinsr r r rs
I r zo , nre

I IRCV TE
z -13.
- _12

CB I H H I TS
( l0 ) dB

SELECI
FILTER

RHI
0d
0d

RCV
T11 I 1004 H

1004 H
Bm
Bm

600
600

it

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Figure )-16. The Transients Measurement Menu

I. This softkey sterts and stops the timer on the transientE msasurement.
It toggles between STOPPED and RufrlNING.

2, This softkey sets the count rete for transient measurements. tt cycles
through 7r 8, and 100 counta per second.
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,

,.

This softkey sets the timer for the transient measurement. The range
is programmable from 0 (nonstop) to 9999 minutes

4. This softkey sets the LO* threshold for impulse noi3e. The range ig
programmable from l0 to II0 dBrn.

This eoftkey sets the step size between the LOW to MID and MID to
HIGH impulse noise threoholds. It cycles through 2, ,, 4, 5 and 6 dB.

6. is softkey setE the phaee hita threshold. It cycles through 5, 10, 15,
,2rr rO, trr 40 and 45 degreee.

7. This key sets the gain hite threehold. It cyeles through 2, ,, 4, 5, 6r 7,
8,9, and l0 dB.

8. This softkey eccesses the noise filters menu. For further explanation
of this menu refer to the NOISE meesurement section. The noise filter
selected affects the impulse noise measurement only.

Ih
-/20

yi
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General Inrtfuctionr - Trantmitter

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the TRANSIENTS softkey (#r). The trensmitter is now
transmitting a I004 Hz holding tone.

t. Adjust the output level to the riDete Levetrr using the LEVEL hardkey.

Note

All transmission measurementa should be made at
Data Level. The Data Level for all presently
specified data circuite is a power of ll dB below the
Transmission Level Point (TLP). For example, if the
TLP ig -16 dBm, the Data Level would be -29 dBm.
Therefore, en output level of -29 dBm would be
applied in this case.

Generel Inotructione - Receiver

I.
2.

,.

5.

Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

PDeBs the TRANSIENTS softkey (#l).
Press the COUNT RATE softkey (#2) until the desired rate appears in
parentheses. lt cycles through 7r 8, and I00 counts per second.

4. Press the COu.lT TIME softkey (#l) and set the timen for the desired
limit using the DATA ENTRY keys or the up/down arrow keys. The
allowable range is from 0 to 9999 minuteg with 0 being non6top. The
up/down arrow keya wilt step in 5 minute ateps

Press IMP THLD LO softkey (#4). Enter the desired low threshold for
impulse noise using the DATA ENTRY keys or the up/down errow keye ( I
dBrn . step ).

6. Press the IMP THLD STEP Boftkey (#5) untll the desired step size
between the impulse noise thre8holds appears. Your cholces ete 2r r,
4, 5, and 6 dB.

7. Press the PHASE HITS THLD softkey (#6) until the desired phase hit
threshold is obtained. This key cycles in 5 degree stepa from 5 to 45
degrees.

8. Press the GAIN HITS THLD softkey (#7) until the desired gain hitg
threshold is obtained. This key eyclea in I dB steps from 2 to l0 dB.
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9. The current filter which is aelected for the noise measurements is
displayed on the lower portion of the acreen. lf you want to change to
another filter, press the SELECT FILTER softkey and select the
desired weighting or press the RETURN TO TRANSIENTS softkey (#8).

10. Press the VOLUME hardkey. Press the VOLUME softkey (#l) until ON
eppear8 in parantheses.

lI. Press the MONITOR softkey $2) until RECEM appears in
parentheses.

12: Uaing the DATA ENTRY keys or the up/down arrow keys change the
volume to the desired levet. Ligten for any predominant noise which
can provide a clue as to the noise Bource. If you decide not to change
the volume level, presa the VOLUME hardkey again to return to the
meggurement menu.

1r. Start the measurement by pressing the START/STOP softkey (#1) untit
RUNNING eppeaDs in pErenthesee. The current status of the counters
can be observed on the screen. When the timer iB done STOPPED will
appear in the perentheses under eoftkey (#1). Any softkey change will
re8tart the measurement.

No te

The noige-with-tone reeding will be latched while
the transients meesurement is running.
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ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORT ION

De!cripti on

The 4945A performs the envelope delay distortion measurernent, whieh
is an indirect method of measuring the phase response of a channel.
It has a progr.ammable freguency sweep capability to aid you in
cheracterizing a line.

The following figure is included to guickly familarize you with the
meagurement procedure and terms.

4945A lrrl
NORMAI. MODE

'l9tl6A ll{
REPEAT IIODE

(al R.turn Ralaranca T.chniqua

Normal oea.ato. v.ri6 hir tr.n$irtad
ca.ria, l?aquancy. Rafaat op.,ato, aalr up
a lixad ,alaaanca cxriar lraqoarcy.
C.w.lopa O.lay Oino.tion m..rrr.d at
No.mal Sat.

t945A ttt
NORMAL MODE

49454 r{
REPEAT MODE

lol

lbl Fo.wa.d B.l.ranaa T.chniqu!

No.mal ogarator aatt rrp a lirad raftr.l|..
ca.riar lraquancy. Ra9aat ogaratoa yriaa
hb lrantnitlad crria, lraquancy.
Env.loe. D.lay Oino.lion nraalrrd at
Norh.l Sat.

MrcRosEc 7X

RCV

83.1/3 Hr

Itol

Itrd!

TX

83-U3 Hz

lrer

IFIiLFIn TX

RCV

I]ITI7

IX

Figure 1-17. The Envelope Delay Teat Set Up
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To enter the envelope delay menu, preis the TEST SELECT hardkey and
then the ENVELOPE DELAY softkey (#4). Ttre following menu will
aPPear.

09-28-83 10:51 Rll

ENVELOPE DELFY
H0R11 RLzREPT

( NORIlBL )

LEVEL ZERO
DELBY

RCV LEVEL

RCV FREOUENCY
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Figure 3-18. The Envelope Delay Meaaurement Menu

2.

l.

t.

4.

,.

6.

't.

8.

This softkey ssts up the instrument as the NORMAL or es the REPEAT
taat Eet. This key ia blanked in master/glave mode.

Thio eoftkey establiehes a zero reference at the current level reading.

This softkey esteblishe8 a zero reference 8t the current delEy
rea d ing.

Not Uged

Not Uaed

Not Used

Not Used

Thie aoftkey accesses the programmmable frequency sweep menu.
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To set up e programmmable frequency sweep when rnaking the envelope
delay measurement, press the PROGRAM SWEEP eoftkey (#8). The menu is
shown below wi th e

tkeyE
x p_l a_n a_tj
h#6to

ons of each of the Belections. Alter !ett!ng u
ao *? ltrioug
pressing softkey #l until it

e eppropriate Bettings, start the sweep by
reada SWEEPING in p ere ntheses.

rh

09-28-83 l0:52 Rt1

PROGRRIl Sll|EEP
SIRRT,STOP
(STl]PPED)

DELFY

RCV LEVEL

RI-V FREt]UEHCY
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dBm

Hz

(Nl]HSTOP)
SI,] EEP

SI,] EEP FROIl
( 300 ) Hz

SUEEP Tl]
( 3400 ) Hz

STEP SIZE
( 100 ) Hz

STEP
(S
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ThT
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I BO4 H

IRCV TE
- -! )

z -13.
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0dod

Bm
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500
600

RETURN TO
EHV DELFY

Figure l-19. The Progremmable Sweep Menu for Envelope Delay Distortion

I. This softkey starts and stops the 8weep. It toggles between
STOPPED and SWEEPING.

2. This softkey toggles between SINGLE End NONSTOP. NONSTOP
allows you to continuously sweep.

f. Enter the frequency you went the sweep to start from.

4. Enter the frequency you went the sweep to end on.

5. Enter the step size you want between the frequencies.

6. Select how fest you want the sweep to step. This key cycles
through slow (.1 steps/second), medium (I step/second), and
fast (l steps/second).

7. Not Used

il

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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8. This softkey will return you to the Envelope Delay menu.

Note

Due to the amount of time the receiver of the 4945A
needs to.correctly measure envelope delay, some
points will not be displeyed when using the medium
or fest sweep rete8.

Marter/Slave Operation

When using the instrument in master/slave mode, the STEP RATE softkey
(/16) will be blank. The step rate is not selectabte in this mode of
operetion.

General Inltructionr - Return Raference

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

Normal Test Set

the rrData Level" using the LEVEL

2. Press the ENVELOPE DELAY softkey (# ).Ttre Envelope Delay menu
will be d ispl ay ed.

J. Press the NORMAL/REPT softkey (#I) until NORMAL appears in
; pa rent heses.

4. Connect the pair to be tested to the TRMT terminals. Connect
the return refetsnce pair to the RCV terminals.

5. Adjust the output level to
hardkey.

Note

All transmission measurements should be made et
Data Level. The Data Level for deta circuits is a
power of If dB below the Transmission Level Point
(TLP). For example, if the. TLP is -16 dB, the Data
Level would be-29 dBm. Therefore, an output level
of -29 dBm would be epplied in this case.

6. When the Repeat Test Set operator ha8 completed their steP 6'
continue to step 7.

7. Obeerve the RCV LEVEL (in dBm) on the display. For valid
meeeurements, thi8 level must be greater than or equal to -40
dBm.

8. Adjust the trensmit frequency to the reference frequency (e.9.,
I804 Hz, or the frequency of minimum delay) using the
FREGuency hardke y.
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The transmitter of the 4945A is automatically set to
1804 Hz when the envelope delay menu ia accegsed.

Note

Note

,-r8

If SF signaling units are used in the network under
test, SF SKIP should be ON (refer to the Set Up
Procedure).

9. Obaerve the delay reading on the display. Arrows will be displayed
until the reading stabilizee. Press the DELAY ZERO eoftkey (#r).
This establishee a zero reference at the reference frequency. This
can be verified by noting the display under ZERO REFERENCE.

10. If you want a zero reference for the received level, press the
LEVEL ZERO softkey (#2). Ttre level which you selected as the
reference is diaplayed under ZERO REFERENCE on the lower
portion of the d iaplay.

ll. Transmit the desired teet frequenciea uaing the FREGluency hard-
key or the programmable sweep capability.

12. At each test frequency, observe the reletive delay in micro-
aeconde. If the readings vary, take the average.



General Instructions - Return Reference - Repeat Test Set

l. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the ENVELOPE DELAY softkey (/I4).The envelope delay menu
will be displayed.

l. Press the NORMAL/REPT softkey (/II) until REPEAT appears in
parentheses.

4. Connect the pair to be tested to the RCV tecminsls. Connect the
return reference pair to the TRMT terminals.

5. Adjust the output level to the
key,

"Data Level" using the LEVEL hard-

Note

All transmission measurements must be made at data
level. The Data Level for data circuits is a power of
ll dB below the Transmission Level Point (TLP). For
example, if the TLP is -16 dB, the Data Level would
be -29 dBm. Therefore, an output level of -29 dBm
would be applied in this case.

6. Adjust the transmit frequency to the reference frequency (e.9.rI804
Hz or the frequency of minimum delay) using the FREQuency
hardkey.

Note

The tcensmitter of the 4945A is eutomatically set to
1804 Hz when the Envelope Delay menu is accessed.

7. Notif y Normal Test Set operator that you have completed your
Step 6.
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Genenal Instructions - Forward Reference - Normal Test Set

l. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2, Press the ENVELOPE DELAY softkey (/I4). Ttre envelope delay menu will
be d ispl ay ed.

,. Press the NORMAL/REPT softkey until NORMAL appears in
parentheses.

4. Connect the pair to be tested to the RCV terminats. Connect the
reference pair to the TRMT terminals.

5. Adjust the output level to the "Data Level" using the LEVEL hardkey.

Note

6.

All transmis8ion messurements should be made at
Data Level. The Data Level for data circuits is e'
power of 1l dB below the Transmiseion Level Point
(TLP). For example, if the TLP is -16 dB, the data
level would be -29 dBm. Therefore, an output level
of -29 dBm would be applied in this cese.

Adjust the transmit frequency to the reference frequency (e.9. 1804
Hz, or the frequency of minimum delay) using the FREGluency hardkey.

Note

The transmitter of the 49454 is automaticelly set to
I804 Hz when the envelope delay menu is accessed.

7. When the repeet test set operator hes completed their step 6, continue
to step 8.

8. Observe the RCV LEVEL (in dBm) on the display. For valid
measurements, this level must be greater than or equal to -40 dBm.

9. Observe the delay reading on the display. Arrows will be displayed
until the reading stablilizes. Press the DELAY ZERO softkey (/rl). This
establishes a zero reference at the reference f re uenc . This can be
verified by noting the display under ZERO

,-40

10. If you want a zero reference for the received level, press the LEVEL
ZERO softkey (/I2). The level which you selected as the reference is
displayed under ZERO REFERENCE on the lower portion of the display.

Il. Notify the repeEt test set operator to begin sending the agreed upon
test fr equ enc i es.

L2. At each test frequency, observe the relative delay in microseconds.. If
the readings vary, take the average.



General Instructions - Forward Reference - Repeat Tect Set

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

Note

2. Press the ENVELOPE DELAY softkey (/14). The envelope delay menu will
be d ispl ay ed.

,. Press the NORMAL/REPT softkey until REPEAT appears in
parenthesis.

4. Connect the peir to be tested to the TRMT terminals. Connect the
reference pair to the RCV terminals.

5. Adjust the output level to the "Data Level'r using the LEVEL hardkey.

Note

6.

All transmission measurements should be made at
Data Level. The Data Level for date circuits is a
power of Il dB below the Transmission Level Point
(TLP). For example, if the TLP is -16 dB, the Deta
Level would be -29 dBm. Therefore, an output level
ol -29 dBm would be applied in this case.

Adjust the transmit frequency to the reference frequency (e.9. 1804
Hz, or the frequency of minimum delay) using the FREGluency hardkey.

The transmitter of the 4945A
nvelopezw ent

s auto
ay menu is acc essed.

Note

7. Notify the normal test operator that you have completed step 6.

If SF signaling units are used in the network under
test, SF SKIP should be ON (refer to the Set Up
procedure).

When the normal test operetor has notified you that they have
completed their step I0, transmit the desired test frequencies using
the FREOuency hardkey or the programmable sweep capability.

B
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INTERMODULAT ION DI S TORT ION

Delcription

The 4945A performa the intermodulation distortion measurement using the
4-tone technique*. This meagurement determines the effect of line
nonlinearities on the trensmitted signal. The 4945A will transmit a
multifrequency signal and meagure the second and third order distortlon
producte. The 4945A has the capability to run a signal-to-noise check and
cottect the readings baged on the results. This option is enabled when you
select CHECK SIGNAL in the IMD menu.

To enter the intermodulation distorion
hardkey and then the IMD/NLD softkey
aPPeer.

press the TEST SELECT
The f ollowing menu will

menu,
ut5).

09-28-83
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l. This softkey enebles a l2 second check signal with each press
which is used to determine the signal-to-noise correction factor.

*Licenaed under Hekimian LaborEtories, lnc. U.S. Patent No. !r862r580
for nonlinear distortion analyzer.

Figure 1-20. The Intermodulatlon Distortion Measurement Menu
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2.

t.
4.

,.
6.

7.

8.
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Not

Not

Not

Not

Not

Not

used.

u9ed.

used.

used.

used,

used.

used.
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General Instructions - Transmitter

l. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the IMD/NLD softkey (/t5). Ttre IMD menu will be displayed.

,. Adjust the output level to the 'rData Level" using the LEVEL hardkey.

Note

All transmission measurements should be made at
Data Level. The Data Level for deta circuits is I
power of If dB below the Transmission Level Point
(TLP). For exampte, if the TLP is -16 dB, the Data
Level would be -29 dBm. Therefore, an output level
ol -?9 dBm would be applied in this case.

When requested by the receiver operetor, Press the CHECK SIGNAL
softkey (/Il). This will transmit the check signal for I2 seconds.
Each press of thie key will add an additional I2 seconds to the
tren smi ss i on time.

General Instructios - Receiver

4.

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the IMD/NLD softkey (/I5). The IMD menu will be displayed.

,. Instruct the transmitter operetor to send the check signal. When this' is in progress the status iine of your display will re-ad RCV CHECK
SIG (in Area 5). When it is done, the message NOTSE CORRECTED will
appear on your screen. This indicates thet the deta is now
automat ically corrected for noise.

4. Observe the readings on the display. Note that the 2nd and Jrd order
products are displayed in dB relative to the SIGNAL LEVEL.

Master/Slave Operation

The instrument will automatically alternate between the CHECK SIGNAL and
the IMD signel. Therefore, the. CHECK SIGNAL softkey (/lf ) will be blank
when in master/slave operation.
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JI TTER

Dercri pt i on

The 4945A performs both amplitude and phase jitter measurements in three
different bandwidtha. They are 20 to J00 Hz (Bell), 4 to ,00 Hz (Bell + Low
Frequency)1 end 4 to 20 Hz (Low Frequency). The jitter meesurements can be
made individually; or, using the measurb-all featrlre, you can meke both
measurements in all three bandwidth8 sequentially.

To enter the jitter menu, press the TEST SELECT hardkey and then the
JITTER Boftkey (#6). The following menu will appear.

09-28-83
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4 300H2

4 2OHz

10:54 Bt1

11 FESURE RLL

20-300H220 300
20 300

Hz
Hz

7. PR
DEC
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0.0
0.0
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RCV
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Figure I-2I. The Jitter Measurement Menu

1. This softkey enables the amplitude jitter meeeurement. When it is ON,
the amplitude iitter measurement will be diaplayed in the selected
bandwidths.

2.

,.

4.

5.

6.

7

This softkey enableB the phase iitter measurement. When it ia ON, the
phase jitter measurement will be displayed in the selected
bandwidths.

This softkey selects iitter
This softkey selects iitter
This softkey selects jitter

in the 20 to r00 Hz bandwidth.

in the 4 to 100 Hz bandwidth.

in tlre 4 to 20 Hz bendwidth.

desired iitteD measurement, in .all threeThis softkey selects the
bandwidths.

Not UEed

8. Not Used
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Gene rel
and p

I. Press

2. Press

Instructions
hase jitter)

Transmitter (Same for both arnplitude

the TEST SELECT hardkey.

the JITTER softkey (/15). Tne Jitter menu will be displayed.

Note

The transmitter of the 4945A will be automatically
set to I004 Hz when this menu is accessed. No
further adjustment is needed here.

). Adjust the output level to the rrData Level" using the LEVEL
hardkey.

Note

All transmission measurements should be made at
Data Level. The Data Level for data circuits is a
power of Il dB below the Transmission Level Point
(TLP). For example, if the TLP is -16 dB, the Data
Level would be -29 dBm. Therefore, an output level
ot -29 dBm would be applied in this case.

General Instructione - Receiver

I. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the JITTER softkey (/16). The Jitter menu will be disptayed.

). To perform the amplitude iitter measurement, press
softkey /lI until ON appears in parentheses.

4. To perform the phase iitter measurement, press softkey
/12 until ON appears in parentheses.

5. To perform the selected measurement in a three ban.lwidths'
. press the MEASURE ALL softkey (/15) and skip to step 7.

6. Select the desired measurement bandwidth by pressing the appropriete
softkey, /1, (20-l00Hz), tl\ (4-rO0Hz) or li| (4-zOHz).

7. Observe the jitter readings on the display. lf the readings vacy'
take the averege.
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P/AR (PEAK-TO-AVERAGE RATIO)

Deecripti on

P/AR should not be used as a conclusive troubleehoooting tool but only as a
quick check of a line's performance. The P/AR signal is Bensitive to
attenuation distortion, phase distortion and noise.

To enter the P/AR menu, press the TEST SELECT hardkey end then the P/AR
softkey (#7). The following menu will appear.

it

2

3

4

5

6

r:l

I. Not Ueed

2. Not Used

,. Not Ueed

4. Not Uged

5. Not Used

6. Not Used

7. Not Used

8. Not Used

There are no softkey selections for this meesurement.

Figure 7-22. The P/AR Measurement Menu
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General. Instructions - Trensmitter

--.- l. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the P/AR softkey (/I7). The P/AR menu

3. Adjust the output level to the rrData Level"
hardkey.

Note

will be d isp I ayed.

using the LEVEL

All transmission measurements should be made at
Data Level. The Data Level for data circuits is a
power of I1 dB below the Transmission Level Point
(TLP). For example, if rhe TLP is -16 dB, the Date
Level would be -29 dBm. Therefore, an output level
of -29 dBm would be applied in this case.

General Instructions - Receiver

l. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

2. Press the P/AR softkey. The P/AR menu will be displayed.

J. Observe the P/AR UNITS on the display.
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RETURN LOSS

Dercrlption

The 4945A performs both 2- and 4-wire return loss.,ln Z -wire return
loss you have the capability of using an external reference impedance in
addition to the stendard 600 and 900 ohm selections. ln 4 - wire return
loas, there is an edjustment for transhybrid loss. You can perform the neturn
logs meaurement using one of the noise waveforms (ERL, SRL HIGH, SRL
LOW) or using a sinole frequency tone. To facilitete characterizing a lingr
you cen run a proginammable frequency sweep over the band of intereBt in
sine wave return 1losa.

Note,l
This mdasurement is not available when operating

-i 
n-6ss !ss./.elav e-mode.

To enter the.return loss.menu, press the TEST SELECT hardkey and then the
RETURN LOSS softkey (#8). The following menu will appeer.
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Figure )-25. The Return Loss Measurement Menu

I. This softkey cycles through 2 WIRE, 4W 0 TLP, 4W -16 TLP. lt
selects 2- or 4-wire end adiusts the levels according to the
point in the circuit you ere teBting et.
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2. This softkey selects sine wave return loss.

- 
--J. -Jhis.. sof tkey- selects . e.cho r.eturn loss (ERL).-. 

- - -

4. This softkey selects singing return loss - low (SRL LOW).

5. This softkey selects singing return loss - high (SRL HIGH).

6. This softkey selects ERL, SRL LOW, and SRL HIGH simultaneously.

7. What is displayed on this softkey depends on whether you have
selected 2- or 4-wire mode on softkey /11.

If you are in 2-wire mode, this key is labelled REFERENCE lMP. It sets
the reference impedance of the internal hybrid. It cycles through 500,
900 ohms and EXT. EXT means that you can use en external reference
impedance which can be connected to the iacks on the rear panel.

lf you are in 4-wire mode, this softkey is labelled HYBRID LOSS. You
can enter the transhybrid loss of your network using the DATA ENTRY
keys.

8. This softkey is displayed with SINE WAVE return loss only (softkey
#2). lt accesses the programmable frequency sweep menu.
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When you select SINE WAVE (softkey lt?) in the Return Loss menu,
softkey /I8 becomes PROGRAM SWEEP. When thie is pressed the menu
shown below is displayed. After setting softkeys /I2 through /16, start
the sweep by pressing softkey /Il until it reads SWEEPING in
parentheses.

09-28-83 10:55 8H
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(STOPPED)

0 dB (HOHSTOP)
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Fiqure J-24. Proorammable Sw eeo Menu f or Re trrrn laras

l. This softkey starts and stops the sweep. lt toggles between
STOPPED and SWEEPING.

2. This softkey toggle.s between SINGLE and NONSTOP. NONSTOP allows
you to continuously sweep.

J. Enter the frequency that you want the sweep to start from.

4. Enter the frequency you want the sweep to end on.

5. Enter the step size you want between the freguencies.

6. Select how fast you want the sweep to step. The key cycles throug
stow (., steps/second), medium (l step/second), and fast (l steps/
second).

7. Not Used

8. This softkey will return you to the return loss menu.

Note

h

Due to the amount of time the receiver of the 4945A needs to correctly meesure
return loss, some points will not be displayed when using the medium of faster
sweep rates.
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The 4945A contains an internal resistive hybrid which is used to meesure the
impedance mismatch of a 2-wire circuit. The internal hybrid is on the
transmit side of the 4945A.

I. Connect the line under test to the TRMT terminals.

2. Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

t, Press the RETURN LOSS softkey (/18). The Return Loss menu will be
displayed.

4. Press the 2/4 WIRE softkey (/Il) until 2 WIRE appeers in parentheses.

5. Select the appropriate reference impedance by pressing REFERENCE
IMP (softkey /17) until the desired selection appears in parentheses. tf
you want to use your own reference impedance, press the softkey until
EXT appears in parentheses. The reference impedance should be
connected to the jacks on the rear panel of the instrument.

Gbneral lnstructione - 2-11/ire Return Loss

Note

The 600 and 900 ohm selections are each in series
with a 2.L6 uF capecitor.

Note

When using either of the internal reference
impedances, the EXTernal reference jacks are
connected in parallel w ith the internal r e fe rence.
This is for the purpose of adding shunt capacitence
(e.9. NBO - Network Build-Out capacitance).

lmliLlII'vfd

externel
internal

DO NOT place a dc voltage accross the
reference jacks; or
reference.

Adjust the output level using

a dc path using

6. the LEVEL hardkey.

Note

fhe 4949A uses the reference impedance selected on
softkey /17 to determine the level in dBm. lf you have
selected the external reference impedance option,
it uses the impedance which was previously selected
for the tcansmi tter.
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7 Select the desired test signal by choosing between softkeys
through /15. If perf orming sine wave return loss, select
measurement frequency using the FREGluency hardkey.

tt2
the

General Instruction - 4-Wire Return Loss

I. Connect the TRMT and RCV terminals to the hybrid under test.

Press the TEST SELECT hardkey.

Note

The 4945A automatically begins transmitting a 2I50
Hz tone when SINE WAVE retucn loss is accessed.
This will disable eny echo suppressors on the line.
Also, the 494rA has the programmable sweep
capability which comes up on softkey /I8 after SINE
WAVE return loss has been selected. This is
explained in the previous section. The return loss
reedings will be displayed on the sc re en.

Press the RETURN LOSS softkey (/18). Ttre return loss menu will be
displayed.

The 4945A has two different four-wire selections on softkey /Il. The
selections are lebelled 4W-0 TLP and 4W-I5 TLP. Seleet the one which
matches the transmit TLP at the point you are going to test in the
circuit.

2

t

4

Note

5.

When testing at a -16 dBmo TLP point, a receive
TLP et +7dBmo is assumed, and the return lo6s
results are adjusted accordingly.

Select the desired teet signal by choosing between softkeys /12
through /16. I f performing sine wave return loss, select the
measurement frequency using the FREOUENCY hardkey.

Note

6

The 4945A begins transmitting a 2L5O Hz tone when
SINE WAVE return loss is accessed. This will disable
any echo suppressors on the line. Also, the 4945A has
the programmable sweep cepsbility which comes up
on softkey /I8 after SINE WAVE return loss has been
selected. This is explained in the previous sec t i on.

Adjust the output level using the LEVEL hardkey to the level desired in
dBm0 (referenced to TLP).
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7.

8.

If the transhybrid loss of the circuit is known, press HYBRID LOSS and
enter the appropriate value using the DATA ENTRY keys. If it isn't
known, short the 2-wire arm of the hybrid under test. Note the
reading on the display and enter this reading as indicated above. Don't
forget to remove this short before proceeding on.

Observe the readings displayed.

lf you are uaing 2 instruments to perform thia meelurements

If you are using 2 instruments to perform this test, you must set the
transmit level on both even though only one transmitter is being used.
fhe 4945A at the receive side must know what the transmit level was
in order to perform the return loss calculation.

Also, make sure the impedances on both instruments are set to the
same values; otherwise you will receive erroneous readings.

If you want to run a frequency sweep between the 2 instrumentsronly
set up the sweep function (softkey /18) on the transmitting instrument.
The receiving instrument should be set up for SINE WAVE return loes.
The receiving instrument will recognize the incoming frequencies and
display the return loss reading.
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HOW TO DUMP THE OISPLAY TO A PRINTER USING THE OUTPUT HARDKEY

Using the OUTPUT hardkey, an image of the display can be sent to e pcinter.
The only part of the screen that will not be printed are the softkey
selections. On your printout there will be a line of *'s, and then the
display will be printed followed by another line of r's. While it is printing,
the word PRINTING will be flashing at the bottom portion of the screen. The
instrument will still be making meesurements even though the screen is
frozen while printing. When the printing process is finished, the screen will
automatically update the results on the screen. Pressing eny key on the
front panel will stop the printing action. Also, because there is not an ASCI I
equivalent to the up end down arrows which are displayed occasionally, +
and - signs will be printed in their place. Notes for each of the different
types of printers are contained be low.

When Ueing an l-P- IL Printer:

tf your printer is already connected to the HP-lL module on your AiASn then
skip to step 3.

l. With the 4945A turned OFF, insect the HP-lL module (HP-1815rA)
into one of the ports on the rear panel.

2. Connect the cables between the module and the printer.

J. Press the LINE button lN to power ON the instrument.

4. After the POWER ON SELF-CHECK has PASSED, then proceed to step 5.

5. Press the SET UP hardkey.

6. Next, press the I/O PORT SET UP softkey (rI4). If you plugged
the module into PORT 2, then press PORT 2 SET UP softkey (/I8).
The module should now be identified at the top of the screen.

7. Press I/O MODE softkey (/lI) until OUTPUT appears in parentheses.

8. Configure your printer for LISTEN ALWAYS mode.

Note

For the HP 827624 printer, hold the PRINT button
end the PAPER ADVAT\DE button down while powering
on.

Now, your instrument is ready to print any display by simply eccessing the
display (perform the measurement) and then pressing the OUTPUT hardkey.

Note

Since the print buffer on the HP 82I624 printer
cannot hold all of the information on one line on the
4945A display, some of the information will wrap
anound and be printed on the next line.
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When Uaing an FIP- IB Printers

If your printer is already connected to the HP- lB modu le on your 4945A then
skip to step 3.

l. With the 4945A turned OFF, insert the HP-lB module (HP-I8I62A)
into one of the ports on the rear panel.

2. Connect the cables between the module and the printer.

J. Press the LINE button IN to power ON the instrument.

4. Af ter the POWER ON SELF CHECK has PASSED then proceed to step 5.

5. Press the SET UP hardkey.

5. Next, press the l/O PORT SET UP softkey (#4), If you plugged
the module into PORT 2, then press PORT 2 SET UP softkey (/tB).
The module should now be identified at the top of the screen.

7. Press I/O MODE softkey (/II) untit OUTPUT appears in parentheses.
The HP-lB ADDRESS set on softkey /12 is ignored when you set the
instrument into this mode.

Now, your instrument is ready to print any display by simply accessing the
display (perfonm the measurement) end then pressing the OUTPUT hardkey.

8. Configure your printer for LISTEN ALWAYS mode.

When Using an RS-2f2C Printer:
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lf your printer is already connected to the RS-212C module on your 4945A,
skip to step l.

I. With the 4945A turned OFF, insert the RS-2r2C module (HP-fBI6lA)
' into one of the ports on the rear panel.

2. Connect the cables between the module and the printer.

]. Press the LINE button lN to power ON the instrument.

4. After the POWER ON SELF CHECK has PASSED, then proceed to step 5.

5. Press the SET UP hardkey.

6. Next, press the I/O PORT SET UP softkey (/14). lf you plugged
the module into PORT 2, then press PORT 2 SET UP softkey (/18).
The module should now be identified at the top of the scceen.

7. Press I/O MODE softkey (/Il) until OUTPUT appears in patentheses.

8. Set up softkeys /I2 through 7 to reflect your situetion.

Now, your instrument is ready to print any display by simply eccessing the
display (perform the measurement) and then press the OUTPUT hardkey.



DISPLAY MESSAGES

Following is a list of messages with their explanations. lt is divided by the
area on the displsy where it occurs.

REMOTE - This will be displayed in inverse video when a controller has
control of the ins t rume nt.

REMOTE WITH LOCAL LOCKOUT - This is displayed when a controller has
control of the instrument and the keyboard is locked out.

Area 2 Meesagea

SERVTCE REOUEST - Refer to chapter 5, 6, or 7.

NO HOLDING TONE - ln a measurement where a holding tone is used (e.9.,
Jitter), a loss of tone will cause the warning message NO HOLDING TONE to
appeer in inverse video. "Loss of Tone'r is defined as a receive level below
-40 dBm or a receive frequency that is not between 995-LO25 Hz.

IMD SIGNAL NOT RECEMD - ln the intermoduletion distortion
measurement, the receiver will check to see if a valid IMD signal is being
received. If not, the above warning message will be displayed in inverse
video.

NO MOOULE, HP-tB, RS-2r2, HP-IL - In the I/O port set up menu' the disPlay
will identify what module, if any, is plugged in.

2ND ORDER DIST/NOISE < 2dB
,RD-ORDER-D I S.T.INO I SE_<-2 ,{Et

2ND,rRD ORDER DIST/NOISE < zdB - These messages indicEte that the
distortion level is within 2 dB of the background noise.

MASTER/SLAVE WARNING MESSAGES - Refer to the mester/slave section.
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Area 4 Messages

POWER ON SELF-CHECK PASSED - This means that the instrument has
successfully completed the power on self-check with no errors. This
message will disappear after the first key press.

POWER ON SELF-CHECK FAILED - If the instrument fails power on self-
check, the entire display is blanked and the above message will appear with
a list of the failures. You may be able to continue using the instrument by
pressing any ke y.

RECEMR NOT CALIBRATED - This warning message indicates that the
receiver is not calibrated. The instrument will still operate using default
values. This can be correc ted by running the calibration routine with no
errors in the diagnostic self check menu.

LAST SET UP NOT RETAINED - This indicates thst there is a problem with the
4945Ats non-volatile memory. The instrument will still openater but the set
up parameters have been reset to default values. If the problem continues,
refer to Section I of the Service Manual.

DATA ENTRY - Whenever making a data entry, this message will appear in
inverse video. This indicates that both the deta ent ry keypad and the
up/down arrow keys are active.

FREGI. CHANCE NOT ALLOWED HERE - In certain measurements, the
definition of the measurement defines the frequency or frequencies used
(e.g.,P/AR). ln these cases, the above warning message will be
displayed with a warning beep if you attempt to change the frequency.

RANGE: XX TO XX
XX OUT OF RANGE - When making a data entry, the 4945A automatically
displays the allowable range for that parameter. lf you try to exceed this
range, the XX OUT OF RANGE indication appears with a warning beep.

TURN DIAL TALK OFF TO EXIT - If you are in DIAL/HOLD SET UP menu, you
are not allowed to exit unless you turn DIAL TALK OFF. This is to prevent
you from making a measurement without the instrument connected to the
line.

NO I/O MODULE IN OUTPUT MODE - This indicstes that the OUTPUT hardkey
was pressed but an t/O module is not installed or was not set up in output
mode.

PRINTING - This occurs when d8t8 is being sent out to a printer.
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CALIBRATING
routine.

This message is displayed when running the calibration

SINGLE (or REPEATING) CHECK tN PROGRESS - This nressage is displayed
when running the diagnostic self-check.

LINKING - PLEASE WAIT - This message indicates that it is perf orming the
initial master/slave I ink up.

Area 5 Mecsages

SELF-CHECKS PASSED
SELF-CHECKS FAILED - These messsges are displayed in the diagnostic self-
check mode. They are followed by the number of times it has passed and/or
failed.

RCV TERM or RCV BRDG -This indicates whether your receiver is bridged or
terminated.

RCV (or TMT) MNTR - If the volume is on, this indicates whether you are
listening to the receiver or the transmitter.

MS TO SL or SL TO MS - When in Master/Slave, this indicetes the direction of
test that is selected.

LINKING - This message will flash while the instrument is re-linking while
in master/slave mode.

SF SKP - This indicates that the SF (signalling frequency) SKIP is active.

VOICE - This indicates that the voice band limit function is active.
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LOOPBACK - This indicates that the slave unit is repeating the received
signal at the level selected. This only occurs in master/slave mode.

The lower two lines contain the current level (in dBm), frequency and
terminating impedance of both the transmitter and receiver. If the
handset terminals are active on the front panel then the message HANDSET
will be displayed on the transmitter line.



Itllhet is it?

MASTER/SLAVE

GENERAL INFORMATION

MASTER ransrnils tesl lones.

tesl Pair

4945A
MASTER

UNN

Tx

Rx

Rx 4945A
SIAVE
UN]T

Tx

communication pair

StA\rE sends measured
results to !,IASTER for display.

t IASTER.TO-SLAVE direction.

MASTER sends comrmnds
b SlAl,/E re.eiver .

communicalbn pair

test pair

SLAVE transmits lesl tones.

Master/Slave is a method for nemotely controltino a distant TIMS usinq the
lines under test. Master/Slave can only be utilized on 4-wire circuits. This
technique virtually eliminates the need for another person at the far end
after the instrument is powered up. Aqother direct advantage is thst a
separate dial-up link isnrt required for communication purposes. Also,
testing time is reduced by eliminating the coordination time needed when
running a test uEing two people. Testing ean be done on either pa ir of the
four wire circuit. The rrhandshaking'r that takes place between the two
instruments is transparent to the user. The details of how it actually works
and how to use it are contained in the following sections.

SI-AVE.TO.i IASTER dircction.

Figure ,-25. Master/Slave Test Set Up

FSK Technique

The two units communicate their information using internal lowspeed
modems. The modems employ a technique called frequency shift keying
.(FSK) to code the dete going over the line. .They transmit 800 Hz to
represent a I'space" or a 0rand I200 Hz to represent a rrmark" or a 1. ln
addition a 1990 Hz pilot tone (also referred to as the "carrier") is used to
alert the receiving unit that FSK data is coming. This is to prevent "noise"
from belng interpreted as d8ta.
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Direction of Test

Communication Pair vs Test Pair

This term is only applicable when you are performing a measurement.
"Direction of testrr refers to the direction thst the measurement is taking
place. rrMaster-to-Sleve'r means that the Mester unit will transmit the test
signals and the Slave unit will receive them and perform the measurement.
"Slave-to-Masterrr is just reversed. An easy way to think about it is to
visualize the test signal moving in the direction that is listed. I'Master-to-
Slavei means that the test signal is being generated (transmitted) at the
"Master" end and is being received at the rrSlave" end.

Initial Link-up

In the initiEl link-up, the Master requests identification from the Slave.
The HP 4945A needs to know if it is interfacing with another HP 4945A, or an
HP 494tA or HP 4944A, so it can configure itself accordingly. (Note that
Master/Slave operation with the last two instruments mentioned is covered
in Section). Next, the Slave sends back the type of instrument it is and
whet its current paremeters are. These parameters consist of its current
level, impedances, and measurement informetion. During this process the
message "LINKING - PLEASE WAlTrrwill be displayed on the screen. If an
error or "no responserr is detected in any of the ebove transmissions then
the process will start over. lf a link is not establ ished after a re ason ab I e
length of time then the message ''UNABLE TOCOMPLETE M/S LINK" will be
displayed. The Master will continue trying to link until it is taken out of
Master/Slave mode.

Re-link

Once linked, when an action takes place which affects the Slave, a "re-link"
takes plece. The message "LINKING" will flash on the screen. This will
happen when entering a measurement, changing the Slave's imped-
ances, changing the direction of testretc.r. When entering a measurement,
the Master will request the Slave to enter a specific measurement,
designate the direction of test, and will include eny setup paremeters
essociated with that meesurement.The Slave in turn will send back whether
or not it has the capability to perform the meesurement (lf not it will go
into "loopback" mode) and its level and frequency ranges for that
measurement. After the re-link process ie done, the measurement takes
place.

During the link-up process, communication takes place over both pairs as
was discussed above. When perf orming a measurement, the test is being run
over one pair, which is referred to as the test peir. The other pair is used for
communicetion between the Master and the Slave. In the Master-to-Slave
direction, the Slave will send back the measurement results over the
communicetion pair. ln the Slave-to-Master direction, the Master will be
sending measurement commands to the Slave over the communication pair.
Communication is done using the FSK technique described earlier.

Envelope Deley Distortion

Since the envelope delay distortion measurement requires four wires, it is.
handled slightly different. Following is a brief description of what tskes
place when in the Master/Slave mode.
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Master to Slave (Return Reference)

.The Master sends 8 FSK
signal requesting the Sleve
to perform a level and
frequency measurement. Next,
it sends the envelope delay
signal using a variable
frequency car r i er.

The Ma s ter receives the
current level and frequency ,
information, performs the deley
measurement, and updates the
screen.

The Master serids a
FSK signal telling the
Slave the carrier frequency
it should use. Next, it
sendE t,he envelope delay
signal using E fixed frequency
carrier (I804 Hz).

The Master performs
a level, frequency and delay
measurement on the incoming
signal and displays the results.

Slave to Master (Forward Reference)

The Slave performs level
and fnequence measurement
and sends the inf ormation
to the master. Next, it
shi fts the received modul-
etion to a fixed fr eq uenc y
carrier (I804 Hz) end sends
it beck to the Master.

The Slave shifts the re-
ceived modulat ion to the
carrier frequency cequ e s ted
by the Master. This signal
is sent to the Master.

Note

An FSK signal will be sent from the master unit to the
Slave unit everytime you change the frequency.
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HOW TO CONFIGURE THE INSTRUMENT FOR MASTER/SLAVE OPERATION

Let's look at how you put the instrument in Master/Sleve mode.

First, press the SET UP hardkey to enter the Set Up menu.

Notice thet softkeys #6 and #7 control Meeter/Slave operation. Softkey Jl6
which is labetted MASTR/SLAVE cycles between OFF (normat operation),
MASTER and SLAVE. Select the operating mode for your instrument. If you
select MASTER, the initial linking process will begin.

Note

To act as the slave in Master/Slave, the unit does not
need to be set to SLAVE. This will automatically
happen when the unit at the far end is 8et to
MASTER. This is called "cepturing" the slave. This
avoids the need to have a person at the Slave site'
You will not be abte to rrcaPture'r an instrument that
is in calibration, self-check or 2-wire Deturn loss
mode.

Note

On the Master unit, all keys except

-MAS-T-ER/-SLAV-E-go-f.tke.y-on-the-tr.on 

t-pane l-wi I I
locked out during initial link-up.

the
hc

Note

The FSK signal level will track the measurement
signal level down to -29 dBm. Below that the FSK
signal level will remain at -29 dBm regardless of the
measurement signal level which is set.

Softkey #7 toggles between (MASTER TO SLAVE) end (SLAVE TO MASTER).
This ig setting the "direction of test" as shown in figure l-Il. You should
set this to the desired testing configuration Notice that changing this
settinq ceuses the instruments to re-link.

Now, you can proceed through the normal operating section8. This menual is
organized so that any additionat notee pertaining to Master/Slave operation
are included Et the end of each section. Basically, you operete the
instrument just as you would in normal operetion.

Note

If you are using the 4945A with either an HP 4941A or
an HP 49444, then refer to the next Section for
additional information.
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MASTER/SLAVE WHEN USING AN HP 494'A OR AN HP 4944A WITH THE HP
4945A

The HP 4943A and HP 4944A are the original Hewlett-Packard instruments
designed with the Master/Slave capability. Each contains only a subset of
the 4945Ars measurements. Also, they have LED displays and their front
panels have switches and knobs. Due to these constraints, they are unable
to displey error messages in plain English (they display H codes) and some
of their switches are not programmable through Master/Slave operation.

What is rloopback mode'?

As mentioned before, the measurement cspability is limited when using an
HP 494r4 or HP 4944A. When an HP 49414 or HP 4944A is instructed to
perform e function that is beyond its capabilities, it will go into loopback
mode. Thie meens thst the incoming signal to the Slave will be looped around
and sent bsck to the master at the level which has been set on the Slave unit.
To get out of loopback mode, press a different key and the instruments will
re-link.

Configuration Considerations When Master is an F{P 494fA or }P 4944A and
SLAVE is an FIP 49454.

In this configuration lhe 494)A is limited to the capabilities of
the Ma st er.

Why is it Different?

Examples of these limitations are:

The
put

r Frequency and level range limitations of the HP 4943A or HP 4944A
. No amplitude iitter measurements
. No automatic Aain slope measurement
r 7 counts/sec in impulse noise
r No phase hits, gain hits or dropouts measurements

following items must be set on the 49454 Slave before it is
into Master/Slave mode:

. Transmitter and Receiver Impedances
o Transmitter and Receiver Hold Coils
r Receiver BRIDGED or TERMINATED Setting
o The VOLUME C ontrol
r Impu lse Noise Thresholds
a Transmitter Level

Note

If the 49454 transmit level is outside the range of
the HP 494rA or HP 4944A then the two instruments
will not be able to establish link.
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During the initiel link-up, error codes mey appear momenterily. First, the
error code H-01 will appeai which signifies that no response was received
from the Slave. This occurs because the 4945A must take time to verify that
it is configured as another HP 494rA or HP 4944A (depending on which unit
you are using for. the Master). This code will disappear if everything is
functioning correctly end another error code may appear momentarily if you
are set up in MASTER TO SLAVE direction of test. This may be either En H-09
or an H-10. This oceurs because the HP 4945A will not send back test results
until it has velid d8ta. These error codes should all disappear and the
Master/Slave operation should be no different than it would be with a HP
494rA ot HP 4944A acting as the Slave.

Configuration Considerations When Meeter is an tP 4945A and Slave ie
FP 494rA on FF 4944A

The following items must be set on the HP 494rA or HP 49444 slave unit
before it is in Master/Slave mode:

a Transmitter/receiver impedance setting
. Hold coils
o Receiver BRIOGED or TERMINATED setting
o lmpulse no ise threshold
r T ransmi t te r level

Note

If the 49454 trensmit level ie outside the range of
the HP 49434 or HP 49444 then the two instruments
will not be able to establish link-up.

DIRECTTON OF TEST = MASTER TO SLAVE

You are limited to the renge limitations of the HP 49414 or HP 49444 since it
is performing the measurement (receive end).

The receiverts (Slave) frequency field will always be blank.

The 4945A will only disptay counts in the impulse noise low area since the HP
494JA or HP 4944A only hae one threshold setting (which must be set
manually).

When doing the envelope delay measurement, you do not heve the capability
of performing a LEVEL ZERO. This calculation must be done manually.

lf you enter e menu with a parameter set to an illegal choice then the slave
will go into loopback mode. Always set up ell paremeters before entering
into Master/Slave mode.

DIRECTION OF TEST = SLAVE TO MASTER

ln this configuration you have additional capabilities. You are limited to
the receiver's capabilities. Therefore, you are able to do the following:

. Amp I i tude jitter

. All I jitter bendwidths

. Noise-to-ground measurement
o J level impulse noise
a Phase hits, gain hits and dropouts meesurements
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MASTER/SLAVE ERROR MESSAGES

Why do They occur?

What could cause the master/slave errors to occur? There may be an
operational problem with your test set. In this cese you should run through
the self-diagnostic capabilities of each unit which is being used. Also, it is
recommended that you use the test set at transmission levels ) -40 dBm and a
S/N ratio > 20 dB since impairments on the lines being used could disturb
your master/slave operation. Always check your connections to insure
continuity.

Descriptiona

All error messeges (along with the equivalent H-code used by the 4941A and
4944A) are contained in this section. These messaqes are generated by the
master unit. This section is organized to highlight some of the key
differences between each of the error messeges. Below is a brief
explanation of each of the areas.

When? - This refers to whether the ecror will occur while linking is in
progress (LINKING is flashing on the display) or after link-up.

Data? - Data refers to the FSK information which is being sent between the
instruments on the communications pair. This will tell you if the error
message is being caused because no data is being received by the master
from the sla v e.

Direction of Test? - This is only applicable after link-up. Certain messages
are suseptible to the direction of test which was selected. This will list
whether it will only happen when the instrument is making a measurement in
a certain direction or if it occurs independent of the direction of test
setting.

Problem Channel? - Occasionally you can isolate the problem to a specific
channel. The channel we refer to here is the pair and the transmitter and
receiver connected to that peir.

No Answer Received From Slave (H-02)

Pilot Tone? - This will tell you whether you are receiving the pilot tone
(1990 Hz).

When? - During link-up or re-link only.

Pilot tone? - Yes.

Data? - No.

Direction of Test? - Either direction.

Problem Channel? - Either channel.

Additional Comments - When you receive this message you are receivin
pilot tone back but not any data. This message is only displayed durin
linking p roce ss.
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Deta Errort ln Slave Responre (H-0r)

When? - Any time.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - The data received has parity and/or f raming errors.

Direction of Test? - During Link-up - Either. After Link-up
M - S only.

Problem Chennel? - tf it occurs dur i ng I ink-up then e i ther
channel may be causing a problem. After
I ink-up has taken place the er ror is being
caused on the corrmunications channel.

Additional Comments - In this case we are receiving data back from the
Slave but it contains parity and/or f raming errors.

Bad Data tn Slave Response (H-04)

When? - During link-up or re-link only.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - Yes.

I4 Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - Ei ther.

Additional Comments - T-bi.s-e.r.r-qr-w.i I l-o.c.c.u r-il-t he-Ma s t e r-r.e.c.e.i.v.e.s-a-
negative acknowledge (NAK), a bad block of data, or the
from the initial inquiry sent to 

*the 
slave unit.

Incorrect Response From Slave (H-0r)

When? - During link-up or re-link only.

incorrect response

Dete? - It is good in terms of parity and f raming but it is the incorrect
respon9e.

Direction of Teet? - Either.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Problem Channel? - E i ther.

+ Applicable only if using an HP-4941A or an HP-4944A
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Additional Comments - In this case, the Master has requested the Slave to
enter e meesurement mode and the Slave did not respond correctly.



Slave Faila To Erecute Command (H-06)

When? - During link-up or re-link only.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - Yes.

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - Communications Channel.

Additionel Comments - This error message occurs if the master receives no
response from the initial inquiry sent to the slave.

Slava Looped Back (H-07 )

When? - After link-up.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - Slave is in loopback mode.

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - No.

Additional Comments -This error occurs when the Master requests the slave
to perform a measurement which is beyond its capabilities. The Slave will
automatically go into loopback mode. This occurs when interfacing with a
HP 494rA or HP 4944A because of their limited meesurement cepability.

No Data Received From Slave (H-09)

When? - After link-up.

Pi lot Tone? - Yes.

Date? - No.

Direction of Test? - M - S only.

Problem Channel? - Communications Channel.

Additional Comments - ln this case, the Mester unit is expecting a response
from the Slave bu.t it is only receiving the pilot tone.

*Applicable only if using an HP 494rA or an HP 4944A.
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Received Level Out of

When? - After I ink - up.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - No.

(H-r0)

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - Test Channel.

Additional Comments - This error means that the instrument ecting as the
receiver is unable to perform the mea8urement because the test signel is out
of r an ge.

No Carrier Received From Slave (H-ff)

When? - During link-up only.

Pilot Tone? - No.

Data?

Direction of Test? - During link-up - Either.

Problem Pair? - E i ther.

Additional Comments - TheMaster unit in this cese
it is not the correct frequency (I990 Hz).

is receiving a signal but

Slave Initiated M/S Link

When? - Any time.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Deta? - Yes.

Abort (H-ll)

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - No.

Additional Commente -This message occurs if the slave sendg an riabortrr to
the Master. This only happena when theSlave is taken out of Slave mode at
the far end.
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Dropout ) I Sec - Test Aborted* (H-f4)

-When? - Af ter link-up.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - No.

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - Test Channel.

Additional Comments - This error will only occur when you are in impulse
noise and you lose the holding tone (I004 Hz). The instruments will
terminate the test.

Phase Jitter Overrange* (H-f 5)

When? - After Link Up.

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - No.

Direetion of Test? - Either.

Problem Channel? - Test Channel.

Additionel Comments - This message is displayed only
making the phase jitter measurement and the reading
degrees.

if rhe HP 4941A is
is grea ter than 40

lnvalid Test Signal* (H- l6)
When? - Af ter link-up.

Pi lot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - ?

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem Pair? - Either.

Additional Comments - ln certain measurements the instrument is abte to
detect if it is receiving the correct test signal. These measurements are
impulse noise, IMD, and the jitter measurements.

*Applicable only if using an HP 4943A or HP 4944A.
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Uoable To Complete M/S Link

When? - During initial link-up or re-link

Pi lot Tone? - Maybe.

Data? - Maybe.

Direction of Test? - Ei'ther.

Problem C hanne l? - Either.

Additional Comments - This message is displayed if the instruments are
unable to establish a link after a reasonable period of time. You may not
be receiving the pilot tone or data because of one of the other errors
ceusing a problem.

Slave Not C apabler

When? - After link-up

Pi lot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - Yes.

Direction of T est?

Problem C hannel?

See comments below.

No.

AdditionalComments - This message will occur in two situetions, both when
using a HP 494rA or HP 4944A as e Slave. The first is when you ere set up in
the-Sl av e=to=Mast e n-d i r-e-cf i6'fr--f -tEEt-a n d

t-7t

ry
transmit level. The other situation is when you are set up in the Master to
Slave direction of test and you try to change the impulse noise threshold
settings.

Slave Unable To Do Measurement

When? - After link-up

Pilot Tone? - Yes.

Data? - Yes.

Direction of Test? - Either.

Problem C hanne l? - No.

AdditionalComments - This error occurs when the Master requests the Slave
to perform a meEsurement which is beyond its capabilities. The Slave will
not go into loopback mode.

rApplicable only if using an HP 4943A or HP 4944A.
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This section describes the principles of all measurernents made by the
494r4. lncluded are explanations of the need for the measurements, plus the
effect of certain voice channel paremeters on data transmiesion. Block
diagrams and functional descriptions are provided to explain the 4945A
input-output switching and the different measurements that the test set
will make.

For further informEtion concerning the voice channel measurements
described in this section, refer to the following Bell System Technical
References: PUB 41008, Anatog Parameters Affecting Voiceband Data
Transmission - Description of Parameters, and PUB 4I009, Transmission
Parameters Affecting Voiceband Data Transmission - Measuring Techniques.
These publications are available from District Manager - I nforma t ion
Release Services, Bell System Purchased Products Division, Room S-I01,
Amercian Telephone and Telegraph Co., P.O. Box 915, Florham Park, New
Jersey O7932.
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The RECEIVE/TRANSMI T JACKS provide for interconnection of the 49454 to
the circuit under test. See figure 4-I. The RECEIVE/TRANSMI T switch
provides for selection of either the transmit or receive function for the left
jacks and simultaneously selects the opposite for the right jacks. Both the
left and right sets of jacks provide parallel connections, the standard five-
way binding posts on top end the Western Electric II0 type jacks on the
bottom. Either the binding posts or the 110 jacks may be used; both of them
will not normally be uged 8t the Bame time.

The hold current coil allows the applicetion of e 2J-mA current source to
both the right and left set of jacks (TIP and RING connections). This allows
for latching of telephone switching equipment. Either the left or right set
of jacks may be used for a 2-wire dry circuit. If a 4-wire circuit is under
test, the left jacks may be used for either transmit or receive, and the right
set for the opposite.

The transmit and receive impedance of the 4945A is selectable at I15, 600,
900, or 1200 ohme (termination resistors figure 4-I), which ere stendard
telephone circuit values. The impedance of the test set must be selected
to metch the circuit under test, or erroneous measurement values will be
obteined.

The receive input may be terminated or bridged across the circuit under
test. The terminated mode provides a resistive termination on the receive
circuit to provide proper loading. When a termination is provided by some
other device, then it is not necessery (nor desirable) to provide a
termination. ln this cese the receive input should be used in the bridged
mode.
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The 4945A input and output circuits are balanced to match standerd
telephone voice channel lines. A balanced line is one that is electrically
symmetrical; the two sides of the tine have equal series resiBtance, series
inductence, shunt capacitance, and teakage to ground. Onty test sets (or
other devices) with balanced inputs and outPuts will operate properly when
connected to a balanced line.

To allow dialing, talking, and listening over the circuit under te8t, handset
terminals are provided for the connection of a linemanrs handset. In
addition, tElk bettery is selectable for use on dry circuits (circuits which
do not incorporate e power source to provide direct current flow for the
microphone).

DATA LEVEL

Transmission measurements on data circuits use test signals applied et data
level (the standard Bell System data level is -11 dBm0). Data level is used
to prevent overload on cEtrier systems. Data level i8 a power Il dB below
the trensmission level point (TLP) where the tests are being made. For
exampte, at a -I6 dB TLP, the data level would be -29 dBm (-16 -Il = -29).
A test power of -29 dBm would be applied here. At the zero ttansmission
level point (0 TLP), the data level would be -L dBm, or -Il dBm0.

LEVEL A]9 FREGIT.ENICY MEASI.R,EMENTS

measurement of 1000 Hz loss,
These measurements define the
a voice channel. The level and

frequency mode also allows measurement of frequency shift. Figure 4-2
i I lustr.a t es-the-basi c-se t up-f.or-these-measul.ements.-

The level and frequency mode allows
attenuation distortion, and gain slope.
amplitude versus frequency response of

60 Ht
artti

TRANSMITTING TIMS nEcErvr]{G TrMs

vocE
GHAXI{Er.

I

Figure 4-2. Level and frequency measurement
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1000 Hz LOSS

The I000 Hz loss measurement determines the point-to-point loss (or gain)
of E I000 Hz test tone transmitted over a voice channel. To make this
measurement, a 1004 Hz test frequency is transmitted at deta level. At the
receiving TIMS, the received power is measured (in dBm) and subtracted
from the transmitted level to determine 1000 Hz loss (in dB).

The transmitted frequency is actually I004 Hz (not 1000 Hz), to prevent
measurement errors which would occur over T-carrier systems. This 4 Hz
offset avoids measurement error caused by test frequencies which are
submultiples of the T-carrier sampling rate. This measurement error i3
not representetive of actual conditions which are present when
multifrequency signals like voice end data are transmitted over voice
channele.

The accuracy of the received power meesurement depends on the tolerence
of the receiving and resistive termination. A termineting resistance of 0.1
percent tolerance is required to assure eccurete meagurements.
Therefore, received level measurements ehould generally be made using the
4945A internel termination.

A switch-selectable 60 Hz high-pass receiving filter is provided for use
with the level and frequency meesurements. The 60-Hz filter is used to
detect and remove excessive 60 Hz interference. The filter has an
ettenuation cherecteristic greater than 20 dB at 50 Hz, and a 4-dB
attenuation characteristic at I80 Hz (lrd hErmonic of 60 Hz).

FREOUENCY SHIFT

The frequency shift measurement checks for any difference in the recelved
frequency with reference to the trensmitted frequency (frequency
translation) as caused by carrier facilities. To mEke this measurement, a
test tone of known frequency is transmitted. At the receiving end, the
received frequency is observed and compared with the transmitted
frequency. Any difference between transmitted and received frequencies
indicates a frequency shift in the test signal. This measurement is not
valid when measured on looped around carrier facilitiee, since the
frequency shift in one direction (near-end to far-end) may be cancelled by
the frequency shift in the other direction (far-end to near-end).

Thie is a measurement of the loss of received level versus frequeicy. Gain
slope is the meesurement of the received level at'404 Hz, I004 Hz, and 2804
Hz. Gain slope i8 calculated by teking the difference between levelg at 404
Hz and 1004 Hz to determine the 404 Hz loss.The loss for 2804 Hz is
calculated by teking the difference between levels at 2804 Hz End 1004 Hz.
This measurement determines the usEble bandwidth of the voice channel. To
make this measurement the trensmitter eutometically steps through I004
Hz, 4O4 Hz, and 28O4 Hz et 2 seconds per step. The frequency received must
be within + or -26 Hz in order to be displayed on the CRT.

GAIN SL@E
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The gain slope or relative loss will then be displayed after the I004 Hz
reference is measured. The loss at 404 Hz and 2804 Hz will be displayed once
all three frequencies have been received. The gain slope measurement rung
continuously.

The SF (single-frequency) SKIP setup softkey is provided to automatically
prevent the test set from transmitting frequencies within the range of 2450
Hz lo 275O Hz. This feature is used to prevent loss of voice channel
connection when transmitting over a dial-up network incorporating single
frequency signaling units.

NIOI SE MEASI.R,E]VIENT S

The noise measurements determine the interfering effects of background
noise end tones. Figure 4-3 illustrates the basic setup for these
measurements.

NOISE

The message circuit noise mode measures the noise present on a voice
channel, which has a quiet termination on one end (supplied by transmitting
TIMS) and a weighted measuring device on the other end (receiving TIMS).
The quiet termination is a simple resistive termination on the wire pair and
the transmi tter is off.

At the measurement end of the voice channel a ehoice of frequency
weighting filters is available. The filters that can be selected are; C-
messege, 1-kHz flat, I5-kHz flat, 50 Kbit, or program (see figures 4-4 thru
4-8). The required measurement range for noise is a function of the type of
filter selected. Table 4-I lists the filter noise ranges. The C-message filter

- - - ---_allo.w.s-measur.ement-of-only-those-noise-signals-that-are-of-annoyance-t-o-the-"typical" subscriber of standard telephone service. The C-message
weighting is also ueed to evaluate the effects of noise on voice-grade data
circuits. The C-weighting is valid for data transmission since the
response characteristic is relatively flat over most of the frequency range
of concern for deta transmission (600 to 1000 Hz).

Table 4-1. Filter Noise Ranges

Filter Noise (dBrn)

C-ne s s age

f kHz Flat

15 kHz Flat

C-notched noise

50 Kilobit
( l15 -ohm inpedance )

10

IO

l0

IO

IO

to 90

to 90

to 90

40 to Ir0
40 to Ir0

to 90

to 90

4-'
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The f-kHz flat filter has a response that provides much less ettenuation to
the low frequencies (50 nz to 500 Hz) than the C-message filter. By
comparing a I- kHz flat noise measurement to I C-message noise
measurement, the relative influence of low frequency noise (60-Hz
commercial power, 20-Hz ringing, etc.) can be determined.

The program filter is used for weighted measurements of noisq on program
circuits that have bandwidths up to approximately I kHz. It is\ not used on
voice message c ircui t8.

The l5-kHz flat filter is used when making unweighted meesurements of
noise on program circuits. lt is a L5-kHz, low-pass filter and it is not
ordinarily used on voice messages circuit.

The 50-Kilobit filter ie used to measure noise on facilities using up to 56-
Kilobit date service. The filters are used on wideband data circuits at an
impedance of l]5 ohms.

Received noise levels are displayed in units of dBrn,(dB with respect to
noise where 0 dBrn = -90 dBm). For example, a noise reading of 20 dBrn has
an RMS power of -70 dBm (20 - 90 = -70). With the C-message filter
Selbcted, disptayed readings are interpreted es being in units of
dBrnCr(noise level in dBrn with a C-message weighted measuring device).

Single frequency interference refers to unwanted steedy tones which may
eppeer on voice channels. Occassional bursts of low level tones which may
occur from crosstalk of multifrequency signaling, for example, do not fall in
this cetegory. Single frequency tones may interfere with certain data
signals, particularly narrowband signals which are multiplexed onto I
voiceband channe l.

Figure 4-). Message circuit noise measurement
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A simple audio monitoring arrangement will usually detect this
interference, since tones exceeding ecceptable levels are easily heard if
the C-message noise is within limits.. The slngle frequency interference
check is made with the Betup shown in figure 4-I. Af ter the received noise
signal passes through the C-message filter, the resultant signal is applied
to the line monitor speaker. The T IMS operator listens for any
predominant tone, which may indicate a single frequency interference
problem.

If a single frequency tone (or tones) of long duration is heard, single
frequency interference may be present and should be measured. To
precisely determine the frequency and level of the interfering tone, a
frequency selective voltmeter or spectrum analyzer must be used. The
requirement for single frequency interference is that, when measured
through a C-message filter, it will be at least I dB below C-message noiqe
I imi ts.

{
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Flgure 4-4. C-message weighting characteristlc
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Figure 4-6. L5-k{z flat filtec weighting charactenistic
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NOISE-WITH.TONE

The noise-with-tone mode allows measurment of signal-to-noise retio.The
noise-with-tone measurement is used to condition compandors and/or
quantizers in the trensmission system to their normal operating levels for
continuous data signals. Therefore, noise levels are received which
duplicate levels present under opereting conditions.

To make this measurement, a 1004-Hz test frequency (holding tone) is
transmitted at date level. At the receiving TIMS, the 1004-Hz holding
tone is selectively ettenuated by >50 dB using a notch filter (all frequencies
between 995 Hz and 1025 Hz ere attenuated by >50 dB). The remaining
received signal (noise) is passed through one of the weighting filters for
meesurement. The received noise level is displayed in units of dBrn.
Figure 4-9 illustrates the notch filter characteristics.

SIGNAL.TO.NOISE RATIO

The Bignal-to-nolse ratio of the voice channel under test is determined by
comparing the noise-with-tone level with the holding tone level. This
measurement is done eutomsticelly by the 4945A. Pressing the SIGNAL-TO-
NOISE eoftkey will display the signal-to-noise retio.

+l

0

o
o!
Ia
A

!t

-40

60 r00 200 gfin rq)o

lHrl

2000 3d)o smo

Figure 4-9. Notch filter charecteristic
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TSISE TO G|ROIAID MEASI.R,EMENT

The noise to ground mode allows measurements of the longitudinal noise
present on a voice channel, with reference to ground. The transmitting
TIMS provides a quiet termlnation Et one end of the voice channelr end the
receiving TIMS provides a frequency weighted filter and detector at the
other end. The basic measurement technique for the noise to ground
measurement is very similar to the message circuit noise measutement. The
main difference lies in the u8e of a ground reference. Figure 4-10
illugtratee this difference.

Noise to ground measurements are usually made for troubleshooting
purposes and to measure the magnitude of longitudinal signals, which may
indlcate the susceptibility of a cable pair to electricEl coupling from
external sourc e8.

The relative line belance of an end loop can be calculated by subtractlng
the measured noise to ground (Nq) value from the measured messsge circuit
noise (Nm) vElue. It is recomm6nded thet both message circuit noige end
noise to ground be measured with the f-kHz flat weighted filter to inctude
the effects of power line related noise.

TRA'{SMITTER RECEMEN

RECEIVER

MESSAGE CIfiCUIT
llOTSC

to lllrEiot rE
TEiMIXAII('X

xorsE.ro.Gior$ro

lo Ft rEa

ogtEcToe

Figure 4-I0. Noise-to-ground related to message circuit noise
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TRANS IENTS II/EASTJREMENTS

The J-level impulse noise, hits and dropouts mode measures the interfering
effects of transient phenomena. These trangient phenomenE csn cause
data transmission errors end interruptions to data communication 8ystem3.
This measurement mode allows simultaneous determination of: impulse
noise counts at three different thresholds, phese hit counts, gain hit
counts, and dropout count. The simultaneous measurement of these
transient phenomena allowB the 4945A lo reliably differentiate between
each of them.

IMPULSE NOISE

lmpulae noise is that component of the received noiae signal which is much
greateD in amplitude than the normal peaks of the message circuit noise, and
thet occurs as short duration spikes or burst of energy. Studies by Bell
Telephone Laboratories have shown that the impulse noise spikes have a
duretion of less that one millisecond, and that all significant effects of the
noise spikes disappear within four millieeconds. Waveform (b) in figure 4-I!
illustretes a received holding tone (or test signal) that includes interfering
impulse noise spikes. The impluse noise measurement ellows determination
of impulse noise count on a voice channel, given a specified amplitude
threshold level, a specified count rate, and a specified meagurement period
(all are setectable on the 4945A).

Customers initiating and termineting calle cause relaye end switches to
operEte and release, givin
electricel transi ents. Norma
impulse no i se.

rise to impulse noiee from the associated
instslletion and repair activies also introduce

I
I

lmpulse noise effects data trensmission by causing the loss of the
information signal which results in errors. In slow deta rate systems few
ertors occur due to impulee noise beceuse the receiving device can
distinguish a date pluse from an impulse noise pulse. As the deta rate of a
sy8tem increases, it becomes more difficult for the receiving device to
distinguish the data pulse from the noise pulse; resulting in impulse noise
caused ertors.
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PHASE HITS,GAIN HtTS, AND DROPOUTS

A phaee hit is a sudden change (increase or decrease) in the received signal
phase (or frequency). Phese hits may be as small as tenths of a degree or as
large as )60 degrees. The phase of the received signal mey return to its
original value in a short time, or it may remain indefinitely at a changed
value. Waveform (c) in figure 4-Il illustrates a received holding tone that
includes interfering phase hits.

Some of the more common causes of phase hits (and elso gain hits and
dropouts) are eutomatic switching to standby facilities or carrieD supplies,
patching out working facilities to perform maintenance, and noise
transients coupled into carrier frequency sources.

Two common modulation teehniques used by deta modems are phase and
frequency modulation. Phase hits create errors by appearing like
information carried by data slgnal. For example, in e system using an 8-
phase modulation technique (45 degrees between states), frequent 25-
degree phase hits would make it very diffcult for the receiving modem to
distinguish between the interfering phase hits and the phase modulation;
resulting in phase hits caused errors.

A gain hit is a sudden change (increase or decrease) in the received signal
level. Gain hits can be less then e dB or as large as several dBs. The level of
the received signal can return to its orignial value in a short time, or it cen
remain indefinitely at the changed value. Waveform (d) in figure 4-II
illustrates a received holding tone that includes interfering gain hits.

Amplitude modulation of a carrier signal is another common technique used
by modems to transmit deta. Because the inf ormation is conteined 1n the
level of the signal, gain hits can appear like the information cerried by the
data signal; resulting in gain hit caused errors.

A dropout is a sudden drop in received signal level (>l2dB). During a
dropout, the signal often becomes undetecteble. Some dropouts are
difficult to observe because the background noise can rise to e level near
the orginal signal level. The level of the received signal can return to its
orginal value in a short time or remain undetectable indefinitely. Weveform
(e) in figure 4-II illu8trates a received holding tone that includeg
interfering dropouts.

All communication ceases during a dropout and data cen be lost. The
receiving modem must re-reference itself to the signal before data
communiacation can resume. Most modems can track the received signal to e
level as low a I2 dB below their normal receiving power. Beyond I2 dB the
the inf ormation signal is considered lost.

4-tt
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Figure 4-II. Impulse noi8e, hits, and dropouts waveforms
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF IMPULSE NOISE,HITS AND DROPOUTS

The retationship between each of the trensient disturbances is summerized
in table 4-2. The best way to distinguish impulse noise from dropouts is the 4
me maximum duretion of the impulse noise. Phase hits can be distinguished
from gain hits and dropouts because phase hits cause change in phase.
Dropouts have to be distinguished from gain hits by definition, since
dropouts are a special case of gain hits. Table 4-J summarize8 the
measurement definitions necessary for implementing a practical measuring
instrument.

The information needed about each disturbance is how often they occur. The
measuring instrument is required to total each disturbances over a specified
time. The nominal count rate for electromechanical counters is 7 counts per
second with a blanking interval ot L4) millisecond. The nominal fast
counting rate is 100 counts per second with a blanking intervel of I0
milliseconds. All of the transients can occur at any time because they ere
caused by random sourcea. They can also occur in clusters with only a few
milliseconds between each impulse noise spike.

Because not all disturbances are of sufficient magnitude to cause data
communicetion problems, it is necessery to be able to set thresholds that
will discriminate against small disturbances. The thresholds in the 4945A
are adjustable so that measurements can be made at different test level
points; and also so that the test set can be mEde to be susceptible to certain
disturbances depending on the effect those disturbances have on current
date communi cations.

This test set is capable of identifying all four disturbances simultaneously.
Each ib counted individually as shown in figure 4-I2.
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Table 4-2. Transient Phenomena Sunmary

Table 4-1. Ivleasurement Def initibns

Figure 4-12. Impulse noise, hits, end dropouts
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JITTER MEASUREMENTS

PHASE JITTER

The phase jitter mode allows measurement of the peak-to-peak phase
deviation of a I004-Hz holding tone on a voice channel. Phase jitter is
unwanted phase (or frequency) modulation that I signal may pick up as it
tpaversea a communicetions ch anne l.

Phase jitter has an insignificant effect on voice transmission, however
phase jitter can eeriously effect data transmission. Phase jitter is
especially interfering to data communications systems thet u8e phese
modulation as the transmission scheme. If large phase variations occur, one
data pulse can occupy the allotted time slot of another pulse (intersymbol
interference), causing an error to occur. Figure 4-l1a illustrates the effect
of phase jitter on a reference holding tone.

Different sources csuse the instantanous phase of e signel to jitter at rates
normally less than 100 Hz. Phese iitter is typically caused by ripple in the dc
power supply of the master oscillator of long haul carriers. Some phase
jitter can also occur in short haul systems from incomplete filtering of
image sidebands. The most commonly found frequency components of phase
iitter are 20 Hz (ringing current), 60 Hz (commerical power), and the
harmonics of these. A bandwidth of about 800 Hz centered about a carrier
near I kHz will recover the major suspected phese iitter without incurring
lerge amounts of uncorrelated interference.

To measure phase jitter, a 1004-Hz holding tone is transmitted at data
level. At the receiving end of the voice channel is the test set configured to
measure phase jitter. Figure 4-L4a illustrates the receiving TIMS
functional configuration. The received signal passes through the 600 to
I400 Hz band-pass filter. This filter reduces the effective measurement
bandwidth to approximately one-fourth the total channel width, centered
on the test tone frequency. This in turn reduces the effects of noise and
other interference on the jitter meesurement.

The phase-locked loop will not follow fast phase changes thet occur et a
rete greater then 20 Hz. The slow response amplif ier will not react fest
enough to change the oscilletor frequency to match the received frequency.
Fast phase changes will cause an error signal to be generated by the phese
detector.

The error signal appearing after the 100-Hz low-pass filter is limited in
frequency between 20 Hz and 100 Hz. This pass band is a Bell Standard and
includes the phsse jitter intetference caused by 20-Hz ringing and 60-Hz
power, plus their first several harmonics. Phase jitter components rarely
occur above 100 Hz. When they do, they are normally accompenied by large
amounts of iitter below 100 Hz, which allows detection by the 4945A.

In addition to the Bell Standard, 20-to 100-Hz band, the 4945A also
measures phase iitter in the low frequency (LF) 4-to 20-Hz band and in the
Bell Standard plus LF 4-to 100-Hz bEnd.

4-t7



AMPLITUDE JITTER

Amplitude Jitter 1s the summetion of incidental amplitude modulation and
the effects of interference and noise. Amplitude Jitter is measured by
examining amplitude dieturbances on a 1004-Hz test tone. Figure 4-lIb
shows the effects of amplitude iitter on the 1004-Hz holding tone.

The most commonly found signal-freguency components of amplitude jitter
are 20 Hz (ringing); 50 Hz (commerical power), and their second through
fifth harmonics. A bandwidth of about 600 Hz centered about a carrier near
I kHz will recover the major suspected amplitude jitter without incurring
large Emounts of uncorretated interference.

Because group delay distortion of a channel can cause amplitude jitter to be
created from phase jitter, and vice versa, amplitude jitter should be
measured in conjunction with phase jitter. Also noise can cause what would
appear to be amplitude jitter, so a C-notch weighted noise meesurement
should always be made in conjunction with emplitude jitter measurements.

Amplitude jitter is measured in the Bell standard 20-r00 Hz band, the low
frequency (LF) 4-20 Hz band and in the Bell standard plus LF 4-100 Hz band.
Figure 4-I4b shows the functional configuration of amplitude jitter
meesurementB.
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Figure 4-II. Effects of phase and amplitude jitter holding t one
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Figure 4-14. Phase and amplitude Jitter Measurements
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ENVEL@E DELAY MEASUREMENT

The envelope delay mode allows measurement of the linearity of the phase
versus frequency of a voice channel.

Phase inf ormation has an insignificant effect on voice trEnsmission, but can
seriously affect data transmission. At data trensmissions greater then 2400
bits per second, over a voice channel without proper delay compensationt
the data bits tend to smear out in time and overlap each other causing
intersymbol interfenence which produces errors.

An ideal circuit which has s linear phase shift charecteristic will produce a
straight line slope (a linear relationship between a change in frequency and
a corresponding change in phese ) as shown in figure 4-I5a. The practical
circuit is never ideal and will produce e nonlinear phase shift
characteristic (phase distortion) as shown in figure 4-I5b.

Conventionel measurement techniques make it difficult to measure the
phase characteristic of a transmission system, because a phase reference is
difficult to establish st the receiving end of the circuit. It is possible
however, to measure relative phese shift at the receiving end using the
envelope delay measurement technique. This teehnique makes it possible to
measure the envelope deley distortion of a voice channet, which provides a
relative measure of the phase linearity (or nonlinearity) of the circuit.

RELATING PHASE SHIFT TO ENVELOPE DELAY

Amplitude modulating a low frequency sine wave (fm) onto e carrier
frequency (fc) produces an amplitude modulated (am) signal as shown by
waveforms (a)r(b), and (c) in figure 4-16. The envelope of the AM signal is
the outline (or shape) of the peak excursions of the modulated signal es
shown in waveform (d) of figure 4-I6. The AM process produces a signal
whose spectrum consist of the cerrier frequency plus an upper sideband
(fc+fm) and a lower sideband (fc-fm). Figure 4-17 illustrates this
relationship. Since the upper sideband is of a higher frequency than the
carrier, it undergoes e greater phase shift than the carrier; since the lower
sideband is of a lower frequency, it undergoes less phase shift.

720.

t

300 td)o 30@
F..qu6ncy (Hr)

(a) ldoal Linelr PhEs! ChaiactgriEtic

120p

36oo

0o 36 t 80o

Frcql'tlcy lHrt

3000

{bl Practical Nonlinear Phase Chstsctorislic

Figure 4-I5. Phase versus frequency relationship
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Figure 4-I6. Envelope Delay Measurement
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If the AM signal is passed through e circuit having a phase shift
characteristic which increases linearity with frequency (figure 4-I5), the
envelope of the AM signal experiences a shift 1n time (or delay) as shown in
waveforms (d) and (e) of figure 4-16. This occurs beceuse the lower
sideband experiences less phase shift than the carrier, while the upper
sideband encounters more. The net result of these phase shifts is that the
modulation envelope is shifted in phase (or delayed) when traversing a
transmission medium.

The amount of envelope delay is related to the difference in phese between
the two sidebands. lf the phase versus frequency charscteristic of the
transmission medium is linear, then eny carrier frequency used (with a fixed
modulation frequency) witl produce e constent envetope delay value. Plots
(a) and (b) in figure 4-18 itlustrEtes this relationship. However, if the
phase versus frequency characteristic is nonlinear, then different carrier
frequencies will produce different envelope delay values. Plots (c) and (d)
in figure 4-I8 illustrate this relationship. When different values of
envelope delay occur, the difference between delay values at two different
carrier frequencies is termed " envelope delay distortion".

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION MEASUREMENT

To make this measurement, two TIMS are used in the configuration shown in
figure 4-19. The Tllr4S normal test set transmits a test signal over the voice
channel under test to the TIMS repeet test set. The repeat set responds by
transmitting envelope delay inf ormation back to the normal set over the
return reference voice chennel. The normal set compares its received signal
with its transmitted signal to determine envelope delay distortion values.

The normal 8et transmits an amplitude modulated test signel consisting of a
variable frequency carrier (r00-to 65004-Hz) and a fixed modulation
frequency (St ll, Hz). The carrier frequency is varied over the band of
interest, usually in 100 Hz steps. The test eignal traverses the voice channel
under test and is received by the repeat set. The receiver of the repeat set
amplitude demodulates the incoming test signal to produce the AM envelope.
Changing the carriet frequency as mentioned above will result in a change in
the delay of the 8f Lll-Az envelope at the Depeat set, if envelope distortion
exists. The envelope delay values received at the repeat set must now be
transmitted back to the normal set for measurement. ln addition, the
envelope delay values received at the repeat set must be transmitted beck
to the normal set without the introduction of a changing envelope delay, as
would be introduced by chenging the return reference carrier frequency.

lc+tmlc_l.

I
.!
c
E

Fraqoancy

Figure 4-17. AM signal frequency spectrum
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Figure 4-I8. Relating phase shift to envelope delay
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In the repeEt set, the demodulated AM signal is used to amplitude modulEte
the fixed frequency carrier that is transmitted back to the normal set. The
cerrier oscillator in the repeat set remains fixed at one frequency during
the envelope delay measurement. The carrier frequeney is usually selected
at midband (normally I800 Hz ) because envelope delay characteriBtics are
fairly constant end ettenuetion distortion charecteristics are feirly flat.
Because a constant return reference carrier frequency is used by the repeet
set, there will be no envelope delay distortion encountered by the return
signal (atthough there will be a fixed envelope delay). Therefore, the
envetope delay value received at the normel set will represent the envelope
delay value received at the repeet set, plus the constant envelope delay of
the return reference channel.

The receiver of the normal set amplitude demodulates the incoming return
refetence signal. The phase of the incoming return reference envelope is
then compared to the original 8r-Il, Hz oscillator signal to determine the
difference in phase (envelope delay ) between the two signals.

To measure the change in envelope delay from the normal set to the repeat
set (with a change in carrier frequency), a delay zero control is used to
"zero outl the envelope delay of the entire meesurement loop. The delay
zero control sets the phase difference (or envelope deley) between the 8r-
llt Hz oscillator and the demodulated return reference envelope to zero.
All future envelope delay measurements on the channel will then be
referenced to the carrier frequency of the normal set where the delay zero
was set. By changing the normal eet carrier frequency from the delay zero
reference value, the only changing envelope delay (envelope delay
distortion) occuring in the measurement loop 1s that incurred by the test
signal traversing the voice channel under test.

The delay zero function is usually implemented at a normal set carrier
frequency of around 1800 Hz. For eome tests it is convenient to set en
arbitrary zero and vary the test frequency while looking for the largest
negative envelope delay value. By setting a new zero velue at this frequency
of minimum delay, all other envelope delay measurements (on the chennel
under test) will have positive values of power line related noise.

INTERI\,IODULAT IO.I DI S TORT IO}I MEASURE},IENT

The intermodulation distortion mode allows measurement of the second end
third order intermoduletion distortion products of two test tone pairs
transmitted over a voice channel. The test tone pairs are eelected to closely
approximate the nonlinear distortion properties encountered by data
signals; to minimize the effects of channel roll-off, phase jitter, frequency
translation; and to avoid inaccurete readings on PCM carrier systems.
Figure 4-20 illustrates the spectrum of the fransmitted intermodulation
distortion test signal.
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Intermodulation distortion is the generation of new signal components not
present in the orginal transmitted signal. This usually happens when a
channel's loss is nonlinear with respect to input level. The main cause of
nonlinear distortion are electronic devices such as modulatorst
demodulators, compandors, and ampliflers.

With a single frequency (fl) applied to the input of a nonlinear device, the
nonlin6ar distortion appears as harmonics of the input frequency, such as
2fl, ,fL,4fl, etc. This type of distortion is termed "hermonic distortion'r.
With a multiple frequency signal (fI and f2) applied to the device input' the
nonlineEr distortion eppears es harmonics of the individual input
frequencies plus intermodulation (or mixing) products of the input
frequencies, as listed in table 4-4. This type of distortion is termed
"intermodulation distortionrror rrnonlinear distortion", and i8 the type
measured by the 494r4.

6Hz 16 Hz

n,E
a
E

Efin [tTd ar'm| 380

Fraquancy (Hrl

Figure 4-20. Intermodulation distortion signal frequency spectrum
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Tdble 4-4 shows the harmonics
(f1 and f2 1.

of a nultiple frequency slgnal

Table 4-4. Harmoni cs and Internndulation Products of
a M.rltiple Frequency Signal (f1 and f2)

TYPE OF
OISTORTION

OUTPUT DISTORTION
THRU THE THIRD ORDER

Harmonics

lntermodulation

Products

211, 3l1, 212, 312

l1+ 12, t2- lt 211+ 12,

211- t2, 2t2+ t1, 2t2- t1

lntermodulation distortion and harmonic distortion measurement
techniques will yield the same value for second and third order distortion in
the simple case involving only one source of distortion. However, with a
telephone channel there are normally multiple Bourcea of distortion joined
together by linear networks with delay distortion. This cteateg
measurement problems in obtaining valid distortion velues. Bell Telephone
Laboratory studies have shown thet the intermodulEtion distortion
technique is less susceptible to these measurement problems.

The check signal provision is included in the 4945A to permit correction of
error caused by the presence of high background noise, an interfering tone,
or T-carrier quantizing noise. When the CHECK STGNAL softkey is pressed
the second tone pair shown in figure 4-20 (as centered at Il80 Hz) is
supressed, end the lower tone pair is doubled in power. This allows the
channel to be checked with a teBt signal of the same power. Without the
two tone pEirs being generated, the intermodulation procesB (as measured
by the 4945A) does not occur. The receiving TIMS looks for the second and
third order products, but since these ere not present, the measured received
signals consist of noise. The second and third order products as measured
with the two tone pairs may then be corrected accordingly to achieve
accurate va lue s.

PEAK-TO-AVERAGE RATIO I,IEASUREIvCNT

The peek-to-everage ratio (P/AR) mode allows meesurement of the channel
dispersion (spreading in time of signal amplitude) due to transmission
imperfections. The test signal has e peak-to-average ratio and a spectral
content that approximates a data signat. As the P/AR signal traverses a
dispersive medium, the peak-to-average ratio will deteriorete. Then.by
measuring the peak-to-average ratio at the receiving end, a simple measure
of dispersion is obteined. Figure 4-21 illustrates the freguency spectrum of
the transmitted P/AR test Bignel, and figure 4-22 illustrates the signal
envelope.
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RETTJRN LOSS

Return loss is the ratio, in decibels, of the power incident upon e
transmission system discontinuity to the power reflected from the
discontinuity. Return loss measurements are made on both 2-wire and 4-
wire circuits. The measurement indicates how well the input and the output
impedances are matched.throughout a circuit. .

Four measurementg are made when measuring return loss: Echo return loss
(ERL), singing return loss low (SRL low)r singing return loss high (SRL
high), and sine wave return loss (SWL). ERL is the most critical of the four
measurements. SRL low and SRL high are designed to protectageinstcircuit
instebility. Figure 4-2J shows the filter shapes for the measurements.

Echo return loss (ERL) and singing return loss (SRL) are band average ceturn
loss measurements made with a band limited noise signal.

Sine wave leturn loss ia measured by trensmitting a single frequency and
then measuring the difference between the transmitted frequency and the
received frequency. A sreies of single frequencies can also be transmitted
by using the SINE WAVE SWEEP function of the 4945A.

Return lose measurements require a quiet termination at the distent end of
the circuit.

The result of a single frequency return loss measurement must specify the
measurement frequency. Return loss as a measure of impedsnce match is
usually specified as the minimum for any frequency within a specified band.

Average return loss over a specified band of frequencies may be meesured
using a sweep frequency. The average return loss over the band is a power

_a -v_e.r-a q e.
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Figure 4-25. Filter shapes for ERL, SRL low, and SRL high
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The P/AR reting is a single number rating of the fidelity of a channel end is a
weighted meesure of the total attenuetion, phase distortion, and noise.
The P/AR rating is derived by comparing the P/AR of an ideal signal with the
P/AR of the output signal of the system under test. The P/AR meesurement
iE most sensitive to envelope delay distortion and is also affected by noise,
bandwidth reduction, gain ripples, nonlinearities such as compression and
clipping, and other impairments. The P/AR rating i8 8n indicetion of the
general transmission quality of the voiceband channel. lf the P/AR signal
were received entirely undistorted, the P/AR rating would be 100, while e
circuit that causes a I0 percent reduction in the peak-to-average ratio has
a P/AR rating of 90.

The P/AR meesurement provides little inf ormation about the nature of the
fault condition in any particular case. However, since P/AR is a figure of
merit for the channel, it can be used as a benchmark for future reference.
After other measurements are made and a chennel is considered acceptablet
the P/AR rating can be recorded for future reference. ln case of a
suspected trouble on the channel, P/AR may be measured first and be
compared to the benchmank P/AR value. Deviations in excess of + or - 4
P/AR units from an initial P/AR value provides sufficient reason to suspect
that some channel characteristic has changed significantly.

The P/AR rating can also be useful in trouble-shooting on the DDD network
where a number of connections are to be surveyed and full data recorded on
only the worst connections experienced. ln private line circuits, P/AR can
help to identify the worst transmission direction (near to far, or far to
near) such that measurement of the parameters in the worst direction can be
completed first, since it is more probable that any transmission impariment
will be in that direction.
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V. FP-IB OPERATIOII (Model 18162A)

INTROO|-ETIOIt

The 18162A interface allows remote control of the HP 49454 with an
external controller on the HP-lB bus. The HP-lB interface is Hewlett-
Packardrs implementation of the IEEE Standard 488-1978.

NORMAL MODE

In normal operation, commands from the controller ate sent to the l8l52A
Interface where they ere converted into keystroke sequences to set up
the 4945A. Data from the 4945A is sent to the interface and then to the
controller.

TALK ONLY MODE

When the module is in talk only (l/O output) mode, pressing the output
key on the front panel will cause an image of the display to be sent
out on the interface to a printer which must be in listen always mode.

4944A MODE

When the module is in this mode, it responds to all of the two character
mnemonics used by the 49444. All data returning to the controller will
be eent in the format used by the 4944A, which is an image of its
display.

Dimensions
Height: lf mm (I.12 inches)
Width: 99 mm ( r.91 inches)
Depth: 180 mm (7.12 lnches)

SPECIFTCATIq{S

20m (65 feet)

0o to +50o C (+72" to +122" F)

Maximum Cable L ength:

Operating Temperature:

Storage Temperature:

Power Requirementa: Supplied by 4945A. Do not install interface
with power on. Opereting power must be off.

to +75oC (.40oto +I67oF)

5-r
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-The l8I62A InterfEce connects to one o.f the-I/O.slots.on the-4945A reer
panel. An HP-IB cable connects to the other I8I62A connector as shown
in figure 5-1.

The 4945A opereting power
must be off. Do not install
interface wi th power on.

The interface receives its power from the 4945A. No external power source
is requ i r ed.

HP.IB CABLE

18162A

4945A

INSTALLATIO{

Figure 5-I. I8I52A interface installation
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DESCRIPTIO}I

The HP-lB is a parallel bus of I6 active signal lines grouped into three
sets according to function, to interconnect up to l5 instruments.
Figure 5-2 is a diagram of the interface connections and bus 6tructure.

One set of signal lines is the eight data lines. These lines carry
coded messageg which represent addresses, progrem data, measurements end
status bytes. The data lines are used for both input and output
messages in bit parallel, byte-serial form. Normally, a seven-bit ASCII
code represents each byte of data, leaving the eighth bit available for
pari ty chec k i ng.

There are three data byte trensfer control lines. Data transfer is
controlled by means of an interlocked handshake technique that permits
data transfer (asynchronously) at the rate of the slowest device
participeting on the bus.

There are five general interface manegement lines which are used to
activate alt the connected devices et once, (i.e., clear the interface).
Table 5-I defines each of the management lines.

DEVICE A

Abla to talk, list€n,
and conlrol

DEVICE B

Able to talk and
listen

oEvrcE c

Only abl€ lo listen

DEVICE O

Only able to talk

+

F
B!
"T

:

: I

;l

EE-

;1
FI

=..,1

L.l

N

J
=-tI

:F

I
H.l
.l

Data Bus
(e.9.. HP85)

(8 signal lines)

oala Byte T,anslar
(e.9., 3437A digilal voltmeler) Control (HANDSHAKE) Lines

(3 signal lines)

Ggneral lnte.tace
(e.9., 8660C signal ganerator) Management

Managemenl (CONTROL) Lines
(5 sagnal lin8s)

Dto r...8
(6.9., 27488 laps reader)

DAV
NBFD
NOAC

rFc
ATN
SRO
REN
EOr

HP-lB Slgnal Llne.

Figure 5-2. Interface connections and bus structure
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Name Description

At tent i on

Interface
Cl ear

Senv ice
Reques t

RenE t e
Enab I e

End or
I den t i fy

ATN

IFC

sRo

REN

EOI

Enables a device to interpret date
on the bus as a controller corrmand
(conrnand nrode) or data transfer
( data mode).

Initial izes the FP-lB system to en
idle state by unaddress ing all talkers
end I isteners.

Alerts the control ler to a need for
cormunication.

P I aces dev i ces under remote prog rarn
control.

I nd i cates the last data byte in a
data transfer sequence. Used wi th
ATN to poll devices for their status.

Table 5-I. General lnterface Management Lines
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COMMTAIICAT IOhI CAPABIL I TY

Devices on the bus fall into
listeners, and controller.

three basic catagories! tal k ers,

Talkers are devices which send inf ormation on the bus when they have
been addressed. Only one talker at a time can be on the bus.

Listeners are devices which receive inf ormation sent on the bus when
they have been addressed. There can be multiple listeners on the bus.

Controllers are devices that can specify the talker and listener(s) for
an inf ormation trangfer. The controller can be an active controller or
a system controller. The active controller ie the current controlling
device on the bus. The system controller cen take control of the bus
even if it is not the active controller. Each system can have only one
Bystem controller, even if several controllers have system control
capability.

OATA INruT At{) OJTruT MODES

There are four commands that control the output of data and the input of
commands. These commands are the OUx; commands.

The OU0; command is a mesk service request when data is available
command. The Ready bit in the serial poll register is set when there is
data reedy and reset when there is none. This ie the default state of
the in t er fac e.

The OUI; command will cause the l/O module to make a service request
when it has data available for the controller. Both the service request
and the Ready bit in the serial poll register will be reset when the
output queue empties unless there wes a previous error, in which case
only the Ready bit will be reset.

The OU2; command causes the module to hold off the HP-lB bus handshake
after the line feed (following a command string from the controller)
until all mnemonics have been decoded end accepted by
the 49454. This is the default state of the module.

The OU3; command ceuses the module to release the data handshake on the
HP-lB bus as soon es the mnemonic commands have been received. This
mode enables parallel operation of many instruments without waiting for
each to accept the codes before programming the next. When using this
mode it takes one to two seconds for eEch mnemonic to be decoded and
accePted.

For example, in an epplicetion where the 4945A transmitter
used and another TIMS receiver is being used to meke the
the trensmitter output may not be the expected value if
insufficient delay before the reading.

is being
reading,
there is
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USIIIG T}C 4945A AS AN }P 49O4A OR AN }P 494'A

To enter this mode, all thet is necessary to do is to send one or
more of the 4944A mnemonics. The mode of operation and the instrument
set up will not change. A device clear command must be sent to the HP-
lB module prior to or iust after entering 49444 mode to put the
intrument in a known state, to remove eny dete from the output queue,
and to reset the stetus register. This mode will be exited if e 4945A
mnemonic is received, if the selected device clear is received or if a
semicolon is received. As the 4944A does not respond to selected device
clear, the 49444 mnemonics do not contein semicolons and are e
different format than 4945A mnemonics, this transition should not occur
unless there is an an error in the program. When the 4944A mode is
exited one of the clear comands, device clear or selected device clear,
must be sent to reset the status register and to clear the output queue
of any data.

It is very important to send one of the
clear commands when entering the 49444 mode.
If the 4945A is meking a measurement that
the 49444 cannot do, or is making a measurement
outside the frequency range of the 49444, the
bus may lockup when the controller tries to
input dat a.

In this mode, measurement data is returned from the 4945A in the seme
format as the 4944A returns it. ln addition to 4944A mnemonics another
mnemonic, M8, has been included in the set of mnemonics so that existing
4941A programs can be altered to elso operate the 4945A. The 494fA uses
the code M7 for phese jitter 2O-rOO Hz, while the 49444 uses M7 for
nonlinear distortion. The 4945A interprets MB code as phase jitter 20-
7OO Hz, and returns the deta in 4941A format. Replacing all occurrences
of M7 with M8 in e 494)A program will allow it to run with the 49454.

The codes C0 and Cl, self check, have not been implemented and must be
removed from any program which uses them before the program in question
will run.

CAUIION
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One important difference between the 4945A end the 4944A or 49454, is
that functions that 8re not remotely programmable on the 4944A1494tA,
are programmable via HP-lB on the 4945A. When the 4945A executee a
device clear, these functions ere reinitialized default values.
Understanding this difference is important when using the device clear. The
following table ie a summary of these differences.

4944A Func t i ons 4945A Func t i ons

Powe r

Set up switchess

Norrna I test/dial talk

Hold coils on/off

Talk battery on/off

Term/bridge

500 ohms/900 ohms

SF sk i p on/of f

Normal teet/sel f check

T ran smi t ter level

no change

Normal test

off
off
Te rm

500 ohms

off
Normal test

-r6.0 mM

68 DBI u l8e noise threshold

Line nrni tor volume

Ana I og output

RCV - TFMT swi tch

1, rece i ve rnon i tor

Not present

TRtvlT -RCV

}P-IB ADDRESSING

The HP-lB address is programmable from the front panel via the I/O Port
Set Up menu. The default address is I0.

To change the HP-IB addresa, use the f ollowing procedure.

Press: SET UP I/O PORT SET UP

Prese HP-lB Address, key in desired address using data entry
keys, and then press ENTER key.
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}P-IB DEVICE FI.[\ICTIC{S

'The 'I8I62A. Interf ace has the f otlowing Hp- lA device CapaUitlties wtrictr
are compatible with IEEE Standard 488-1978.

AFII

SHI

c0

L4

T5

sRr

RLI

PPl

EI
DTO

Acceptor hend s hak e

Source hand s ha ke

No control ler capabi I ity

Listen and unl isten i f talk addressed

Ful I talker capabi I ity

Serial pol I capability
Ful I remote local capabi I ity

Conplete paral lel pol I abi I ity

Ful I device clear implementat ion

No device trigger capability
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IIESSAGE DEFINITIOhIS

Information is transferred on the HP-lB from one device to one or more
other devices in quantities called "messages". Some messages con8ist of
two basic parts, an address portion and an inf ormation portion. Others
are general messages to all devices. There are also messages which ere
referred to as rrmeta messages". The HP-lB bus messages and module
responses ere lieted and defined in table 5-2. The 4945A response to
the messege (if any) is described after each definition.

Note

A meta message is
command.lt ie only
program wri t ten as
code.

not e program code or an HP-IB.
intended as e tool to trenslate e
an algorithm into the controllerts.

Table 5-2. lP-lB Messeges and 4945A Responses

lvlessage Def ini tion and Response

Data

I l sten.

Trigger
dependent

Clear
dependent

The actual inf orrnet ion (bytes) sent fr(nn a talker
one or more I isteners. The inf ormat i on or data can
in nuner ic form or a string of cheracters.

ee when eddressed toThe 49454 ac ce ts date rnessa

to
be

The 49454 can send datamessages when addressed to telk.
Causes the I iBtening device(s) to perform a device

ection.

The 4945A ignores this nEssage.

Causes devices to return to a pre-defined device

stete.
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Table 5-2. l'{P- IB t\4essageg and 4945A Responses (con't)

N4essage Def ini t ion and Response

Selected device cleer (SE) conmands returns the 4945A to the
following conditions:

Menu:

RCV:

TMI/RCV INP:

Hold Coi ls:

SF Skip:

Voice Limi t:
Mester/Slave:

Talk Battery:

Se I f Check:

Noise:

Sweep :

N4easuren|ent:

J i t ter !

Return Losg:

ED:

Transients:

Leve I

Freq

keys:

Keys:

Vo I unre :

TFMT/RCV:
(switch)

Test Select

TEFM

600

OFF

G-F

GF

Nmt{q1 (GF), Master-to-Slave mode

OFF

Full, Mode I, Segment l, stop on end check

No i se wi th tone
C-N,ISG Filter IN
60 Hz Filter OJT

Stopped, Single, from 204 to 7904 Hz

Step = I00 Hz, Rate = Faet

Level/Freq, Gluiet Termination, I004 Hz

20 - ,OO Hz, Ampl itude and Phase jitter

Measure All, 2-wire, Hybrid loss = 00.0

No rma I

Stopped, I per sec, 15 min., 4 dB step,
68 dB threshold, 20 degrees, l0 dB gain hit
Reference impedance = 500

DefauIt values:7.0,0.0, -6.0, -lr.O, -29.O

Default valuest )O4 r 404, 1004, 2804, .rOO4,
27 r'
OFF, Level ), Monitor Receiver, Beep 0{

TFMT/RCV
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Table 5-2. l-P-lB Messages and 4945A Responsee (con't)

Message

The system control ler sends this rnessage to uncondition-
ally take control of the bus from the ective controller.
The nrssage terminates al I bue conlrninicet ions but does not
irnp I erren t the clear rEssege.

When the lnterface Clear line ( IFC) is true, the 49454
does the fol lowing:

The i nter face is unaddressed.
Data in the queues is retained.
Conmand decoding is aborted if in progress.
Normal f4ode on the 4944A is retained.

Def ini tion end Response

Abort
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SERIAL POLL @ERATIO}{

In the normel mode of operetion, the serial poll register hEs the
f ollowing con fi gu r et i on:

BIT 7 6 5 4 , z I 0

PON ROS ERR READY ddc

5-t4

Power on self check failed

This device reque8ted service

Error occ urred

Data ready for output

Device dependent c ode

Device dependent code

Device dependent code

Device dependent c ode

ddc ddc ddc

Bir 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bir 4

Bir,
Bit 2

Bit I
Bir 0

PON

ROS

ERR

READY

ddc

ddc

ddc

ddc

Bit zero is set in conjunctlon with ERR when there hes been a keycode or
mnemonic error. Bit I is set in conjunction with ERR when the module
has been locked out by another module. Bit 2 is set in conjunction with
ERR when the front panel has been accessed in remote mode. It tells the
controller that the instrument is now in local state and the set up of
the instrument is now unknown to the controller. When the stetus is
updeted, the contents of the serial poll.register are ORed with the new
stetus megsage, so meny combinetions of stetus message are possible.

To clear the serial poll register it is ncessary to send one of the
clear commands, DCL or SDC, to reset the status bits. The one exception
to this is the case of data available, when the data avsilable bit is
reset when the controller has read in all the dete currently available.
(The service request is also de-asserted if there are no errors.)



Def init ion and Response

Device clear (DCL) returne the 4945A to the same state as
selected dev ice clear with the f ol lowing except ions:

Menu: Level Frequency

Trans ients: Count is continous

Mode: 4944A or Norma I (remaine the same)

Causes the t istening device(s) to switch from local
f ront pene I cont ro I , to remote program cont ro l. This
message remains in effect so that subsequent devices
addressed to I isten go into remote opera t i on.

The Remote EnabIe conmand (REN) with the 4945A
I i sten address puts the 4945A' i n the remote state.

Clears the remote message f rom the I istening devices
and returng the dev i ces to local pane I control.

The Locel Lockout conmand (LLO) puts the 49454 in the
lockout state if REN is true.

The Go To Local conmand (GTL) with the 4945A
address puts the 494rA in the local stEte.

PD even t I the device operator f rom manua I I y
inhibi t ing remote program control.

The 4945A sets the Service Request I ine (SRGI)
it requ i res service.

A byte that represents the status of I sing
One bit indicates whether the device sent th

I i sten

true when

If REN goes fa l se, the dev i ce goe s local inmediately.

Atl dev i ces are removed f rom local I ockout and returned
to local. The remote message for all dev i ces is cleared.

A device sends this message any time it needs some type
of interact ion with the control ler. The message is
cleared by the devicers status byte message if it no
I onge r requ i res service.

I e dev ice.
e requ ired

service message End the remaining seven bits indicate
the operat ional status def i ned by the dev i ce. This byte
is sent from the talking device in response to a serial
poll operet i on performed by the control ler.

Tabte 5-2. HP- IB Messages and 4945A Responses (con't)
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Message Def ini t ion and Response.

Ser ial Pol I

Paral lel Pol I

Paral lel Pol I
Configure(PPC)

Pbral let Pol I
Enable(PPE)

Pa r a I I e I Po I I
Disable(PPD)

Paral lel Pol I
Uncon f igure(PPU)

L is ten Address

( LAD)

Unl i sten(tAlL)

Talk Address
( TAD)

Untalk Conmand
(rj\lr)

Grou
(GET

P
)

Execute

Status Bi t

Pass Cont ro I

The 4945A sends its current status on the data bus.

Puts module into e state where paral lel pol I
response may be progranmed.

If the last conmand was the paral lel pol I conf lgure,
Programs the paral lel pol I response.

If the last conmand was the parallel poll configure,
disables the paral lel pol I response.

Di sab I es the Paral lel Pol I response.

ReturnS service request
otherwi se passive false

If it equa I s the modules

Listener ect ive.

status if enabled,
is sent on data bus.

address, then it becomes

If equal tomodules address, then it becomes telker
activerotherwise it is unaddressed if active
talker.

Unaddresses modu I e if I i stener ect ive.

The module is unaddressed if active talker.

This conmand is ignored.

A byte that represents the operat ional conditions of
a group of dev i ceg on the bus. Each dev i ce responds
on a perticular bit of the byte thus identifying a
dev i ce dependent condition. This bit is sen t by
devices in response to a Paral lel Pol I operat ion.

The 4945A ceturns service request status on the
specif ied bit, if enabled.

Transfers the bus management r e s p o n s i b i I i t i e s from
the act ive control ler to enother control ler,

Table 5-2. HP-lB Messages and 49454 Responses (con't)
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When a device fails, an incorrect mnemonic, or an incorrect keycode is
detected, a SERVICE REOUEST message replacea the REMOTE or the REMOTE
WITH LOCKOUT message ecros8 the top of the display. This message is not
displayed for any other service request condition, although the SRO line
may be esserted on the bu8 to tell the controller that the device state
has ch ang ed.

Dec ima I Binary tr4ean i ng

Data evei leble in no reques t rnode
Data evei lable wi th service request
Incorrect rmemonic or invel id keycode
lvlodule kicked out by other nodule
Front panel accessed in rermte state
Device failure

l6
80
97
98

100
2?4

00010000
0 t0 r 0000
0I1000 0l
0t 1000I0
0lr00t00
t I1000 00
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Commands can be sent from the controller to the 4945A Lo control the
4945A setup. Following is an example command line:

CONTROLLING THE 494'4

OUTPUT (select code); (command) <data> (; or LF)

EXAMPLE PROGRAM WHEN USING THE 9816, 9826, ot 98!6

The command is a three character code that is trEnsleted into
sequences by the 494rA. Data is not required on all commands.

key

Output mode is used when pri nted output is desi red and a controller is
not available. The mode is entered and exited from the 4945A front
panel. HP-lB commands have no affect when in this mode. When the 49454
is in the printed page mode a copy of the display iE printed when the
output key is pressed.

IO
20
,0
40
50
60
70

180
I to 10
r90
add 700
200
address
2t0

Frequency run progralrr
This program will do a frequncy run between two user specified
frequenc i es, wi th a user spec i f ied step and re ference f requency.
The program also inputs the transmi t and receive inpedances.
This program has a limi t of 1000 points which is a function of
the array size.

80 DIM A$[r2] ! String into which data is read from the 4945A
90 DIM Level<1000> ! Array in which relative level is stored
100 DIM Freq(1000) ! Array in which frequency dats is stored
IIO !

I2O OJTPUT 2i(llK); !Clear screen(# is not printeble on this printer).
lr0 PRIMER lS Mrint on the screen
I40 ! Prompt toc 4945A addre8s
I5O BEEP
160 I NPUT "AT IIrifAT AffiESS IS Tl{ 4945Arr,Tims ! Enter the 4945A
address
I70 IF Tims)700 AlrD Tims(7ll TFEN @TO 200 ! Is it )700 and (7ll?

lF t\DT (Tims)O and Tims

Tims=Tims+700

ASS IGNI @Tims TO Tims
of the 494 54

<rI> TFIN @TO I50 ! Di d they enter

! Using interface 7,

! @Tims is now the

I
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220
zto
?.40
250
260
270
280
290
,00
lr0

EXAIVPLE PRGAM ( con' t )

ON TIIVEOJT 7,r0 OTO lrr0
ABoRT 7
CLEAR @Tims
RENDTE @Tims
LGAL L@<OJT 7

Tt-€N CD TO 290

mp=lr5 Tl-€N 0JTPtJT @T
mp=600 Tl{N OJTPUT @T

ims I "TRO "
ims ; 'iTRl'l

mp=900 TFEN OJTPUT @Tims;"TR2"
inp=I200 TI-EN 0JTPUT @Tims;"TRI"

! Prornpt the user f or rece i ver i,rpedance
BEEP
INPUT "lilHAT IS TF€ RECEMR INPEDAIEEtr.ReC

IF NDT (Rec_inrp=I15 G Rec_inp=600 G Re
np=1200)Tl-€N GOTO r90

Set a f0 second t imeout
Clear the bus
Clear the i ns t rument
Put it into REIVOTE state
Lock out the front penel

The entered transmi t
inpedance mus t be 115,
600,900, or 1200 ohms

! Prornpt the uger for t ransmi t impedance
BEEP
INRJT "VtiF{AT IS Tl-f TRANSMIT ItvPEDAl.€En;Tr_inp

IF NDT (Tr_imp=I15 OR Tr_inp=600 OR Tr_-imp=900 G, Tr_inp=1200)

,20
,ro
,40
,ro
,60
,70
,80
,90
400
410
Rec i

IF Tr
IF Tr-
IF rr]
IF Tr

Program the 4945A to
the proper transmi tter
inpedance

imp !

_imp=900 OR
The entered rece i ve
inpedance mrs t be lJ5t
6001 900, or 1200 otms

Program the 4945A to
the proper rece i ver
impedance

420
4ro
440
450
460
470
480
490

IF REC_inp=I15 Tl-fN OJTPUT @Tims;',TR4"
IF Rec_imp=600 Tl-€N CIJTPUT @Tims;"TR5''
IF Rec_inp=900 TlfN CTJTPUT @Tims;',TR6r'lF Rec_inp=I200 TFEN O;TruT @Tims;rrTRTrl

;
!
!

!
I
I

!
!
!
I

! Prorpt the user
BEEP

for re ference f requency
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EXANPLE PRCERAM (con' t )

INPUT t'Vl[.{AT IS TFE REFERENtrE FREO-ENEY";Ref_f re
!

est to see if the frequency is in the range of the 49454
!

lF NDT (Ref_fre)=20 ArD Ref_fre<=110004) TFEN GOTO 490
IF NDT Tr inp=ll5 Tl{N GOTO 590 !

' IF NDT (REf tre)=200 A\D Ref fre<=110004) TltN GOTO 490

! Prompt tn" ,]", for start t."lr"n"y 
!

BEEP
INPUT I'!I}{AT IS TFf STARTINtr

500
510
,zo
5ro
540
550
560
570
580
,90
600
5r0
620
6ro
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
7t0
720
7ro
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
8t0
820
8r0
840
850
860
870
880
890
900

!

";Start_fre
I

Do a range test on the start frequency
!

lF NDT (Start f re)=20 AtO Start f re(=l10004) TFEN @TO 590
IF NDT Tr_inp;tr5 T|-EN @TO 690- !
lF NOT (Start_fre)=200 AND Start_fre(=l10004) TF€N GOTO 590

!
! Prompt the user for 6 top f requency
BEEP
II\PUT "ltllAT lS TFt ST@PII\E FREGLfI€Y";Stop_f re

Do a range test on the stop frequency
!

lF NDT (Stop_fre)=20 Al.D Stop_fre(=I10004) TI'EN @TO 690
IF NDT Tr_inp=I)5 TltN OTO 810 !
lF t\OT (Stop_f re)=200 AI\D Stop_f re(=l10004) TI-EN @TO 690

!
Then do a test to assure that the stop frequency is larger than
the start f r equenc y

IF NDT Start_f re>Stop_fre TFEN @TO 590

! Prornpt the user for the step size
BEEP
I NPUT "ltlt'AT IS TFE STEP FREGI.EJTEY": Steo fre

S I ze= INT( ( Stop-f re-Star t-f re) /Step-f ;;)
IF Size=0 Tl{N GOTO 840
lF NDT Size)1000 TF€N @TO 940

DISP "SGRY, O\LY IOOO POINTS ALLO,\IEDX
GOTO 840

I f start>stop,
re-enter

Calculate the
nurnbe r of points
in the run, must
be I to 1000
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EXAIvPLE PRGAM ( con' t )

OJTPUT @T ims ; "LFO.FRO" ;Ref_f re
WAIT 5
O.rTruT @T ims ; IZLV . Ercx

LGAL 7
@TO lr70

hls is the meesuremen loop itself

NEXT I

FG, I=O TO Size
F r equenc y =S t a r t_f re+ I +S t ep_f re
OJTPUT @T ims ; 'rFROir; F r equency ; ";E)(C"

@St-Ei Get_string
IF A$[I,']<>"RLLVL'' TI.EN GOTO IO4O
Leve I ( I )=vAL(Ag[6])

GOSLE} Get_string
IF A$[I,5]<>t'FR@Yu Tt-fN OTO 1080
Freq (t)=VAL(A$t6l)

@SLB Get strino
IF A$[I,SJ<>CIO6T" TTEN OTO II2O

Go to level frequency at
reference, set t l e, and
zero the level

!
!

! Compute f r eguency
! Change f requency, ask
! for a set of data
! Get a piece of data
! Is it relative level
! Then store it in the array
!
! Get a piece of data
! Is it frequency?
! Then store it in the erray
!

! Get a piece of data
! Is it end of set?
!

! Make the next rneasurernent
!
!Return 4945A to LGAL state

9r0
920
9to
940
950
960
970
980
990
r 000
r0t0
r020
I0r0
1040
r0 50
1060
l0 70
1080
I090
It00
IIIO
I I20
II]O
r t40
II5O
1r 60
1170
I I80
It90
1200
l2l0
t?20
t2to
t240
L250
1260
t270
I2 80
t290
l r00
r ,10
tr20
I-'0
l r40
lr50
I r60
tt70

End

Get_string:
S=SPo-L(@T ims )
IF NDT BIT (S,4)

EMER @Tims;A$
RETt,RN

Doa
Is b
Then
Read
and

ger ial
of

ai
ap

po I I
the status set

s ava i I ab I e
i ece of data

TFEN @TO I27O ir 4
dat
in

return wi th it

IF S=O TI-EN GOTO I2IO

BEEP
DISP "ERRG,; STATUS lS ";S
CLEAR @Tims
LGAL 7
@TO rr70

DISP ''ERRG;

lf status is zero,
every th i ng is OK
lf bit 4 is not set
status is not O the
Cl ear the instrurnen
Return it to local

then

,a
ne
t
con

nd
rror

trol

T II,EOJT O{ Tl-t FP- IB zuSx timeout routine
I
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Chepter Vl. Fp-lL @ERATlChl (Model f8l6rA)

INTRODTTIO}I

The l8I65A Option I0J interface allows an external controller to remotely
control the HP 49454 through the HP-IL (Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop).

NORMAL MODE

In normal opecation, commands from the controller are sent to the 18I65A
lnterface where they are converted into keystroke sequences to set up
the 4945A. Data from the 49454 is sent to the interface and then to the
controller.

TALK ONLY MODE

When the module is in the talk only (l/O OUTPUT) mode, pressing the
OUTPUT pushbutton on the front panel will ceuse an image of the displey
to be sent out on the interface to a printer which must be in listen
always mode.

SPECIFICATIOhIS

Dimensions:

' Height: I1 mm (1.10 inches)
Width: 99 mm (f.90 inches)

_ Dep_!hil-8-0-mm-(.7-..0.9-i nches )

Maximum Cable Length: I0 m (r, feet) between devices with
standErd cab I e.

Operating T emp e rature !

Storage T empere tu re:

Connectors:

S igna I Level:

Power Requ i rernents:

oo to +5ooC (+I2oto +L22'F)

-4ooc to 75oc (-4ooto +157"F)

Two-pin

1.5 Vac

Suppl ied by 4945A. The 4945Aoperat ing power
must be off. Do not instal I interface with
POwer on.

The HP- lL is a two-wire loop. Communication over the loop is
asynchronous and serial, with digital messages traveling from one device
to the next around the loop in only one direction.

DESCRIPTIO}I
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INSTALLATIO{

The l81654 lnterface connects to one of the I/O slots on the 49454 rear
panel. The HP-lL cables connect to the other I8I65A connectors as shown
in figure 6- I.

TTItrItrG

The 4945A opereting power
must be off. Do not install
interface wi th power on.

The interface receives its
source is requ i red.

power from the 4945A. No external power

t8t 65A4945A

HP-4',|C

Figure 6-I. I8165A Interfece Installation
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SELECT COOE (addrers)

The interface select code is used in programming to designate the
interface to which output is sent by the controller. The default select
code for the HP-lL interfece is "I" (two devices in the loop). When
more than two devices are connected in the loop, the select code of the
interface changes with its position in the loop (e.9., the fourth device
in a loop is select code 4, etc.).

COMMTAIICAT IOII CAPABI L I TY

Loop functions provide the cepebility for a loop device to send, receive
and process messages if the device has the functional capability to do
so. Some of the common functions are described below.

Handshake
transfer.

A technique used by devices to synchronize inf ormetion

6-t

Listener - A device with listen capability that is listener ective. As
such, it is reedy to receive data 6ent by the active talker device.

Talker - A device with talker cabability that is talker active. As
such, it is ready to send data to one or more active listeners. There
can only be one device acting es e talker at a given time.

System Controller - At power-on, onty one device on HP-lL can assume the
role of system controller. The system controller resets the loop at
power on end becomes controller active. The system controller cen reset
the loop and become controller ective at any time, even if control has

-b 

een-passe d-to-a not he r-loop-de v.i ce.-T-he-4945A-c an-not-be-system--
controller.

Controller Active - The controller active device configures the loop for
the exchange of data by sending commands thet designate one talker and
one or more listeners. lt can also send commands to cause specific
actions to occur within a device, such as e test setup or clear. The
controller active device may be able to pass control to any other loop
device cepeble of receiving eontrol.

Serial Poll - The controller active device can serially poll another
device to obtain its status byte. The status byte denotes the devicerg
present 8tatu8 and whetheD or not it requested service.

Parallel Poll - The controller active device can conduct a parallel poll
to obtain e status bit from devices on the loop that are properly
configured.



There are four HP-lL commands that control the output of deta end the
input of commends. These commands are the OUx; commands.

The OUO; command is a mask serviee request when deta is available
command. The data available message will be put in the status register
when deta is ready and removed when there is none.

The OUI; command will cause the l/O module to meke a service request
when it has data available for the controller. Both the service request
bit end the deta available message bits in the status register are set
when data is evailable and a service request ie made. The bits are
reset when there is no more data.

The OU2; command causes the module to hold off the HP-lL loop handshake
after a line feed (which terminates a mnemonic command) until all
mnemonics have been decoded and eccepted by the 494rA. This is the
default state of the module.

The OU); command causes the module to release the data handshake on the
HP-lL loop as soon as the codes have been received. This mode enebles
parallel operetion of many instruments without waiting for each to
eccept the codes before programming the next. When using this mode, it
takes one to two seconds for each mnemonic to be decoded end accepted.

For example, in an apptication where the 4945A transmitter is being used
and another T IMS receiver is being used to take the reading, the
transmitter output may not be the expected value if there is
insufficient delay before the reading.

OATA INPUT A]S OUTruT MOOES
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l8I6 5A I nterface

AAI

Al-l

c0

D

DO

E2
DTO

LI

PDO

PPI

R

, RLz

SH

sRt

}P-IL DEVICE FTAETI(I{S

has the following HP-IL capabilities.

Autornat ic Address

Acceptor hand e hak e

No control ler capabi I i ty

Dr i ver

No device dependent conmendI inplemented

Ful I device clear inplen|entat ion

No dev i ce trigger capabi I i ty

Li sten and unl i sten i f talk addressed

No power down eapab i I i ty

Cornplete parellel pol I ability
Rece i ve r

Ful I remote local capabi I ity
. Source hand s ha ke

Serial pol I capabil ity

TI thru T5 Ful I talker capebi I i ty

Information is transferred on the HP-lL from one device to another in
quentities called messages. The loop messages and module response to
the messege ane lieted in teble 6-I.

Table 6-I. HP-lL Loop Messages and Module Responses

6-'

ResponseMessage

Interface Cleer
( rFc)

Unaddresses the module.
Date suBtained in queues is retained.
This command must be sent when there has
been a time-out error.



Message

SDC, selected device clear or E-, device clesr returns the
49454 to th i s state!

Menu:

Frequency:

Di splay Level:

TMT/RCV Imp:

RCV:

Hold coi ls:
SF skip:

Voice limit!
Master/slave:

Talk battery:

Se I f check:

No i se:

Swee p :

Measurenlent:

Jitters

Return losss

Enve I ope de I ay:

Transients:

Leve I softkeys:

Frequency
Softkeys:

Set Up

1004 Hz

Enve t ope Delay (4944A)

600 ohms

Te rm

off
off
off
Of f , Master to slave

off
Fu l l , Mode I, Seqment I,
Stop on end check

No i se wi th tone
C-msg f ilter in
6O Hz t i I ter out

Stopped, single, from 204 to 1904 Hz
Step = 100 Hz, Rate = Fast

Level Frequency, Gluiet term, I004 Hz

2O-1OO Hz band, Arrpl i tude and Phase

Measure Al I , 2-wi re, Hybr id loss = 00.0

No rma I

Stopped, 8 per s
58 dB threshold,
hit, Ref . imp. 6

15 mi n. 'degrees t
ohms

4 dB step'
l0 dB ga in

€c r
20

00

Defaults: 7.0, 0.0, -6.0' -Lr.0, -29.O

Defaul ts : )04,404, lOO4,2804,rOO4 r27L,

Table 6-I. HP-lL Loop Messeges and Module Responses (con't)
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Table 6-1. l+-lL Loop Messages snd Module Responses (conr t)

6-7

Messaqe Response

Rerno t e enable (REN)

Go To Loca I (cTL)

Not Remote Enab I e (lrRE )

Paral lel Poll
Enable (PPE)

Paral lel Pol I
Disable (PPD)

Parallel Pol I
Uncon f i gure (PRJ)

Loca I Lockout (LLO)

Parallel Pol I

Listen Address (LAD)

Serial Poll

Con f i ure Prc
Paral lel Pol I

Volume:

TFMT/RCV
swi tch!

SE or DG-:

Off, Level I, Monitor Receive, Beep on,

TFMT/RCV

Resets the queues, stops any measurerrEnt
in process. Mode of instrument goes to
normal, d i rect rnode is exited.

Puts the 4945A into remote enabled state.

I i stenPuts the 49454 into
addressed.

local state if

If Remote enabled, puts the 49454 into
I ockout s tates.

Returns the 49454 to local state, no
I ockout .

If the last c orrrna n d was the paral lel
poll configure, programs the parallel
pol I response.

I f the last cdrrmand wes the paral lel
poll configure, disables the parallel
pol I response.

lvlodule 8end8 its current status over the
I oop .

Puts module into e state where paral lel
_pl-!l_-tg.gponse may be progranmed.

Di sables the par'el lel pol I response.

Returns serv ice request status
enabled, otherwise the paral lel
byte is urrnodi f ied.

if
po I I

If it eque I s the modules address, then
it becomes listener ective. If remote
enabled, goes to Remote state.



Table 6-1. l-P-lL Loop Messages and Module Responses (con't)

Message

Unlisten Conmand (tjt)

Talk Address (TAD)

UntaIk Conmand
(tJ.lT)

GET, group execute
trigger
Enab I e As ynch r ono u s
Request (EAR)

Loop Power Down
(LPD)

Unaddresses module if I i s tener active.

lf equal to modules address, then it
becornes talker active, otherwise it 1E

unaddressed if act i ve talker.
The nrodule is unaddressed if active
talker.
This csrmand is ignored.

Th i s conrnand wi I I cause the nrcdu I es, on
reception of data from the 4945A, to
source an asynchronous IDY frame. This
mode is disabled if any other conmand is
reeeived.

This corrmand 1s i gno r ed.
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SERIAL POLL OPERATIO{

All messages sent over the serial poll mechaniem are system statug
messages. These are characterized by bit 7, which is set. This is a
group of general purpose messeges that has been devised to allow simple
controllers to better manage the loop, regardless of device type and
function. Bit six is reserved to show whether or not the device
requested service, it being set if service was requeeted. The lower six
bits encode the various messages. Bit five is low when an event has
occurred and the status is reset when a serial poll is made. When bit
five is set, the status reflects a state, such as ready, not ready. The
state is not affected by serial polling, but will only be affected by
the changlng state of the instrument, for example, when data is no
longer available, the data ready message is replaced by the all OK
message.

The 18I65A

Dec imal

L28

t6,

Interface

Binary

r 0000 000

r01000rr

responses to I serial poll are listed below.

Meaning

Nothing wrong, no service reguested

Master/Slave initial link in progress
or slave state

L96 11000100 Device is in an invalid state

I98 II000II0 Self test failure

199 ll000lll Command error

20I II00I00I Front Panel service request

L62 or 226 IxI00010 Reedy to send data

The contents of the seriel poll register are updated when the 4945A
is upda ted.

stetus

PARALLEL POLL GERATIOT{

The I8I65A Interface responds to a parellel polt if it is configured.The
interface is configured for parallel poll from the controller.

The parallel poll configure is done with the parallel poll enable
command, I00 I000SBBB.

response. If S is a Ir the
lf S is I 0, the interface

The S bit indicates the sense of a devices
interfece sets its bit if it needs servlce.
sets its bit if it does not need service.

The interface bit is identified by BBB; 000 ie
The interface must be listen addressed to be
c omma n d.

Either the parEllel poll diseble or the
be used to disable parallel polls. The
to the PPD, while ell devices repond to

6-9

bit 0 and lll is bit 7.
eble to respond to this

parallel poll unconfigure can
listen address devices
the PPU command.

respond



USING TFf HP-4IC AS A CO{TROLLER

An HP- IC with the 82160A HP-tL module can be used to control the 4945A.
The HP 82I8lA Extended I/O module is useful to sllow more general loop
operation when there are several devices in the loop.

SAIvPLE PROGRAM USINIG Tlf FP-6IC - VOIC€BAND FREOUENEY Rt .t

This is a sample 4IC program designed to do a frequency run over the
voiceband, from f04 Hz to 1904 Hz in 100 Hz steps, and print the results
on an HP 82162A thermal printer which is also on the HP-lL loop. For
this program to work properly, the 4945A should be the first device on
the loop, and the 82162A should be the second. Comments have been added
(following the !) for clarity.

Set Up Section

0I LBL trfPrrRurttt

02G29
O' FIX I
04 STOPIO
05r
06 SELECT
07 REIVOTE
08 ADV
09 "RST: TR2 : TR5 "l0 0.rTA
II "LFO 

N

12 GJTA
I' NFREGTJENry R.J\"

Program n ame
Delete corrra s from numer ic data )999
Only need 0.I resolution
Reset the loop
The 49454 is the first device on the
I oop=)address one
Put th 49454 in rernote state
Linefeed the 82I62A thermal printer
Default conditions, set the transmi t
End receive impedances to 900 otms
Go to level frequency

!Print the label for the printout
l4
L5
I6
l7
I8
l9
20
2L
22
2'
24
2'
26
27
28
29

PRA
ADV

"REL. LEVEL"
ACA
FMT
" FREGTfNCY"
rcA
ADV
ADV
PSE
nzLVrl
CI.JTA
.01601
sTo 00
204
STO OI

! L i ne feed the printer
! Label the columns

! Print the labels
! Linefeed
! Wait a mornen t to get reference settled
I Zero the level

!Right and left justify coltrnns

6-t0

! Set up the nurnber of loops and
! increnrent in reg i ster 00
! Set up the starting frequency
! in reg is ter 0I

the

I00 Hz



,O LBL iIFL@P''
,l "FRo n

12 RCL 0t
,, EMER
,4 100
35+
,6 STO 0r
,7 FtX 0
,8 STO 02
,9 ARrCL 02
40 cr.JTA
4l "Ercx
42 qJTA
4' FIX I
44 IND
45 Ac)(
45 FMT
47 lf\D
48 II\D
49 It\D
50 AD(
5I ADV
52 It\D
5' IND
54 IND
55 ENTER
<, a_
57 X#Y?
58 @TO NERP€RX

'9 
IND

60 rsc 00
6l @TO nFLG)n

Sample Program (con't)

Measurenrnt I oop

Program Is Done ,

Loop 37 t imes
Program f r equenc y
to a value equal to
contents of reg i s ter
plus 100 Hz

the
OI

Load new value back into register 0l
Get rid of tenths
Store the frequency in register 02
and append i t as an alpha str ing into
the alpha register. Program frequency.

!Aek for a set of deta
! Need dB in tenthg
! Relative level
! Put it in the print buffer
! Just ify into columns right and left
!Level zero reference level
! level zero re ference frequency
! F r equency
! Append it to the print buffer
! And print the line
! Status f ield level
! Stetus f ield frequency
! Warn i ng message
! To Y register
!-Lo ad-X-r.e g.i.s.t.e r-w.i-t h-0-
! X not equal Y?
! Then error occurred
! End of set
! Loop ]7 times, get data frorn l7
! frequencies, 104 Hz to 79O4 Hz

Do Cl eanup

! Do three linefeeds62
6'
64
65
66

ADV
ADV
ADV
L@AL
GOTO t| ENDrl

! Go back to local control
! End of p rogr em

6-tr



SanpIe Program ( con' t )

Error Routine to Catch Non-zero Messages

67 I-BL IIERPCRX

68 ADV
69 rrERP.OR,:rl

70 PRA
tWARNI NE N

ACA

rcx
M-RRED"

ACA
ADV
ADV
II\D
ISG OO
GTO NFLM|'

End of Program

8 2 LBL "ENDU
8] END

! Linefeed
! Input end of
! lf not done,

set strin
then cont

! Got a non-message warning rrtessage
! Linefeed
! Print '|ERP.rJR' 

x

! Print "WARNINE X ffi-RRED"7t
72
7'
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
8I

x<>Y

I
I nue

! Else end
! Program done
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CI-IA,PTER VIl. RS-2]2C @ERATION (tvtodel f8f6,A)

INTROOTJCTI(T.I

The l8I6lA Option 102 Interface allows the 4945A to be controlled remotely
from an external device that is configured for RS-2r2C serial
communication. Figure 7-1 shows the interface installation.

The l8I61A Interface communicates asynchronously with external devicee
and is configured as a DTE (Data Terminal Equipment).

SPECIFICATIOT{S

Dimens i ons
Height: ,, nm (1.10 incheg)
Width : 99 nm ( 1.90 inches)
Depth : 180 nm (7.09 inches)

Operating Tenperature! 0oto +50oC ( r2o to l2z" F)

PowerRequirement8s Suppl ied by 4945A. Do not in8tal I i nter fEce
wi th power on. Operat ing power mrst be of f.

INSTALLATIOT.I

Tha 49454 operating power must be
off before installing the interface.
Damage to the instrument or to the
I8l6rA may resul t.

The l81614 lnterface connects to one of the I/O slots on the 4945A rear
panel. An RS-2r2C cable connects to the female D connector.

Figure 7-1. I8l6rA interface installation

storage Temperature: -40o to +75"C (-4Ooto l67oF)

7 -r.

f,TI:tTlf.l

t 8t 63A

RS.232 CABLE
4945A



The signal lines end the connector pins used by the interface are listed
below.

Pin
EIA
CodeS i gna I

Protect i ve Gr o und

Transmi tted Data(TX)

Rece ived De t a (RX)

Reques t to Send (RTS )

Cl ear to Send(CTS)

Data Set Ready(DSR)

Signal Ground

Rece i ved I ine signal
detect(CD)

Data Terminal Ready
(DTR)

To Ex terna I Device

From External Dev ice

To External Dev i ce

From Externa I Dev i ce

From Ex terna I Device

Direction

From External Dev i ce

To Ex terne I Dev ice

AA

BA

BB

CA

CB

m
AB

CF

CD

I
2

,

4

,
6

7

I

20

The interface receives its power from the 494rA. No external power source
is requ i red.

Several RS-2r2C functions must be defined so thet the interface is
compatible with the system. The following functions can be set from the
front panel of the 4945A via the t/O PORT SET UP menu:

Bit Rates: 50, 7r, ll0, 150, ,00, 600, 1200' 2400, 4800' 9600

Duplex: Half , Full

Modem Handsheke: ON' OFF

Software Handshake: ENO/ACK, XON/XOFF (DCf/DCl), NONE

Psrity! None, Even, Odd, Mark, Space

Stop Bits: I, 2

Word Length:7r B
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To change or check the function settings, pDess the SET UP key end then
select the I/O PORT SET UP.

Press the appropriate softkey until the desired selection appears. The
selection changes each time the softkey is pressed.

The following functions are programmable via mneumonic commands from an
external dev i ce.

Echo: On, Off

Local Lockout: In effect, Local

Dev lce S tatus

Dev ice ldentification

FULL DTPLEX

NO HANDSHAKE

This handshake uses only Transmitted Data, Received Data, and Signal
Ground. Both the I/O module end the external device are ready to receive
deta et all times. The normal command string length however, must never
exceed the buffer size of I28 charecters. Dats Terminal Ready end Request
to Send will be esserted. Data Set Ready, Clear To Send, and Received Line
Signal Detected (Carrier Detect) will be ignored.

Data Te rmi na I Ready

Data Set Ready

Reques t To Send

Cl ear To Send

Rece i ved Line Signal

Tr an smi tted data

Rece i ved data

)OC0OO0(X- don' t care -X)OO(

)OO0OC(XX-donrt

De tec ted X)OC0C(XX-don' t

care-x)c(x

cEre-xx)c(

* *,t .t *.t * *.* * *.r i* *

.r * *.t * * :t *.t it * *,*.r

va I i d

va I i d

7-'



FULL HANDSHAKE

This handshake uses Trensmitted Data, Received Data, Signal Groundr Data
Terminal Ready, Date Set Ready, Request To Send and Clear To Send.

When the module ia ready to operete, it will send Data Terminal true. When
the modem is ready, it sets Deta Set Ready true. These two leads show the
stetus of the hardware. Once the herdware is ready, the modute sets the
Request To Send true. When the modem responds with Clear To Send true,
date trensfer can begin.

Data Terminal Ready

Date Set Ready

Request To Send

Cl ear To Send

Rece i ved Line Signal Detected

Tr an smi tted data

Rece i ved da t a

Data Te rmi na I Ready

Data Set Ready

Reques t To Se nd

Cl ear To Send

Rece i ved Line Signal

Tr an smi tted data

Rece i ved da ta

)OCoOO(- don I t care-XXX

*r*** val id

**** * vel id

HALF DIPLEX

NO HANDSHAKE

This handshake uses only Transmitted Data, Received Data, and Signal
Ground. Both the I/O module and the externel device are ready to receive
deta et all times. The normal command string length must never exceed the
buffer size. Data Terminal Ready and Request to Send will be asserted. Data
Set Ready, Clear To Send, and Received Line Signal Detected will be
ignored.

)OCOOC(X- don I t care-)OOC(X

)OOOC0O(- don' t ca re-X)OOO(

Detected X)OOOOO(-don I t care-X)OOO(

+i**i+****I+**** Val id

t***t*********** Val id
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FULL HANDSHAKE

This handshake uses Transmitted Data, Received Data, Signal Ground Lines,
Data Terminal Ready, Data Set Ready, Request To Send, Clear To Send, and
Received L ine Signal Detect.

When the module is ready to operate, it will eend Data Terminel true. The
external device sets Data Set Ready true when it is ready to oend and
receive data. lf Data Set Ready and Data Terminal Ready are not true, no
data ttansfer can occur, as these lines mirror the status of the hardware.

To send data, the module sets Request To Send true. When the modem has
control of the line, it will set Clear To Send true and set Receive Line Signal
Detect false. The l8t6rA will begin to transmit data. When the trensmission
is complete the module will set Request To Send false. Request To Send will
not be teasserted unleas Clear To Send and Received Line Signal Detect are
false. Receive Line Signal Detect must be true and Request to Send must be
false for data to be accepted.

Data Terminal Ready

Data Set Ready

Request To Send

Cleer To Send

Rece i ved Line Signal Detect

Transmi tted data **.*.r**:l*ll va I i d

ved deta .* t *.* valid

S(TTWARE HAIOSHA'<E

Besides the hardware handshake, a software hdndshake may be ueed to
control the flow of inf ormation. For example, in the common three-wire
configuretion, the hardware is agsumed to be ready et all times and I
software handshake is required. The interface uses either the ENG/ACK
(DCl) or the Xon/Xoff (DCl) handshakes.

The ENGI/ACK handsheke is catled transmitter protocol because the
ttansmitter is responsible for controlling the handshake. The transmitter
sends an ENQ when it wEnts to send a block of informetion. Upon receiving an
ACK fnom the receiver, the transmitter gends its block of information. This
process is repeated for each block. A block can be up to 96 characters, so
there must be enough room in the receive buffer before the ACK is sent. This
ptotocol is uged with either full-or half-duplex.
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The Xon/Xoff handshake is called receiver protocol because the receiver
controlB the handshake. The interface monitors ite buffer. When there are
J2 characters in the buffer, the interfece sends an Xoff to the transmitter
to stop the date flow.This allows room for one more block of 95 characterg
from the trensmitter ()2+96=L28'buffer cepacity). When the buffer empties
to ten characters or 1e88, the interface gends an Xon to start the
trensmitter data ftow. The interface must be full duplex to use Xon/Xoff
protocol.

The external device controls the data flow when the interface is
transmitting. The I8I61A will tranemit at most two characters after it
receives an Xoff.

ECt{O

The interface is put into echo mode when the external device sends the
mnemonic ONE; command. In full-duplex operation, cheracters are echoed
es they ate received. In half-duplex operation the interface waits for en
ENO (if it ie using the ENO/ACK handshake) or e line feed (if not in ENO/ACK)
before turning the line around and echoing the entire string. In half-duplex
operetion all commsnd strings should be f ollowed by (CrLF). Eeho mode can
be exited by sending mnemonic OFE;.

Note

Echo, Lockout, and Direct Control Mode,
are exited if power is cycled.

LOCAL LOCKO.IT

When the ONL; command is sent to the interface, inputs from the front panel
and inputs from enother interface are locked out. The lockout state is
exited by sending the OFL; command.
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STATUS REPORTIhIG

When an error is detected a request for aevice messege ia displayed juet
ebove the menu line. The RS-212C interface does not have a serial poll or
service request mechanism. When an error in operation is detected by the
l/O module a corresponding bit is set in the stetus register. The contr6ller
can read the stetus of the register by sending an OE; command. The stetus ig
then sent, in decimal, to the controller. The decimal value and the meaning
of the error bits are listed below.

Dec ima I VE I ue

I
2

Bi r No. Mean i ng

Inval id keycode error
Locked out by other l/O
modu I e
Power on se I f check fa i I ed
Front panel accessed
Overrun et tor
Pari ty error
Framing er ror

4
I
l6
,2
64

0
I

2
t
4
5
6

Any OR combination of I bits is possible. The format of the stetus string is

STSWO ddd CrLf

where ddd is a three digit number. When there are f ewer than three digite
leading spaces are inse rted.

Ex amp I e:

STSWD STSWD 0 CrL f

The I tetus woro ts fese! fo zero everyIlme

OUTPUT <select code>; (command) <data><; or Lf)

ir i 8 read.

Cq{TROLLIIC T}C 494'A

Commands can be sent from the controller to the 4945A to control the 4945A
setup. Here is an example command line using BASIC as the programing
language.

The command is e three character code that is translated into key sequences
by the 4945A. Data is not required on alt the commands.

The mnemonics and the functions that enable the 4945A to make each
measurement are ligted in Chapter VIll.
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iVEASLREIvENT RESLLTS ITADER IAIITS

Frnpl i tude j itter 20-100 Hz
Phase jitter 20-]00 Hz
Ampl i tude j i tter 4-100 Hz
Phase j i tter 4-f00 Hz
Frrp I i tude j i tter 4-2O Hz

A,vPJH
PHJHI
AJFLI-
PJFt.l.
Afi/PJL

%PK
t)EG
%PK
txG
%PK

Phase j i t ter 4-20 Hz
Trans i ents running/stopped
Rece i ve status
End of a set of data

PHJLO
TRAAIS
RCVST
ENDST

DEG

Noise eorrection factor
Noise correct ion factot, s econd
Noise corcection fector, third
Average level (nreasurement fld)
Frequency low (measurenent fld)

t\CFtvlS
t\trF SI)
t\trFTD
AVG|LV
FRGry

DB
OB
mN4
llz

tlz
tlz

t1z
DBIVD

Frequency high (measurernent fld)
Level zero ref . f requency high
Sel f check pass/fai I
Delay zero ref. freq. high
TLP Level (gtatus fld retunn loes)

FRGrc)/
LZRFR
SLFCK
DZRFR
TLPLV

No. of segrnent being executed
No. tirnes self check has fai led

PATH
IttvfL

i ne.s-s.e,l-f-c h e.c k-ha s-pa
No. of f irst test rnode to fail
El apsed t i rre mi nutes
El apsed t ime seconds

FSTlvf
T Ilvl^l
TIMSC

MIN
SEC

For the self test results the following format is used:

Table 8-1. Measurement Results and Headers (con't)

(LN) ( line No. in ASCII)(space)(data)(suffix)(CR)(LF)

The header consists of LN (the line numbec) and a space. It is always six
characters long, which is the Bame as the normel data type headers. Data
types 96 through I89 all have the same heEder SCMOD.

DTI I -DTI6 I
DTID-DTI6D
DTOI -DT9O

I6
L6

LN
LN

LN
LN

I.
t-

64-79
80-95
96 - 185SCt\/rD
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The following warning messages will appear on the display (in the warning
field) when the limits of a paramater are exceeded.

HEADER MESSAGE

WARNG
WARNG
WARNG
WARNG
WARNG

0
I
2
t
4

= <BLANK WARNING FIELD>
= NO HOLDING TONE
= NOISE WITHIN l2dB OF LO THRESH
= IMD SIGNAL NOT RECEIVED
= 2ND ORDER OIST/NOISE <2dB

WARNG
WARNG
WARNG
WARNG
WARNG

WARNG
WARNG
WARNG
WARNG
WARNG

rl =t2=
I' =15 =16=

5 = IRD ORDER DtST/NolSE <zdB
6 = 2ND,,RD OROER DtST/NOISE <zdB
8 = NO ANSWER RECIEVED FROM SLAVE
9 = DATA ERRORS lN SLAVE RESPONSE
l0 = gAP DATA IN SLAVE RESPONSE

INCORRECT RESPONSE FROM SLAVE
SLAVE FAILS TO EXECUTE COMMAND
SLAVE LOOPED BACK
NO DATA RECIEVED FROM SLAVE
RECIEVED LEVEL OUT OF RANGE

= NO CARRIEF, RECETVED FROM SLAVE
= SLAVE INITTATED M/S LINK ABORT
= DROPOUT >l SEC, TEST ABORTED
= INVALID TEST SIGNAL
= UNABLE TO COMPLETE M/S LINK
= SLAVE UNABLE TO DO MEASUREMENT

WARNG 17
WARNG 19
WARNG 20
WARNG 22
WARNG 2'
WARNG 24
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Chapter VIII. I/O MODULE CCTES

TNTROOLTCTIO}I

This chepter identifies and lists the interface control codes and
formats necessary for communicatione between the 4945A and the following
I /Os:

I8I62A
18I6 

'Ar 8l65A

tion
tion
tion

Op
Op
Op

IOI
102
10,

Each piece of data is preceded by a header and a space. The numeric
data es received from the 4945A follows the header and space. Thig data
may contain leading and trailing speces, depending on the data itself
and the size of the corresponding date field 1n the display.

OUTruT FORMAT TO T}C CO{TROLLIiIG INTERFACE

dimensions at the beginning of the user progams ehould

The numeric data is f ollowed by the suffix, which is the same a8 thet
displayed on the CRT with the following exceptions: all characters are
converted to upper case, frequency is in units of hertz, end the mu sign
(in microseconds) is replaced with capital U.

The up and down arrowa, representing overrange, undetrange, and unstable
deta, ate changed to numbers before outputting. The UP artow is re-
placed by 9.9E9, The DOWN arrow is replaced with -9.9E9, and the UP
DOWN arrow is replaced with 9.9E8. When these numbere replace the
errows, the length of the string is increased by four-to six-charEcters,
so that strin
r ct t
,2 characters will handle any strings sourced by the 49414.

8-l

e poss i6il it-y o f -TEEEIVi n g-t h e s e lE IEEE. - S tTihE-d i merts lo n 3- o f 

-
The last characters of each string are a carriage return end a linefeed.
The carriage return linefeed pair ig used to teDminate en enter statement.

Each meaeurement returns a number of these data strings. To determine
when there is a complete set of data for the measurement in question,
the end of eet data type is used with dummy date. The end of set string
is ITENDST 0rr. To start another measurement, the EXC; command should
now be aent, a8 no more data should be forthcoming.



Table 8-I list the measurements and the header that preceeds that
measurement. Also listed in the table are the meesurement units.

Teble 8-I. lvleesurenpnt Results end Headers

8-2

tvEAStRElv€M RESTLT I{ADER TNITS

Frequency ( rece i ve status)
Leve I ( rece i ve status)
No i se
Noise to ground
No i se wi th tone

Signal to noise ratio
Peek to average ratio
Sine wave return losg
Relative level
Delay

Second product
Thi rd product
Frequency high (receive etatus)
No. self check mode 1n execution
Trans i enta drop out count

Trans i ents gain hit
Transients phase hit
Inpu I se noise high
Inpulse noise mid

count
count

Inpu I se noise Iow
Echo return loss
Singing return loss
Singing return loss

high
low

Delay zero ref . f requency
Leve I zero ref. frequency
Leve I zero reference level

STFRGI
STLVL
NDI S

NSTG
r\OTCFI

SG/NS
PAR
SI]\RL
RLLVL
O-AY

S@PR
T}DPR
STFRO
MD|\LI\4
FCUT

GAT{I T
PFHIT
IN,PHI
ItvflvD

IIvPLO
otrL
SRLHI
SRLLO

DZRFR
LZRFR
LZRLV

HZ
DB!4
DBRN
DBRN
BRN

DB
P/AR LNITS
DB
DB
USEC

DB
DB
|fl.

CNTS

C[.ITS
O{TS
CNTS
Ct{TS

O.ITS
DB
DB
DB

t-tz
j1z
DBt\4



These are the result strings in the order in which they may be expected for
each of the measurements that the 49454 makes, where r repreltents a
numeric ch arec t er.

LEVEL

No level zero

Wi th level zero

AVGLV
FRGICY
STLVL
STFRO
WARI\E
ENDST

RLLVL
LZRLV
LZRFR
FRGICY
STLVL
STFRO
WARNG
EI\DS T

++I. * DBMr+rr+* HZ***.* DBMr+**** Hz
xx
0

**i . r DEi***. * oBMr*i+*r HZ
r**i+I Hz*rr. * DBMr*r+i* Hz
xx
0

Average'leveI
Frequency
Status f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warn i ng message (Hi ghee t priority)
End of set

Relative level
Leve I zero reference level
Leve I zero reference f r equency
Frequency
Status f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warning message (Highest priority)
End of set

NOISE WITH TONE

I\DTCFI
STLVL
STFRO
WARI\G
EM)ST

** DBRN
**i. * DBM*r*r** Hz
xx
0

Noise wi th tone
StetuB f ield level
Stetus f ield f requency
Warn ing messege (Highest pr ior i ty)
End of set

Signal to noise
Stetus f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warn i ng message (Hi gheat pr ior i ty)
End of set

Noi se
Status f ield level
Warning messege (Highest priority)
End of get

SIGNAL TO NOISE

SG/NS **
STLVL ***. * DBM
s TFRGI +***** HZ
WARI\G XX
ENDST O

NOISE

NDI S

STLVL
WARNIG
EI\DST

** DBRN
*}T I
xx
0
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NOISE TO GROUND

XX

TRANSIENTS

In process

TRANS
T I IIA'hI
T IMSC
NtoTo{
I1,,PLO
ItvPND
llvPHI
PHHIT
GN{I T
DPCIJT
STLVL
STFRO
WARNG
Ei\DS T

Coun t period complete

Noise to ground
Status f ield level
Werning mes s a9e (Hi gnes t priori ty)
End of set

Transients runn i ng
E I apsed t ime minutes
E I apsed t ime secondg
Noise with tone
Impulse noise low
lmpu I se noise mid
Impulse noise high
Phase hi ts
Gain hits
Drop outs
Status f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warning message (Hi ghes t priority)
End of set

Trans ients s t opped
Elapsed t ime mi nutes
E I apsed t ime seconds
Noise with tone
Impu l8e noise low
Impulse noise mid
Impu I se noise high
Phase hi ts
Gain hi ts
Drop outs
Status f ield level
Stetus f ie.ld f r equency
Warn i ng message (ni gnes t priority)
End of set

De I ay
Ave rage level
Frequency
Status f ield level
Status f ield f r equency
Wern i ng message (Hi ghes t pr i or i ty )
End of set

NSTG
STLVL
WARNtr
ENDST

++
* .r .r

OBRN* DBM

I
TI MIN** SEC** DBRN***r o\TS**** o\TS**** CNTSr+*r CNTS**** CNTS**i+ o\Ts

+*+. r DBM
****** HZ
xx
0

ll

TRANS
T I tvlvN
TIMSC
I\OTCH
ItvPLO
ItvPI,D
ItvPHI
PH{IT
Gr\ts|I T
DPqJT
STLVL
STFRO
WARNtr
ENDST

0 ** MIN** sEc
+T DBRI\

r+** CNTS
**r r CNTS*r** o\TS+rr* cNTs**** CNTS*r** .CNTS
+**. r DBM****** HZ
xx
0

ENVELOPE DELAY

No zero

DLAY
AVGLV
FROCY
STLVL
STFRO
WARI\E
Et€ST

***r usEc***.r DBMrii*r* Hz***.* DBM****** HZ
xx
0
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Level z ero

DLAY
RLLVL
LZRLV
LZRFR
FRGICY
STLVL
STFRGI
WARI\G
Ei\DS T

r+** usEc***. * DB*r*.* DBM****** HZrI+*** HZ
**+. + DBM
+** *** HZ
xx
0

Delay
Relative level
Leve I zero reference
Leve I zero reference
Frequency
Status f ield level
Status f ield fre
Warning mes8age
End of set

level
frequency

?
uency
Highest pr i or i ty )

Delay zero

DLAY
AVGLV
DZRFR
FROCY
STLVL
STFRO
WARNG
EI\DS T

DLAY
RLLVL
DZRFR
LZRLV
LZRFR

+rrr usEC***. * DBM*****l Hz
* ** *** HZ
+ i+. r DBM
*****+ HZ
XX
0

zeto

**+r usEc
+*r. * DB
* ** *** HZ
r*+. + DEIM****** HZ

Status f ield fre
Wern i ng message
End of set

uency
Hi ghes t pr ior i ty)

De I ay
Ave r age level
De I ay zero reference frequency
Frequency
Status f ield level

q
(

Delay and level

De I ay
Relative level
De I ay zero reference
Leve I zero reference
Leve I zero refelence

frequency
I eve I
frequency

*****+

INTERMODULAT ION DI STORT ION

FouP tone, no noige correction

Status f ield level
Stetus f ield frequency
Warning message (Hi ghes t priority)
End of set

Receive status (four tones) .'
Noise correction factor message(not
corrected)
Noise correction factor, second order
Second product
Noise correction fector, third order
Thi rd product
Average leve I
Status f ield level
Warn i ng message (Hi ghes t pr i or i ty )
End of set

STLVL
STFRO
WARNG
ENDST

**r. i DBM+rr*** Hz
XX
0

RCVST 2
NICFMS O

NtrFSD
SCDPR
NtrFTD
TFOPR
AVGLV
STLVL
WAR'\G
ENDST

*** *
+* DB
**r. t
** DB
***. *
***.*
xx
0

DB

DB

DBM
DBM
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-Fou r tone, noise corrected

Two tone

RCVST
r€FMS
NtrFSD
SCDPR
NtrFTD
TFDPR
AVGLV
STLVL
WARt\tr
ENDST

RCVST 
'NICFMS O

NtrFSD
SCDPR
NICFTD
TFOPR
AVGLV
STLVL
WARNE
EI\DST

RCVST
I{CFMS
NEFSD
SCDPR
NCFTD
THDPR
AVGLV
STLVL
WARNG
EI\DS T

2
I
*r*. *
T+ DB
**+.*
*T DB
t*+.t
**t. *
xx
0

** DB
***. *
+i DB
***..1
***. *
xx
0

4
X
.* it.* I
I+ DB
*+*. *
** DB
***.*
***.*
XX
0

**+ * DB

DB

DB

DBM
DBM

DB

DBM
DBM

DBM
OBM

Rece i ve status ( four toneB)
Noise correction factor message (corrected)
Noise correction fector, second order
Second product
Noise correction factor, third order
Th i rd product
Ave r age level
Status f ield level
Warning messege (Hi ghee t pr ior i ty)
End of set

Rece ive s tatus ( two tones )
No i se correction factor message(not
corrected)
Noise correction factor, second order
Second product
Noise correction fector, third order
Thi rd product
Average level
Status f ield level

Warn ing messege (Hi ghes t pr ior i ty)
End of set

No tones rece i ved

Rece i ve status (no tones
No i se correct ion fector
No i se cor rect i on factor,
Second product
No i se correct ion factor,
Thi rd produc t
Ave r age level
StatuB f ield level
Warn i ng message (Highest
End of set

)
me33a9e

secondDB

DB

order

orderthi rd

priority)

J I TTER

20 - 100 Hz Arnpl i tude

AI/P JH **.i 95 PK

PHJHI *+. i DEG

STLVL ***.* DBM
STFRO ****** HZ
WARNG XX
ENDST O

and phase

Ampl i tude jitter 2O-1OO Hz
i e on)
Phase jitter 20-r00 Hz (lf
i s on )
Stetus f ield level
Stetus f ield f r equency
Warning messege (Hi ghes t pr ior i ty)
End of set

(lf amp jitter

phase j i t ter
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2O-1OO Hz Ampl i tude

Al/P JH **.* 96 PK

STLVL +r+.* DBM
STFRO +r+*r* HZ.
WAR,\E XX
E].,DST O

Arnpl i tude jitter 20-r00 Hz (lf amp jitter
i s on )
Status f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warn i ng mesBege (Hi ghes t pr ior l ty)
End of set

Phase j itter 20 - r00 Hz (If phase j itter
i g on)
Status f ield tevel
Status f ield frequency
Warnlng message (Hi ghes t priority)
End of set

2O-3OO Hz Phase

PHJHI +*.I DEG

STLVL *+*. * DBM
STFRO ****** HZ
WARI\E XX
ENDST O

2O-1OO Hz ne i ther

STLVL ***.* DBM
STFRO rr**** HZ
WARNIG XX
ENDST O

4-100 Hz

ampl itude or phase

Status f ield level
Stetus f ietd frequency
Warning message (Hignest priority)
End of set

and phase

AJFUL

PJFUL

Arnp I i tude

**. * 96 PK

++. * DEG

r**. * DBM

Arnpl i tude iitter 4-3OO Hz
i s on)
Phase jitter 4-100 Hz (lf
i s on)

(lf amp jitter
phase j itter

STLVL Status f ield level

WARNG
ENDST

.r+r+*t
xx
0

uency
Highest

uency
Highest

priority)

priority)

Status f ield fre
Warn i ng message
End of set

q
(

q
(

4-1OO Hz Arnpl i tude

AJFUL r*. * 96 PK

STLVL ***. + DBM
STFRO r*+*ri HZ
WARI\E XX
ENDST O

Arnpl itude jitter 4-300 Hz (If amp jitter
i s on)
Stetus f ield level
Status f ield fre
Warn i ng message
End of set

4-100 Hz Phase

PJFUL **. * DEG Phase jitter 4-r00 Hz (lf phase jitter
i s on )
Status f ield level
Stetus f ield f r equency
Warn i ng message (Hi gtres t pr ior i ty)
End of set

STLVL rrr.* DBM
STFRO **+ *** HZ
WARAE XX
ENDST O
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4-100 Hz ne i ther amp I i tude or phase

STLVL +**.* DB[4
STFRO *r**** HZ
WARNE XX
EI\DS T O

Status f ield level
Stetus f ield frequency
Wern i ng message (Highest priority)
End of set

4-2O Hz

A /PJL

STLVL
STFRO
WARAE
ENDST

4-2O Hz

AtvPJL

STLVL
STFRO
WARt\G
ENDST

AtvPJH

Arnp I i tude
I

**. * (h PK

and phase

PHJLO **. * DEG

Arnpl itude jitter 4-2O Hz
i s on )
Phase.j itter 4-2O Hz (ll
t 3 ()n,
Status f ield level
Status f ield f r equency
Warning message (Hi ghes t
End of set

Arnpl i tude j itter 4-2O Hz
i s on )
Status f ield level
Stetus f ield frequency
Werning message (Hi ghes t
End of eet

(lf amp j itter

phase j i tter
*t*.*
**+***
xx
0

DBM
HZ

tunp I i tude

**.* 96 PK

**r.r DBM**+I*r HZ
xx
0

e I I , Arnp I i tude

.**.* 96 PK

**. * DEG

**.* 96 PK

**. * DEG

priority)

(lf amp jitter

priority)

4-2O Hz Phase

Measure

PHJLO **. + DEG Phase j itter 4-20 Hz (lf phase j itter
i g on)
Status f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warn i ng message (Highest priority)
End of set

4-2O Hz ne i ther amp I i tude or phase

STLVL *r*.* DBM
STFRO *****r HZ
WARNE XX
Ei\DST 0

STLVL ri+. * DBM
STFRGI r+r+*r Hz
WARNG XX
ENDST O

Statu8 f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Werning message (Hi ghes t priority)
End of set

and phase

PHJHI

PJFUL

AJFUL

Arnpl i tude jitter 2O-3OO Hz
i s on )
Phase jltter 20-100 Hz (lf
i s on )
ArnpI i tude jitter 4-1OO Hz
i s on )
Phase jitter 4-100 Hz (lf
i s on )

(lf amp jitter

phese j i tter
(lf amp jitter

phase jitter
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.,1

Meagure al l, Arnpl itude (conrt)

AtvPJL **.* 06 PK tunpl i tude j itter 4-2O Hz
i g 0n)
Phase jitter 4-20 Hz (lf
i s on)
Stetus f ield levet

(If amp j itter

phase j i tter

pr i or i ty )

(If amp jitter
(lf amp jitter

PHJLO **. * DEG

STLVL ***.* DBM
STFRO **.r*** HZ
WARNG XX
ENDST O

Status f ield fre
Werning message
End of set

q
(
uency
Highest

Measure

AMPJH

AJFUL

ANPJL

al l,
.r* *

** *

** *

Arnp I i tude

%PK

%PK

%PK

DBM,

Arnp I i tude j i tter 2O-JOO Hz

STLVL **r. *
STFR0 i*****
WARNG
ENDST

HZ

i s on )
Arnpl i tude jitter 4-1OO Hz
i s on)
Arnpl i tude jitter 4-2O Hz
is on)
Status f ield level
Status f ield f requency
Warning message (Hi ghes t
End of set

(lf amp jitter

priority)xx
0

Meaaute al I,
PHJHI **.

PJFUL Ti.

Measure al l,

STLVL I**. * DBM
STFRO *r* *** HZ
WARNE XX
ENDST O

Phase

* DEG

+ DEG

* DEG

Phase j itter 20-100 Hz (If phase j itter
i s on)
Phase jitter 4-100 Hz (lf phase jitter
1s on)
Phase jitter 4-20 Hz (lf phese jitter
Status f ield level
Status f ield frequency
Warn i ng message (Hi ghes t pr ior i ty)
End of set

PHJLO **.

neither

DBM

amp I itude or phase

PAR

STLVL ***. *
sTFRO ******
WARNG XX
ENDST O

HZ

PAR *+* P/AR tN ITS
STLVL +**.* DBM
WARt\tG XX
ENDST O

Status f ield level
StatuB f ield f requency
Warn i ng message (Hi gnes t pr ior i ty)
End of set

P/AR read ing
Status f ield level
Warning message (ttigtrest priori ty)
End of set
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RETI-RN LOSS

S i ne wave

S INRL
STLVL
STFRO
WARf\E
ENDST

**. * DB***.* DBM***+** HZ
xx
0

S i ne wave return loss
Status f ield level
Stetus f ield I requency
Warning message (Hi ghes t pr ior i ty)
End of set

Echo return loss
Status f ield level
Warning message (Hi ghes t priotity)
End of set

Low singing return loes
Status f ield level
Warn i ng mes 8 a9e (Hi ghes t pr ior i ty)
End of set

Hi gh singing return logs
Stetus f ield level
Warn i ng message (Highest priority)
End of set

Echo

crffL
STLVL
WARNG
ENDST

SRLLO
STLVL
WARNG
ENDST

SRLHI
STLVL
WARNG
ENDST

o{ffi,L
SRLLO
SRLHI
STLVL
WARNG
ENDST

+*
.l**

xx

*
,t

:al

Dl:IM

DJ:!

DB

Low singing
**

*r*
xx
0

DBM
I
+

Hi gh singing

Measure al I

** *
*** *
xx
0

**
**
t*

***
xx
0

DJJ,VI

DB
DBM

*
t
*
+

Echo return
Low singing
Hi gh s i ng i n
Status f iel

loss
retutn logs
return losg
I eve I

s
d

Warn i ng message
End of set

(Hi ghes t pn ior i ty)

RETI-RN LOSS, -16 TLP

S i ne wave

s INRL **.* DB
TLPLV ***. * DBMo
STFRO ****** HZ
WARIG XX
EI\DST 0

Sine wave retunn loss
Stetus f ield level
StatuB f ield f requency
Warning me!r8e9e (Highest priority)
End of set
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Echo

Low s i ng i ng

qffL
TLPLV
WARf\E
EI\DST

SRLLO
TLPLV
WARI\G
ENDST

r*. r DB***. * DBMo
xx
0

** *
* r.r .t

xx
0

DBMO

**. * D8
iI*. * DBMo
xx
0

Echo return loss
Stetus f ield level
Warning message (Highest priority)
End of set

Low singing return loss
Status f ield level
Warning message (Highest priority)
End of set

Hi gh singing return loss
Status f ield level
Warn i ng messege (Highest priority)
End of set

Echo return loss
Low singing return loss
Hi gh singing return loss
StEtus f ield level
Werning messege (Hi ghes t priority)
End of set

rlB

High singing

SRLHI
TLPLV
WARNG
ENDST

Measure El I

cHoRL *r. * DrB,

SRLLO *r. * DB
SRLHI *+. * DB
TLPLV ir*. * OBMo
WARNG XX
ENDST O

t3

Ntl/PS
I\}FL
NDt\t 4 z2

**
**

Number of timeB self
Number of t imes self
Numb e r of mode being

check has pas sed
check has fai led
execu ted is zz

THPA
LN
LN

I

PATH nn

I
r*t**r
**t*+*

PASS
FAIL2

Number of segment.being execut ed = I
Each segment has at leaat one, and
bomet imes more pieces of data. The
suff ix tellg whether the data i8 inside
the limits or no t.

Segment 2
Data

PATH 2
LN I *****+ PASS

nn

SCIvOD zzPASS. (or FAIL) Self check mode zz pas sed or failed
Segment

NiI4PS
NI.IVFL
ENDST O

Number of times
Number of t ime s

check
check

passed
f ai led

**
+I
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I/O lvf\EMONIC COMMAIOS

The f otlowing list of mnemonics are the codes that the 4945A will
respond to over the three interfaces. They are three-character
mnemonics (plus any data entry) and a delimiter, which will be a
semicolon or linefeed (HP-lL may use a colon also). Embedded
spaces and carriage returns will have no effect on the decoding
of the mnemonics. Any time a semicolon or e I.inef eed' is received
the module ettempts to decode a mnemonic and the decoder is reset.

Syntax Explanation of Keystroke Sequences

The following strings are for illustration purposes only. To program
the instrument the mnemonics must be used.

state of a softkey, for example,The @ code is used to specify the
@hI sets softkey I to state I.
The data entry keys on the front panel are encoded Es ASCII 0 through 9,
-, and. and are represented in the table of mnemonics as en * when data
is to be e ntered.

At the end of a data entry sequence, (delimited with; or Lf), the
code for enter (E) is sent.

Thoge mnemonicg f ollowed by a plus sign (+) can be accessed ftom more
than one menu. Therefore, the last measurement made using e specific
mnemonic must be known. If the last meesurement made uses the already
eelected mnemonic, the test select menu cannot be accessed. Rather it
is assumed that the correct menu is displayed and the proper softkeys
have been eent. Otherwise the mnemonic is ignored.
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4945A iThEMONICS

lvh ento n i c

Clock set up

Funct i on Date Entry?

CLO (year);
CLI (month);
CL2 (day);
CL) (hour);
CL4 (mi nu te);
CL5;
CL6;
CL7;
CL8;

Data ent ry

DAT(num. exp. >;

EDO;
EDI;

Ex ecu te

EXC;

Dial - Hold set up

Enve I ope delay

year
rnonth
day
hours
minutes

Avt
PM
I2 hou r
24 hour

Sends the numeric express i on
the 4945A and follows it with
an enter code.

normal set
r epea t

Beg i n nrcasu r ement

Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

yes
ye8
yes
yes
ye8
no
no
no
no

yes

lll0; Transmi tter hold of f no
*lI; Transmitter hold on no
BJ2.;-Re c.i.e.v.e.r-ho.l_d_o-f_f no
*ll; Reciever hold on no
}{4; Dial talk off no
*15; Dial talk on no
*16; Talk bat of f no
*17; Talk bat on no

D
D

E
E

no
no

no

This cbmmand will cause the 4945A to make a mea8urement and pass the data
back to the controller. lt is not necessary to send this command to cause
execution of a mnemonic, the semicolon or tinefeed will do that. Some
commands, such es OI; or TIM; cause data thet i8 not meesurement data to be
passed bEck to the controller. Commands of this type do not require that
EXC; command'be gent'for them to be executed and do not return the end of
set data type, ENDST.
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49t5A I,l|iEMOi.lICS (conrt)

Mnemon i c Func t i on Date En t ry?

Examples are TIM; (alt), OI; (HP-lB), (RS-212), and OE;.

Note thEt these commends will cause data to be sent to the controller,
but the data will not be terminated by the ENDST string, this being
regerved for data meesured by the receiver.

Change frequency command

FRO
FRI;
FR2;
FR];
FR4;
FR5;
FR5;
FR7;
FR8;
FR9;
FRA;
FRB
FRC
FRO
FRE
FRF
FRG

tM0;
IMI;

tN0;
INI;
IN2;
INl;
IN4;
IN5;
lN6;
IN7;
IN8;
IN9;

yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
ye8
yes
ye3

Interrnodulation d i stort ion

Change t ransmi t ter frequency
Frequency I
Frequency 2
Frequency 3
Frequency 4
Frequency 5
Freguency 5
Step size =I0 Hz
Step size =5O Hz
Step size =I00 Hz
Step size =1000 Hz
Program frequency I
Program frequency 2
Program frequency 3
Program frequency 4
Program f requency 5
Program frequency 6

Normal test
Check signal

Stop
Start
Count rate 7/second
Count rate 8/second
Count rate I00/second
lnpu I se threshold apread
Impu I se threshold spread
Impu I se threshold spread
lmpu I se threshold spresd
Impul se threshold spread

(freq.);

(freq.);
(freq.);
(freq.);
(freq.);
(freq.);
<freq.>;

no
no

lrnpu I se noise (Transients)

=2
=,
=4
=5
=6

no
no
no
no
no

dB no
dB no
dB no
dB no
dB no
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4945A IIIICMONICS (conrt)

Mnemon i c Func t i on

NormE I d i sp I ays

Data Ent ry?

lvla s ter /S I ave set up

Noise f ilter conmands +

MSO;
l"tS I ;
MS2;
lnlS I ;

l.F0;
IrFI;
lrF2;
f.Fl;
lrF4 ;

l.Do;
ITDI ;
ND2;
trDl;

Output ident i f i cat ion

ot;

M/S nnde of f
Master & Master to Sleve
Master & Slave to Master
Slave

C-rnessage f ilter
I lGlz f lat
15 KHz f lat
Program
50 Kbir

no
no
no
no

no

no
no
no
no
no

NormaI displays hardkey

NtvD;

No i se cormands

Output error (RS-232 only)

OE;

No i se wi th tone
Signal to noise
No i se
Noise to ground

Output the string rrl+4945An
when talk addressed

Output the string " STS\ID ddd CrLf 'l
where ddd is a three chargcter ASCI I
number, including leading spaces.

no
no
no
no

no
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Echo on/of f (RS-212 only)

4945A I'f\EfvmN ICS (con't)

Func t i on

Echo rnode on
Echo rnode of f

Enter remote with local
I ockou t mode
Enter locel rmde

Mask SRO on data ava i lable
Generate SRG on data reedy
Hold off I inefeeds unti I ready
Re I ease I inefeeds

S ane es output hardkey

P/AR

Mnemon i c

OrE;
trE;

Lockou t

ot;
GL;

oJO;
CI.JI;
CNZ;
oJt;

Output hardkey

CTJT;

Return loss

Date Entry?

no
no

onlot t (RS-232 only)

Output corrrnande (FP-lB and tP- lL only)

no

no

no

no

no
no
no
no

Peak to sverage ratio
PAR;

RLO;
RLI;
RL2;
RL];
RL4;
RL5;
RL6;
RL7;
RL8;
RL9;
RLA;
RLB (loss);

Two wi re
Four wi re, 0 TLP
Four wi re, -16 TLP
Sine wave
Echo
Low singing
Hi 9h singing
lr4easure all
600 ohm reference
900 ohm reference
Externa l standard
Enter hybr id loss

inpedance
irrpedance
irrpe d an ce i n

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
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4945A MICMO{ICS (con't)

Func t i onMn emon i e

Reset

RST;

The 49454 goes to

Date Ent ry?

noReset

the fol lowing stetes

N4enu

Frequency

Display Level

TM[/RO/ lnp

Rcv Term hold
co i I s

SF ek i p

Voice I imi t

Master/slave
Direction

Tes t select

1004 Hz

(on 49444 Envelope Delay mode)

600 olms

off

off

off

off
rnaster to sleve

Talk bat.

MeesurerrEnt

Se I f check
Mode
SegnEnt
Stop on

No i se
C-msg f i I ter
60 Hz filter

eP
Single
From
Step
Rate

off
f ul I
I
t
check end

noise wi th tone
in
out

s t opped

ZOh fo 19O4
100
f as t

level f r equenc y
Ouiet term
1004 Hz

Swe
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lvh erno n i c

Reset (con't)

Jitter

494rA rvlrEl4Ohl ICS (con't)

Func t i on

20-r00 Hz bs nd
Arrp. and phase

neasure al I

2 wi re
Hybr i d loss 00.0 dB

normal
s t opped
8/sec
15 min.
4 dB step
68 dB threshold
20 deg. threshold
10 dB gain hit
lnp 600 o tms

Deta Ent ry?

Return losg

Enve I ope delay
Traneients

Level softkeys
De fau I ts

Frequency
sof tkey defau I ts

Vo I ume
Leve I
Mon i tor
Beep

TRI\4T -RCV 8wi tch

Resetg
Mode of

7.0r0.0r-6.0r -rr.0r -29.0

TRMT-RCV

to(,4o4, 1004,2804, ,oo4,27 L'

off
t
r ece i ve
on

the queues, stops any measurement in proceBs.
instwnent goes to normel, direct mode is exited.

Receive/Transmit, Transmi t/Rece i ve ha r dkey s

R)o/;
lhtR;

Rec i eve - tranemi t
Transmi t - rec i eve

no
no
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49O5A MTGMOtIICS (conrt)

Func t i on Data Entry?

SCO;
SCI;
SC2;
SC); (Mode);
SC4; (Seq);
SC5;
sc6;
SC7;
SC8;
SC9;

Sof t key stetes

SKI s
SK2 s
SKI s
SK4 s
SK5 e

SK6 s
SK7 s
SK8 s

Se I f chec k

Sweep set up

Stop
Start
Full self check
Nhde self check
Segnent self check
Nonstop
Check end
Fa i I rmde
Fai I end
Cal i brate

Mnemon i c

SW2;
SW];
SW4;
sw5,
SW6;
SW7 (freq.);
SWB (f req.);
SW9 (step );

no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no

Special displays corvmsnds

SPD; Special d i spl ays hardkey no

. These mnemonics will place the softkeys into state s, where s is
one numeric ASCII character. If an invalid state is specified, state 0
is selected. Theee mnemonics should only be used to program retrofitable

--optionsr-since-mnemonics-to-pr.ogr-am-ev.er-y.thing-else-have-been-prov.ided
,
,
,
t
t
,
,
,

Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program

sof tkey I
sof tkey 2
sof tkey )
sof tkey 4
softkey 5
aof tkey 6
sof tkey 7
sof tkey 8

to state 8

to stete s
to state s
to state I
to state s
to state g

to stete 8
to state s

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-\

Single sweep
Con t inuous sweep
Step rate =.J/second
Step rate = I/second
Step rate = J/second
Set lower limit
Set upper I imit
Enter step size

no
no
no
no
no
ye8
ye8
yes
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494rA Mi€MOiIICS (con't)

Mnemon i c

TIM;

Time and dete

Func t i on

Note

Date Entry?

Real t ime clock

Thia c orrrna n d wi I I be executed wi thout
send i ng the D(C; conmand s i nce th i s i s
not rneasurement data. No EITDST date type
wil I be returned for the s arne rea8on.

Read real tirne clock no

output f orrnat: NO-DY-YR I FH:lvM (Alr4 or PM or)

Transmi tter/Reciever set up

TRO;
TRI;
TR2;
TR3;
TR4;
TR5;
TR6;
TR7;
TR8;
TR9;
TRA;
TRB;
TRCr
TRD;
TRE;
TRF;
TRG;
TRFI;
TRI
TRJ
TRK
TRL
TFM
TRN

Transmi tter inp.
Transmi t ter inp.
Transmi t ter inp.
Transmi t ter imp.
Rec i ever inp. =
Rec i ever inp. =
Rec i ever imp. =
Rec i ever imp. =
Te rm
Br i dge
SF sk i
SF sk i
Voice
Voice
S I ave
Slave
S I ave
5l ave
S I ave
Slave
Slave
S I ave
Slave
Slave

lf5 ohms
600 ohms
900 ohms
12 00 ohms

off
on

=l
=6
=9
=I

,5 ohms
00 ohms
00 ohms
200 ohms

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

p off
p on
band I im

t r ansmi t
t ransmi t

it
irband I im

t ransmi t

,
,
,

,
,

t ran smi t
Rec i eve
recieve
recieve
recieve
term
bridge

If5 ohms
600 ohme
900 ohms
I200 ohms

Il5 o hrns
600 ohms
900 otrns
I2 00 ohme

imp.
imp.
imp.
imp.

inp.
inp.
imp.
inp.
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494rA lvnEMO|.lICS (conrt)

Func t i on Deta Entry?Mnemon i c

Vo I ume p rogranmi ng

VLO;
VLI;
VL2;
VL};
VL4;
VL5;
VL6;
VL7;
VL8;
VL9;
VLA;
VLB;
VLC;

Volume level 0
Volume level I
Volume level 2
Volurne level l
Volume level 4
Volune level 5
Volume level 6
Speaker of f
Speaker on
Mon i tor rece i ver
l4on i tor transmi tter
Keyboard beep of f
Keyboard beep on

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Zero func t i on

ZLV i +
ZD-;

. Leve I
Delay

zero
zefo

no
no
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